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ABSTRACT:
South Africa's position in the world coal market, its
reserves and export growth projections, are indicative of
its intention to remain a "very significant player" in the
industry that provides the country with its second largest
source of foreign earnings.
This dissertation outlines tho various possibilities that
exist for growth in the coal export industry. It covers
the possible growth of the Richards Bay Coal Terminal to 64
mtpa by 2000 and shows what additional production resources
are required to meet this growth potential. The second
terminal at Richards Bay, known as the Codex project, is
also detailed, giving growth potential to 12,0 mtpa by
2000, showing from which companies and mines this coal will
be sourced. These 2 combined facilities could export a
total of 76 mtpa by the turn of the century.
Finally an analysis of expected FOB cash costs is done to
indicate how the weakness of the Rand against the US Dollar
has assisted, and will continue to assist exporters in the
long term, to remain cost competitive.
SUMMARY:
South Africa's export programme began in earnest in 1976
following the opening of the Richards Bay Coal Terminal.
Prior to this, exports had never exceeded 2,7 mtonnes in
anyone year.
The impetus behind the new terminal development was
provided by the Transvaal Coal Owners Association's (TCOA)
success in securing a contract to supply 2,5 million tonnes
per annum of low ash blend coking coal to the Japanese
Steel Hills for a period of 10 years. At that stage most
of the world trade in coal was coking coal, which earned a
premium price. South Africa being short of metallurgical
coals and the export of blend coking coal from the No. 5
seam in the Transvaal being prohibited in order to conserve
resources, the TCOA were forced to evaluate alternate
sources. In order for this coking coal contract to
succeed, the TCOA had to secure contracts for +5,0 mtpa of
steam coal which resulted from the production of the low
ash blend coking coal.
The oil crisis of 1973/74 caused a radical reappraisal of
the long term prospects for coal exports. Once the low ash
contract was signed, the South African coal industry was
committed to an investment in expansion and modernisation
of certain mines, as well as a rapid loading facility to be
built at the new port.
More importantly, because certain quantities of steam coal
would be produced as a result of separating the low ash
coal, the industry also committed itself to the export of
steam coal, which would primarily be suitable for power
generation, cement works and some industrial applications.
LORO TERM STEAM COAL DEMARD:
Uneven surges in steam coal demand are expected throughout
the 1990's as new coal-fired power stations come on stream,
resulting in the likelihood of -demand spikes-. Several
assessments of additional coal supply capacity have been
made recently, all of which suggest that the projected
level of demand will continue to be met without difficulty,
from new coal projects being commissioned, especially in
countries such as Indonesia, Colombia and Venezuela. World
steam coal exports are expected to increase to about 352
mtpa, with the RSA reaching a possible 76 mtpa by 2000.
RICHARDS BAY COAL TERMINAL:
The original phase 1 facility of the RBCT had a design
capacity of 12 mtpa in 10 grades. The phase 2 expansion
added a design capacity of B mtpa and an additional 3
grades and was commissioned in 1978. Through operating
experience it was found that this expanded facility was
capable of handling 24 mtpa. The phase 3 expansion had a
design capacity of 20 mtpa in an additional 20 grades,
increasing the capacity of RBCT to 44 mtpa, in 33 grades
and was completed by December 1986. In August 1989, the
RBCT shareholders decided to increase the terminal capacity
to 53,0 mtpa but adding only one additional grade, which
was operational by December 1991.
As a result of recent investigations and the repositioning
of certain grades into more accessible positions in the
terminal, the RBCT now has an estimated design capacity of
54,5 million tonnes per annum. With limited further
capital expenditure, the terminal capacity can be increased
.!
to handle 64 million tonnes per annum, a level that could
be attained by the turn of the century.
COALII TERMIMAL:
The feasibility study for the building of a second terminal
with a proposed initial capacity of 12 million tonnes per
annum, has been completed. A group of companies interested
in developing or expanding export orientated coal mining
ventures, have formed the COAL EXPORT JOINT VENTURE
(COALEX) to investigate the establishment of the new
terminal.
The Coalex Joint Venture and Transnet are co-operating to
facilitate the implementation of the infrastructure to
allow additional South African coal producers access to the
international coal market. The Joint Venture has secured
railing capacity on the Richards Bay Coal Line from
Spoornet to Richards Bay and land from Portnet for a coal
terminal in the port of Richards Bay. A final decision on
this facility is expected in Hay 1994.
with the construction of the Coalex terminal and the
possible expansion of the RBCT, coal exports from South
Africa are set to increase to about S4 million tonnes by
1995, 64 mtpa by 1996, 70 mtpa by 1998 and could reach 74
mtpa by 2000.
rOB CASH COSTS:
The South African Hining Houses are making great efforts
and are being successful at keeping cost increases down to
below the current inflation rate. All of the export
collieries are containing costs by improving productivity,
especially labour productivity.
It is estimated that the midpoint FOB cash coet for coal
loaded at the RBCT in 1993/94 fiscal year i8 around
R76,S4/tonne. At a Rand/US Dollar exchange rate of R3,15
to the U8$, the FOB cash cost is about U8$24.30/tonne.
As a result of continued efforts to improve productivity
and to contain cost increases, it is estimated that by
1995/96, the FOB cash costs for coal loaded at the aBeT
will increase to an average of a90, 93/tonne FOB and to
R134,03/tonne by 2000/01.
The Rand is expected to continue to weaken against the US
Dollar and as a resu I t South African FOB cash costs are
expected to average about U8$24,91/tonne, by the 1995/96
fiscal year, and U9$26. 03/tonne by 2000/01.
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1. INTRODUCTIONs
As the R.S.A. emerges from the political
significant opportunities for the coal producers
participate in the world coal market are emerging.
shadows,
to again
South Africa's position in the world coal market, its
reserves and export growth projections, are indicative of
its intention to remain a "very significant player" in the
industry that provides the country with its second largest
source of foreign earnings.
F.W. de Klerk's intention to create a "Rn SOUTH AFRICA"
was announced on 2 February 1990 along with the unbanning
of all political parties, followed shortly by the release
of Nelson Mandela in an attempt at removing obstacles in
order to pave the way for constitutional negotiations.
During 1991 and 1992, the world recognised that
irreversible political progress was being made in South
Africa and acknowledged this by, the lifting of Be trade
sanctions in April 1991 and the repeal of the CAAA by US
congress in June 1991. The Japanese Government officially
lifted all trade sanctions against South Africa in January
1992.
Multi-party negotiations began in Johannesburg in December
1991, leading to the establishment of ·Codesa 1· (the
Convention for a Democratic South Africa) in January 1992.
Due to uncertainty in the National Party as to its true
support in the face of a very vociferous white r!ght wing,
it called for the last ·whites only· referendum on 17 March
1992. The vote in support of the National Party leadership
in its reform process was overwhelming (67\ ·yes· )
thereby opening the door to worldwide lifting of sanction.
1
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including access to French and Danish markets.
The negotiation of a new constitution with property rights
preserved and with strong checks and balances and a Bill of
Rights remains as the last major task. Recently it was
announced that elections for a democratic government would
take place not later than April 1994.
In the coal industry, 1992 will be remembered for the re-
entry of South Africa to the commercial world. For the
first time South African coal exports surpassed the record
level of more than 50 million tonnes in 1992, a rise of
about 2% over the 1991 exports. Total coal exports reached
50,7 in 1992, compared to 49,4 in 1991 and 49,3 million
tonnes in 1990, mainly as a result of increased steam coal
exports. This was achieved as a result of the lifting of
trade sanctions and trade restrictions by countries such as
France, Denmark, Holland, Finland, United Kingdom, Ireland,
Brazil, Japan, Korea and the U. S. A.
In 1993 coal exports have exceeded the 53,0 million tonne
mark, .as trade sanctions have been lifted world wide and
once again the South African coal has started to flow back
into countries which previously banned the import of South
African coal, such as Sweden, Thailand, Malaysia and New
Caledonia.
1.1. IRTERRA'.rIONAL LORG'.rERM DEMAHD FOR STEAM COALs
I.E.A. Coal Research, in their recent pUblication
"SEABORNE STEAM COAL TRADE - DEMAND PROSPECTS TO 2000"
indicate that, over the past 2 decades, seaborne steam coal
trade has grown by 13%/annum, reaching almost 200 million
tonnes in 1991. I'
According to the report, seaborne steam coal demand is
2
expected
1990's.
European
continue
to continue growing at about 6\/annum during the
However, slower growth of 4,3' is forecast for the
sector, while in Asia high growth is expected to
at about 7,Ot/annum.
Five separate consumer sectors are examined:
- Power generation
- Cement
- Iron and steel
- Other industry
- Other sectors
1.1.1. POKER GENERATIONs
From 1991
generation
mtpa.
to 2000 steam coal imports in the power
sector are expected to increase from 136 to 256
TABLE 1.1. POWER GENERATION SECTOR
1991 2000
MTPA
Asia 47 110
Northern Europe 60 93
Mediterranean 24 40
Others 5 13
Total 136 256
1 .1.:1. eDERT IRDUSTRY I
This sector is expected to remain fairly static with demand
increasing by about 2'/annum from 30 mtpa in 1991 to 34,4
mtpa in 2000. Main growth areas will be in Korea, Taiwan
and Malaysia.
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TABLE 1.2. CEMENT SECTOR
1991 2000
HTPA
Asia 17,8 19,9
Northern Europe 5,5 6,2
Mediterranean 6,3 7,4
Others 0,3 0,9
Total 29,9 34,4
1.1.3. IRON AND STB!Lz
Until recently, non-coking coal requirements in the iron
and steel industry were limited. Pulverised Coal Injection
(PCI) has altered this sector and it now represents a large
potential market for growth in the steam coal market.
Seaborne steam coal demand is expected to grow from 14,3
mtpa in 1991 to 33,3 mtpa in 2000.
TABLE 1.3. PULVERISED COAL INJECTION SECTOR
Asia
Northern Europe
Mediterranean
Others
Total
1.1. t. IRDUSTRIAL S!CTOR z
1991
7,5
5,8
1,0
o
14,3
HTPA
2000
21,3
9,7
1,5
0,0
33,3
Demand in this sector is expected to increase from 9,3 mtpa
in 1991 to 21,S mtpa by 2000. Main growth areas are Japan
and Taiwan. In contrast however, in Burope coal
consumption in the industrial sector is expected to
contract sharply, such as the chemical and paper and pUlp
4
industries, as competition from other fuels such as natural
gas increases and the local coal industries contract.
1.1.5. OTHER SECTORS:
In this sector, which comprises the residential,
agricultural, commerce and public sectors, steam coal
demand is expected to decrease rapidly during the decade,
as competition from natural gas and district heating
increases. Seaborne steam coal demand is expected to
contract from 9,3 mtpa to 6,5 mtpa by 2000.
1.1.6. TOTAL DEMAND:
As a result of the growth enumerated above, the demand for
steam coal exports is expected to increase from 199,2 mtpa
in 1991 to 341,0 mtpa by 2000.
TABLE 1. 4. TOTAL SEABORNE STEAM COAL DEMAND
Power Generation
Cement
Iron and steel **
Industrial
Other sectors
Total
1991
136,0
29,9
14,3
9,3
9,3
198,8
mtpa
2000
256,0
34,4
33,3
21,5
6,5
351,6
NOTE: ** In some forecasts, PCl coals are included under
metallurgical coals.
1.1.7. FORBCAST COMPARISOR
Recent projections made by 8 other forecasters are also
evaluated. One notable feature of these forecasts is the
close agreement on future Asian demand. Most of the
projections show Asian requirements within the range of
t'
5
140-160 mtpa by 2000. The main uncertainty between the
various forecasters is over the level of European imports.
The projections show European requirements within the range
of 147-218 mtpa by 2000.
TABLE 1. 5. COMPARISON OF FORECASTS or SEABORNE STEAM COAL DEMAND IN 2000
FORECASTER YP.AR or EUROPE ASIA OTHERS TOTAL
FORECAST
FIGURES IN HTPA
ABARE 1991 NA 147 NA 287
Me CLOSUY COAL INFORMATION 1991 147 140 13 300
BHP INTERNATIONAL 1991 NA NA NA 300
AGIPCOAL INTERNATIONAL 1992 NA NA NA 309
TOTAL (DE BOURGUES) 1991 NA NA NA 320
BARLOW JON~ER (PTY) LIMITED 1992 173 150 10 333
U. S. BUREAU OF MI NES 1992 200 148 18 3U
WEFA ENERGY LIMITED ** 1992 218 144 32 394
INTERNATIONAL ENERGY AGENCY 1992 110 157 14 341
... INCLUDES OVERLAND IMPORTS AND IS IN MILLION TONNES COAL EQUIVALENT NOT MILLION
TONNES PER YEAR
.'
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:.I. COAL RESERVES:
various assessments of the coal reserves of the Republic of
South Africa have been carried out this century.
Meaningful comparisons of the results, however, are
difficul t due to the widely ranging parameters used in the
studies. The following Table lists nine reserve estimates
developed between 1913 and 1983.
TABLE 2. 1. ESTIMATES OF COAL RESERVES OF THE REPUBLIC OF
SOUTH AFR I CA •
SOURCE
F. S. J. de Jager
Petrick Commission
Department of Mines
W. J. Wybergh
Coal Commission
F.A. Venter
Mineral Resources
D.W. Bishopp
W.C.J. van Rensberg et al ,
YEAR
1975
1983
1913
1928
1948
1952
1959
1967
1969
ESTIMATE
(MiIlion tonnes)
56 245 (in situ)
205 723 (in situ)
11 086 (recoverable)
67 922 (in situ)
72 467 (in situ)
9 071 (recoverable)
33 879 (in situ)
18 881 (recoverable)
82 018 (in situ)
25 290 (recoverable)
115 530 (insitu)
57 541 (recoverable)
(South African coal resources - explained and analysed -
1987 J.H. Bredell)
:.I .1. THE PETRICK RBPORT OR COAL RBSOURCBS I
The first comprehensive analysis of South Africa's coal
resources was carried out by the Petrick Conunission,
appointed by the government in 1970 -to establish whether
or not conservation of coal resources is necessary and if
necessary, to investigate the means of achievement and
their consequences·.
The commission's findings - Report of the Conunission of
Enquiry into the Coal Resources of the Republic of South
7
Africa, R. S.A. Department of Mines, 1975 - were pUblished
in 1975, by which time their significance had been greatly
enhanced by the 1973/74 international oil crisis. Among
the important questions on which the report had a direct
bearing were the national rate of energy consumption in
relation to GOP and the implications of this for the
economically rational consumer price of coal; the domestic
consumer price of coal and its effect on the amount of coal
economically recoverable; the proposed expansion of coal
exports and their effect on the rate of depletion of
reserves; the market effect of the establishment of
, captive' mines to supply electric power stations; and the
national programme for the production of oil from coal.
The authors of the report estimated in situ raw bituminous
coal reserves of 82,018 billion tonnes and extractable
(economically recoverable) reserves of raw bituminous coal
at 25,290 billion tonnes, which differed little from
earlier estimates. They also observed that the rate of
extraction was low, mainly owing to the low (controlled)
consumer prices obtained.
It was also their opinion that exports of 50 million tonnes
of steam coal a year, consisting of better grades, might be
detrimental to local requirements, which they expected to
grow at a faster rate than foreseen hitherto.
Among the main findings of the Petrick Commission were:
The availability of reserves could be a restraint on the
expansion of coal mining, unless extraction rates were
increased by more efficient mining methods and reduced
I ~
waste;
The main reason for waste had been the system of consumer
price control, applied in order to pursue a cheap energy
8
policy. The price of coal for domestic use should
therefore be increased;
Potential supplies of metallurgical, anthracitic and higher
grade steam coals were limited and conservation and optimum
utilisation should be practiced;
Captive mines supplying power stations were the cause of
serious waste in other commercial collieries, as the latter
had no market for low-grade coal;
Large scale exports would lead to accelerated depletion of
reserves of high grade steam coal, with a deleterious
effect on the availability of grades needed for special
uses;
Excessive energy consumption in relation to GOP implied
that coal was too cheap and therefore being wasted.
2 .2. THB DB JAGER REPORT:
In 1979 the Minister for Hines instructed the Geological
Survey to carry out a re-evaluation. This resulted in the
production of a report in 1981 which was updated in 1982.
The report ·Coal Reserves of South Africa - an Bvaluation
at the Bnd of 1982· by F.S.J. De Jager is still. the most
authoritative publication on the coal potential of South
Africa.
It is noted that while an extremely detailed data base of
the borehole information has been developed by the
Geological Survey this is unavailable. The contidentiality
imposed on the publication of data by the Hining Right Act
prevents the open dissemination of information.
9
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SOURCE· De JAGER (1112).
BITUMINOUS COAL METALLURGICAL ANTHRAcmc COAL
BrTUMINUS COAL ANTHRACITE LEAN COAL-
COALFIELD In Situ Recoverable -5aluble In SIu Recoverable InSiu Recoverable Recoverable In SIll Recoverable Recoverable
Mnable High Grade Mineable Benelidated Mkleable Beneficiated t.meable Benelidated
Coralnlng
Mel Coal
WITBAHK 16241 12461 6455 1&40 401
HIGHVELD 16909 . 10979 1513 567 231
sountRANO 3072 730
SPRINGBOK FLATS 32SO 1700 1700 1050 150
WATERSERG UPPER 23303 18000 3000 Substantial Substantial
WATERSfRG LOWER 26620 1883
UMPOPO 2S6 202 107 2S6 107
SOUTPANSBERO 1450 72S 267 1450 1267
WESTERN AREAS
UTRECHT 750 511 316 202 102
KUPRIVER. 705 4n 31. 462 158 1082 712 oC76 39S 266 142
VRYHEJD 87 71 56 86 39
EASTERN TRANSVAAL 7OS3 4538 2451 30 16
KWAZUlU 257 173 99
KANGWANE <467 'ZZ1 147
SASOlOBURG- oC757 2233
VERf£HIGING
ORAHGI! FREE STATE
REMAINDER 8878 4919
OlD SPRJNGFLED
. -
TOTAL 11322. 17"1 11012 IJ.43 2471 1101 1112 m 311 21. 14%
• Lean coal IIdtlnld •• lowvolatil coal wMIe Jong tMrn;,g qua1Iy It dIJ)e tor email scaJe boleti suchuloalrnotlYtl.
.. IncUIId n rtCOVIf1tl1t.
• AnItndIIc coallotals lor J<lp RJvw IncbSe ,..,.".. for lJtnIc:ht. VJyheId and Eaam Transvllal.
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2.3. SOUTH AFRICAN COAL RESOURCBS - EXPLAINBD AND ARALYSEDa
De Jager's estimates were largely based on calculations
performed by the coal-mining industry itself, according to
a standard set of criteria negotiated with the coal mining
houses.
The reported figures therefore essentially represent the
reserves which existed within the portfolios of the
different coal-mining and coal-prospecting companies at the
time (end of 1982). Furthermore, only the demonstrated
category of resources was included which was further
subdivided into - in situ mineable- and "recoverable".
The Waterberg coalfield which only represents about 2,8 per
cent of the area of all coalfields in South Africa, is
estimated to contain almost 46 per cent of the total in
situ coal resources. More recent figures of the Waterberg
reserves are therefore used in Bredell' s estimates.
FACTORS 'l'HAT WBRE TAKER :I1fTO CONSIDERATION 1fHIR UPDATIRO
THBSB RBSERVE FIGURES:
How much coal of a particular kind can safely be allowed to
be exported.
How much coal is available for substituting imported fuels
by way of various liquifaction processes.
Size, type and location of future power stations and
liquifaction plants.
How many and what type of industries will the coal
resources be able to sustain over the long term.
Alternative routes for steel making instead of coke making •
.'
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SOUTH AFRICAN COAL RESERVES BYCOALAElD FIGURE IN MIWON TONNES
~El.D MAP IN-SITU RECOVERABLE PERCENTAGE HIGH GRADE LOW GRADE ANTHRACfTE LEAN METALLUR- TOTAL
LOCAllON RESERVES RESERVES RECOVERABLE! STEAM COM. STEAM COM. ccw. GlCALCOM. SALEABLE
TOTAL IN-SITU (WASHED) (COKING COAL) RESERVES
UWOPO 1 2!l8 107 O.og 107 107
WAIBISERG 2 5l5014 15417 12.71 1017 1~11 tmI 15481
WESTENt SOUTPNtS8ERO 3 ) 0.00 0
c:enRAL SOUTPNtS8ERQ 4 , 1450 2fS7 0.22 2fI7 2fI7
•EAS1BlH SOUTPNCS8EAO S } 0.00 I 0I
!
SI'IINGIIClK RATS 8 S2SO 1700 1.40 15llO 1150 1700
Y«TMI( 7 Ul241 124«1 10.28 1377 sa:m 400 11001
KNGNNE •
., 147 0.12 147 147
0fWtQE FREE STAlE • 1178 401. 4.08 401. 401.
VSlE!HQMJ - SASClUlC lAO 10 4575 2233 1.&4 ~ ~
sountfWtO 11 3072 730 0.80 730 730
ttOHYElD 12 1eooe 10lm1 st.oe 1017 U30 :t=IO 10077
EASmWTRMSVAAL 13 7S25 ... 3.11 102tl Z722 120 a 18 ~
KLrIWER 14 1157 eea 0.54 1st 117 148 Sf 115. S47
l111lECHT ,. 1087 lS40 0.54 .. 217 .. a 102 545
VIMEID 18 321 204 0.17 108 24 38 172
NONOOMA -~ 17 , 2M • o.oe • ••SOIMEU 1~ ) 0.00 0
WCU"BtO -INDWE 1. 112 0.00 0
T01'AL RESERVES 12121. 5a3S 4U5 m4 42110 71. 138 2141 51.
------~----,-~~
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2 .e. EXPLOITATION or THB COAL RESERVES:
According to the report • South African coal reserves
expanded and analysed - 1987, by J.H. Bredell), the high
grade steam coal represents only 13\ of South African
saleable coal reserves.
The reserves in the tfa~erberg are being exploited by ISCOR
for use in the rnetallurgica 1 industry.
The reserves in the "i~bank Coalfield, which represents
about 20\ of the high grade steam coal and 23\ of all
recoverable reserves, are being exploited very rapidly,
mainly for exports. There are at present 37 operating
collieries in this field, producing 44\ of the annual
saleable production. Of the 37 mines in this coalfield, 17
are export mines. The Highveld Coalfield is being mined by
Sasol and for power generation and in 1992 supplied 33' of
the RSA saleable production. All of the remaining
coalfields are being exploited at below 10\ per annum.
TABLE 2.4. SALBABLB PRODUCTION PBR COALFIILD - 1992
COALPIILD NO. OF HINBS/ SALBABLB , or SALKABLB
COALFIBLD PRODUCTION PRODUCTION
HTPA ,
WITBANK 37 76 720 44,07
HIOHVILD 11 58,367 33,S3
VBRlENIGINO/SASOLBURG 2 17,170 9,86
WATIRBIRO 1 9,134 5,25
ItLIP RIVER 8 2,842 1,63
BASTERN TRANSVAAL 9 4,980 2,86
VRYHBID 8 2,417 1,39
SOUTPANSBIRO 1 0,232 0,13
NONGOHA 1 0,800 0,46
UTRECHT 4 1,410 0,81
.,
100,00TOTAL 82 174,072
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TOTALSALEABLE PRODUCTION PER COALFIELD - 1992 AGURES IN OOO'S
COWERY COo\LF1ElD LAC. METC<W. STEAM POWER SYNF\S.SANTHRAcrre TOTAL 'It a: ANNUAl
MINED GENERATION MIlES SALES
- OP'T'lMUot wrTBANK 2200 3!500 5200 10lK)() e.2lS
-OUVHA WITBANK 9438 9438 5.42
-KHUTALA WITBANK 5300 5300 3.04
- R1ETSPRUfT (SQlJUY.SHEll) WITBANK 5100 5100 2.93
- KLEJNKOP.E wrTBANK 500 500 3780 4780 2.75
-GOEDEHOOP WITBANK 1100 2620 3720 2.14
- KOORHFONTEJN WITBANK 3300 400 3700 2.13
- ARTMUR TAYLOR~ .J.V. TESA) WITBANK 3150 3150 1.81
- MIDOELSURG (80140 J.Y. J.C.L) wrTBANK 3078 307S 1.77
- TWEEFONTElN wrTBANK 3000 3000 1.72
-GREENSIDE WITBANK 350 400 1200 2180 1.25
-ARNOT wrTBANK 2080 2080 1.1g
- MIOOELBURG (40180 J.Y. RANOCOM.) WITBANK 2060 2060 1.18
- PHOENIX WITBANK 2000 2000 1.15
-BANK wrTBANK 400 500 1000 1900 1.08
- OOUGlASYAH DYKS DRIFT wrTBANK 600 1200 1800 1.03
- SOUTHWITBAN( WITBANK 1756 1756 1.01
-KROUORMJ WITBANK 1410 1410 0.81
- DOUGlAS SECTION wrTBANK 1300 1300 0.75
- DOUGlAS WOl.VEJ<RANS WITBANK 1300 1300 0.75
- wrTBANK CONSCIl..JD4TED wrTBANK 1250 1250 0.72
-LANDAU wrTBANK eoo 4SO 1050 e.ee
-TAVlSTOQ( WITBANK 1000 1000 0.57
-EIKEBOOU WITBANK 600 300 ~ 0.52
- NEW CLYCESDALE WITBANK 700 700 0.40
-GUS-' WITBANK 500 500 o.a
- LEE1.EONTElH WITBANK 400 400 0.23
- woeSTAlLEEN WITBANK SSO SSO 0.20
- STUART COAL WITBANK 300 300 0.17
-PRINSto: wrTBANK 200 200 0.11
-MAVELA WITBANK eo eo O.OS
- HAASFONTEJN ". wrTBANK eo eo 0.03
-ONGEZJEN WITBANK 0 0.00
-NEWARSOR WITBANK 0 0.00
- .-..LSIDE WITBANK 0 0.00
TOTALS l57SO 2000 48324 22418 0 0 71720 44m
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TOTAL SALEABLE PRQDUCTION PER COALFlELD - 1992 . FIGURES IN coo's
COWER'( COALf1BD LAC. MET COAL STEAM POWER S'r'NRJasANTHRACrTE TOTAL fJ,OF
MNEO GENERATlON MNES SALES
- 'TSHKOND9IJ SOUTPANSBERG 232 232 0.13
- Z1.lWI.AND AN'THPACfTE NONGOMA 800 800 0.48
-DURW:OL t<l.lPRIVER 832 832 0.48
- SPfW'oIGLAKE IQ.JPRIVER 7SO 7SO 0.43
-ANNANDALE IQ.JPRIVER 800 800 0.34
-~ t<l.lPRIVER eoo
ee:1
0.34
-urTHOEK t<l.lPRlVER 60 0.03
TOTALS 0 832 12eO 0 0 7SO 2542 1.83
- SECUN)ACOWEAes HlGHVElD 31457 31457 18.07
- NEW DENMARK H1GHVBD 7910 7910 4.54
-KRa HlGHVB..D 6820 6820 3.92
- MATtA (SO'l' J.V. GOlDFElDS) HlGHVB..D 4600 4800 2.64
- MATlA~ .J.V.TRAHS-NATA~ HlGHVELD 4800 4800 2.64
-DaMAS HlGHVB..D 400 2COO 2400 1.38
-w-AJBA HlGHVB..D S!lO 580 0.33
-LN<ESI)E H1GHV8.D 0 0.00
TOTALS 0 400 2000 24510 31457 0 l5IS3lJ7 33.S3
- EfNEl.O (!lQ'lIo .J.V.~ E.TRANSVML 2COO 2COO 1.15
-SATZJ<DP E.1RANSVML 1200 1200 0.•
-SAVUORE E. TRANSVML 1CXlO 1CXlO 0.57
- STAA'Tlft'E E.TRANSVML SOl) SOl) 0.28
-USUT\J E.1RANSVML 0 0 0.00
-DAEHOEK E.TRANSVAAL 1SO 1SO o.og
- PMRDEPlMTB E.TRANSVAAL 130 130 0.J17
TOTALS 0 0 4880 0 0 0 4880 2.88
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TOTAL SALEABLE PRODUCTION PER COALAELD - 1992 FIGURES IN 000'5
COWERY COAlFIElD LAC. METccw. STEAM POWER SYNFLeL.SANTHRACfTE TOTAL "~ANNUA1
MINEO GENERATION MINES SALES
- GROOTEGELU< WATERBERG 1788 734e 8134 5.2!5
-LONGRIDGE VRYH8D 800 800 0.48
- VRYHEJD CORONATION VRYHEJD 550 550 0.32
- HLOBANE VRYHEiD 493 493 0.28
- AMI COUJERY VRYHEJD 370 370 0.21
- NATAL ANTl-IRACfTE VRYHEJD 110 110 0.08
- AlFA ANTHRACfTE VRYHEiD 84 84 0.05
,
TOTALS 0 1043 0 0 0 1374 2417
1
1.38
-NEWYML YEREENIGlNGlS.BURG 11270 11270 e.47
-SIGMA VEREENIGING/8.BURG 5900 5900 3.39
TOTALS 0 0 0 11270 !5900 0 17170 8.88
- WELGEDACHT COWERY ~CHT 990 420 1410 0.81
- PtET RETlEF ~CHT 0 0.00
TOTALS 0 0 990 0 0 420 1410 0.81
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MAP 1. LOCATION OF SOUTH AFRICAN COAL RESERVES
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3. RICHARDS BAt COAL TERMINAL:
South Africa's export programme began in earnest in 1976
following the opening of the Richards Bay Coal Terminal
(RBCT). in 1974. Prior to this, coal exports had never
exceeded 2, 7 mtonnes in anyone year.
Whilst the RBCT is primarily dedicated to the export of
steam coal, it was a contract over a 10 year period for the
supply of "low ash blend coking coal" to Japan, that played
a major role in it's establishment. The contract called
for a handling facility capable of accommodating large bulk
carriers which neither Durban or Maputo, (the two ports
handling coal at the time) could provide.
3 •1. CONSTRUCTION or RBCT - PHASB 1:
The original phase 1 facility had a design capacity of 12
mtpa in 10 grades and occupied 94 hectares of land. It was
commissioned in April 1976 and was completed at a total
cost of R44,2 million.
3 .2. CONSTRUCTION or RBCT - PHASB 2:
The phase 2 expansion added a design capacity of 8 mtpa and
an additional 3 grades, at a total capital cost of R34, 6
million which was commissioned in 1978. However, through
, .
operating experience it was found that this expanded
facility was capable of handling an additional 4 mtpa and
8S a result, the nominal terminal capacity was fixed at 24
mtpa.
3 • 3. CONSTRUCTIOI or RBCT PHASI 31
The phase 3 expansion had a design capacity of 20 mtpa in
20 grades and occupied an additional 146 ha, of land. The
18
capital expenditure for this expansion was R387, 8 million
including escalation, capitalised interest and foreign
exchange losses. This expansion increased the capacity of
RBCT to 44 mtpa by December 1986.
3 • 4. CONSTRUCTION OF RBCT PHASB 'I
It was initially planned to increase the RBCT capacity to
80 mtpa by 1992, in a further two phases:
Phase 4A would have been a brownfields expansion of 20
mtpa , bringing RBCT's total capacity to 64 mtpa by
1989 and phase
48 was planned as a greenfields expansion of 16 mtpa,
taking the capacity to 80 mtpa by 1992.
The implementation of economic sanctions in 1986 by several
of South Africa's major coal customers reduced the exports
of R.S.A. coals.
The devalued Rand and the domestic inflation rate would
have resulted in capital costs more than doubling, when
compared to the phase 3 expansion.
3 .5. PLARRIRO AlfD CORSTRUCTXOR OF THB PHASB 3 UPGRADBI
In August 1989, the RBCT shareholders decided to upgrade
the existing phase 3 facility to 48 mtpa at a total capital
cost of R238, 9 million including escalation, by December
1991 and to 56 mtonnes by March 1992 at a total capital
cost of R544, 9 million, including escalation.
This project was later revised to increase the terminal to
53 mtonnes by December 1991, at a capital cost of R316,7
.,
million, including escalation. (Figures 1 and 2)
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TABLB 3.1. RBCT BNTITLBMENT AND PHASE 3 UPGRADE
CAPITAL EXPBNDITURBI
EXISTING REVISED PHASE 3 UPORADB
SHARE ENTITLBMENT BNTITL!HBNT CAPEl
, 44 mtpa 53 mtpa H. Rand.
AHCOAL 21,79 9,587 11,548 69,008
TRANS-NATAL 21,14 9,300 11,204 66,950
RAND MINES 21,32 9,380 11,299 67,520
SHBLL 12,50 5,500 6,625 39,588
J.C.I. 8,12 3,571 4,300 25,716
TBSA 5,68 2,500 3,011 17,988
KANGRA 4,02 1,770 2,132 12,731
DUIKBR 3,12 1,371 1,651 9,881
GOLDFIELDS 2,32 1,021 1,230 7,347
TOTAL 100,00 44,000 53,000 316,729
This completed facility now handles 2 000 rail wagons per
day and loads on average 600 ships each year, some as large
as 190 000 deadweight tonnes.
The operation comprises 7 key facets or stages:
Trains consisting of up to 200 rail wagons arrive from
the Transvaal and Natal coalfields and are shunted
into the RBCT rail system.
Four tandem tipplers can unload up to 2 000 rail
wagons per day.
From the tipplers the coal
system of interconnecting
stockpiles.
proceeds by an extensive
conveyor belts to the
The entire operation is co-ordinated
centralised computer control system housed
20
from
in a
a
42
to
the
this
metre high control tower. The data necessary
ensure the smooth and efficient operation of
terminal is immediately accessible through
system.
Each stockpile of coe I is neatly stockpiled for easy
reclamation. six large bucket-wheel stackerI
reclaimers, two stackers and a reclaimer serve the 260
hectare stockpile area, which has a theoretical
maximum storage capacity of 6 million tonnes.
The coal is reclaimed from the stockpiles by bucket
wheels on the reclaimers and is then conveyed to one
of three shiploaders located on the four quays. The
largest of the three shiploaders is capable of loading
a ship at a peak rate of 10 000 tonnes per hour.
To maintain stringent quality control of out-going and
in-coming coal, samples are taken and submitted for
independent chemical snalysis by the South African
Bureau of Standards snd certificates of quality are
issued to accompany the shipments.
3.6. RB-ALLOCATIOR or STOCKPILBS ARD GRADS REDUCTIO.I
The RBeT now caters for the handling of 34 grades of coal.
(Figure 3) Each partner has dedicated stock areas
assigned, which are used solely for their coal. If a
partner chose to run down their stocks at the RBCT and
leave these areas empty for s period of time, they could do
so and no other partner may make use of these stock areas.
The Board of the RBeT have recently completed an
evaluation into the number of grades and dedicated stock
areas held by each partner and as a result, the following
has been decided:
21
If the number of grades of coal were reduced by 8,
from 34 to 26, design capacity of the terminal could
increase to about 60 mtpa.
The stockpiles of the grades of coal with the highest
throughput, such as the "low ash coking coal" and the
"Optimum brand", are being moved into more favourable
positions, to increase throughput of the terminal.
It was recently stated by Mr. Allen Sealey Chairman of the
RBCT, that the rated capacity of the terminal has now been
increased to 54,5 mtpa.
Mr. Dave Rankin, Chairman of AMCOAL, recently also
confirmed that the Richards Bay Coal Terminal now has an
estimated design capacity of 54,5 million tonnes per annum.
with limited further capital expenditure, the terminal
capacity can be increased to handle 60 million tonnes per
annum.
It can therefore be expected that the existing partners of
the RBCT will continue to increase the efficiency of the
terminal over the longterm. Exports out of this terminal
could therefore reach 60 mtpa, without any further capital
expenditure.
3.1. BIPARSIOR TO 6t MTPA I
The partners of the RBCT have also evaluated, but have not
yet approved, a further upgrade to 64 mtpa, which would be
the limit of capacity of the terminal in it's present
configuration.
22
This upgrade phase would involve:
The installation of a forth shiploader
The extension to the quays ide to accommodate 5 ships
at anyone time.
The full
stockyards
equipment.
integration of
with loading
original
outlets
and
and
subsequent
associated
The preliminary cost estimate for this work is R273 million
(R24,81/annual tonne in 1993 RAND terms). Full utilisation
of the additional shiploader would be achieved through a
quay extension to provide for a 5th loading berth, which
would increase possible terminal throughput to 64 mtpa.
The lead-time required to carry out the brownfields
expansion is a minimum of 30 months. Project needs to be
commenced by June 1998, to be commissioned by January 2000.
TABLE 3.2. DESIGN AND RATED CAPACITY OF RBCT
DESIGN
CAPACITY
12.00
20.00
44.00
53.00
PHASE 1
PHASE 2.
PHASE 3.
PHASE 3 EXPANSION
WITH IMPROVED EFFICIENCY
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RATED
CAPACITY
MTPA
12.00 ACTUAL
24.00 ACTUAL
48.00 ACTUAL
54.50 . DEC 1992
60,00 JAN 1998
.~
TABLE 3.3. UPDATED EQUIPMENT AT THE RBCT'
TRAINS.
UNLOADING.
RaLl gauge.
No. of trains/day.
No. of trucks/train,
Average length of train,
Train payload I
Nett payload per truck,
Tandem tipplers
1 065 1Nll.
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Up to 200
2,7 Ian.
16 800 tonns.
84 tonn••
4' x 5 500 t.ph.
S-rocKPIU. Maximum storage capacit.y at pr••ent 6,0 mtonn•••
Pha.e 1
Phaee 2
Phase 3
NO OF STOCKPILES
4.0
4.0
5.5
ROW LENGTH
500 m
500 m
1 200 m
ROW WIDTH
68 m
68 m
78 m
"
"
Stacker/recla1merB
Stackers
ReclaimerB
Machin. boom length
6 x 6 000 tph (peak rate)
2 x 5 500 tph
1 x 6 000 tph
60 m (pha.e 3)
45 m (phase 1 , 2)
B.timated number of different coal grad•• handled 34
SBIPLOADERS I 2 x SIL nominal load rate
1 x SIL nominal load rat.
8 500 tph.
10 000 tph.
BARBOUR. Maximum L.O.A. of v.BBels
Port authority for v.s••ls (max)
chann.l width
Chann.l depth (LWOST)
B.rth depth (LWOST)
Maximum draft of v....l.
Maximum beam of v••••l.
Height. of quay above HWOST
Maximum tid. rang.
314 m.
170 000 Dft
300 m.
19 m.
19 m.
17,5 m.
47,25 Ill.
3,2 m•.
+- 1,8 m.
CARGO 8I1EI Minimum cargo .ize per .hlpnent - 25 000 tonn••
MINIMUM BALLA8TBD COIfDI'J:IOIfS OF Blft'RJ. LBNGTH
OF WSSIL
182.8
213.3
243.8
274.3
over 274.3
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DRAUGHT
roRi
KBTRIS
6,,1
7.6
7.9
8.2
8.5
DRAUGHT
An
7.3
8.5
9.1
9.7
10.3
3.8. PLARRED COAL EXPORTSa
The Partners of the RBCT have planned to export a total of
52 million tonnes out of the terminal in 1994. This level
will be increased by 2,0 mtpa, until the capacity of 64
mtpa is reached by 2000. (See graph 3. 1 • )
TABLE 3.4. PREDICTED GROWTH OF THE RBCT
YEAR
1992
1993
1994
1995
1996
1997
1998
1999
2000
2002
2004
SOURCE: RBCT
COAL EXPORTS FROM THE RBCT
MTPA
50.00
50.00
52.00
54.00
56.00
58.00
60.00
62.00
64.00
68.00
72.00
3 .9. PARTHER ERTITLEM!RT TO MEET U MTPA PORT CAPACITY I
If the RBCT is expanded to 64,0 mtpa capacity, it will be
necessary for all of the partners to expand either existing
coal mines or establish new mines to meet their increased
export entitlement.
2S
TABLB 3.5. RICHARDS BAY COAL TBRMINAL BXPORT ENTITLEK!NT
USERS ANNUAL PARTNBR ENTITLEMBNT HTPA
SHARE 53.0 54.5 58.0 60.0 64.0
, Year planned 1997 1998 2000
AMCOAL 23.68 12.55 12.91 13.73 14.21 15.16
TRANS-NATAL 21.14 11.20 11.52 12.26 12.68 13.53
RANDCOAL 20.19 10.70 11.00 11.71 12.11 12.92
SHELL 12.50 6.63 6.81 7.25 7.50 8.00
J.C.I. 7.36 3.90 4.01 4.27 4.42 4.71
TESA 5.68 3.01 3.10 3.29 3.41 3.64
DunBR 3.12 1.65 1.70 1.81 1.87 2.00
AGIP 2.80 1.48 1. 53 1.62 1.68 1.79
G. F.S.A. 2.32 1.23 1.26 1.35 1.39 1.48
KANGRA 1.21 0.64 0.66 0.70 0.73 0.77
TOTAL 100.00 53.00 54.50 58.00 60.00 64.00
3 • 10. LABOUR COMPLEMENT AT THB RBCT
In 1985 the RBCT employed 8 labour complement of 833, which
remained static up to the end of 1986. By 1989 labour
complement was 769, which was further reduced to 770 in
1992 and 605 employees in 1993, which over the period, has
resulted in a real cost saving of 2,2\.
TABLB 3.6. LABOUR COMPLBMENT AND LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY or THI RBCTa
PHASB YEAR TERMINAL CAPEX CAPBX LABOUR KILO
CAPACITY MILLION R/ANNUAL COMPLIMINT 'l"ONNBs/
HTPA RANDS TONNB MAR Y&AR
1 1976 12.00 44.2 3.68 227 52.86
2 1978 24.00 34.6 2.88 414 57.97
3 1984 44.00 387.8 19.39 836 52.63
3 Upqrade 1992 53.00 316.7 35.19 770 68.83
3 Upqrade 1993 54.50 60S 90.08
3 Upqrade 1998 60.00 60S 95.86
4 2000 64.00 273.0 24.81 600 106.67
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This reduction in labour was achieved through voluntary
early retirement and retrenchments, to bring the terminal
in line with other similar terminals worldwide.
TABLE 3.7. COMPARISON OF LABOUR PRODUCTIVITY:
TONNES/EMPLOYEE/YEAR
(x 1000)
CANADA:
Roberts Bank
AUSTRALIA:
Newcastle
Port Kembla
Gladstone
Abbot Point
Hay Point
SOUTH AFRICA:
RBCT
SOURCE: Barlow Jonker (PTY) LTD.
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83
140
70
107
102
103
90
AGURE 1. RBeT LPGRADE TO HANDlE 53 MTPA
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GRADES AT ABeT
MINING COMPANY 44MTPA 53 MTPA
AMCOAL 5 6
DUIKER 3 3
G.F.S.A. 1 1
J.e.1. DOUGLAS J.V. 2 2
TAVISTOCK 1 1
KANGRA 3 3
AGIPCOAL 2 2
RANDCOAL 3 3
WELGEDACHT 3 3
SHELL 3 3
TESA 1 1
ERMELO 1 1
TRANS-NATAL 5 5
TOTAL 33 34
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4. RICHARDS BAY COAL LINE:
4 • 1. TRACK DEVELOPMENT:
The railway link with the coalfields consists of entirely
new or reconstructed rail lines of a total of 590 Jon.
About 40\ of the many new river or rail over road bridges,
were built at the outset to carry double and even multiple
tracks. The foundations and superstructures of all bridges
and tunnels were completed for double track. The complete
project included the construction of traffic yards at
Ermelo, Vryheid and Richards Bay.
The phase 1 of the R.B. Coal Line, had a design capacity of
21 mtpa and was completed in May 1976. In the phase 2 of
the construction of the line, involved the upgrading of
the capacity of the line to 26 mtpa., largely by using 76
truck trains with an axle load of 18,5 tonnes.
The phase 3 upgrading was completed in March 1986 which
increased the railage capacity to 65 mtpa. This upgrading
made provision for 200 truck trains with an axle load of 26
tonnes. Gradients of not more than 1: 160 replaced the
original gradients of 1: 66.
TABLE 4.1. CAPITAL EXPENDITURE - PHASES 1 AND 2 (1976 RAND)
PHASE 1: MILLION RANDS
HARBOUR AND FACILITIES 440
DREDGING 15
RAIL-LINE BROODSNYERSPLAAS TO RICHARDS BAY 450
ROLLING STOCK 72
TOTAL PHASE 1
PHASE 2:
ROLLING STOCK
TOTAL EXPENDITURE PHASES 1 AND 2
32
977
102
1079
TABLE 4.2. CAPITAL EXPENDITURE - PHASE 3
PHASE 3:
(1983 RAND)
MILLION RANDS
Improve rail track 138
Add loops and deviations 279
Additional Quay for 2 berths 67
Improve and extend electrical installations
and signaling 54
Rolling stock 240
Total Phase 3
4.2. TRACK CAPACITY:
778
It was recently stated by Spoornet that the estimated
capacity of the Richards Bay Coal Line is 80 million tonnes
per annum and only limited work needs to be done to ensure
this capacity.
4.3. ELECTRIC POKER:
The coal line is operated on both DC and AC electrical
power, with DC supply up to Ermelo and AC power supply from
Ermelo to Richards Bay. Except for 4 additional
substations to be supplied on the DC power line within the
next two years, the power supply is adequate for the next
decade.
4 •,. MAINTENANCE or THE TRACK:
A marginal increase on the present maintenance occupation
times will be required to achieve a coal export level of 62
million tonnes per annum. Once major rail replacements are
started, (after the year 2000) the overall maintenance
occupancy should increase by 12\ and thereafter fluctuate
in a band of +6\ to +15\ on the present level.
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4.5. ROLLING STOCK:
TRACTION POWER:
The traction power employed on the coal line matches the
tonnages conveyed and is the most economical configuration
that can be employed. The lead time for new locomotives is
3 years, but it is foreseen that no new locomotives will
have to be introduced for the present foreseen tonnages for
the next decade. Traction power capacity is 67 mtpa ,
Additional traction power will have to be provided, if new
entries are introduced on the coal line.
RAILCARS:
The number of railcars allocated to the coal line have been
determined in close co-operation with the RBCT group. When
the full complement of CCL-8 cars were delivered in August
1992, the railcar capacity reached 53 mtpa.
A rough indication of the number of railcars needed for
additional capacity is 100 CCL-5-S trucks - 1 million
tonnes per annum. The lead time for new trucks is 2 years
and it is evident that additional capacity will have to be
created in 3 years time.
TABLE 4.3. RAILCARS USED ON THE RICHARDS BAY COAL LINE:
TYPE QUANTITY CARRYING CAPACITY HASS ON
LOAD OF CAR RAIL
Tonnes Cubic H. Tonnes
ccr.-r 1 137 58,0 67,5 80,0
eCL-3 1 349 58,0 67,5 80,0
eCL-5 1 512 84,0 85,6 104,0
eCL-7 1 132 84,0 85,6 104,0
eCL-S· SOO 84,0 85,6 104,0
* Includes batch of 300 delivered in August 1992.
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FIGURE 4. RICHARDS SAY RAJl NETWORK
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FIGURE 5. DISTANCES FROM MNES TO RBCT.
RAILAGE DISTANCE FROM EXPORT MINES TO THE RBCT.
RAILAGE (km) SUPPLY SUPPLY
SIDING MINE COMPANIES COlUERIES
TO
_.
BLACKHlll 566 AMCOAl KlEINKOPJE
LANDAU
KROMDRAAJ
GOLD FIELDS COAL GREENSIDE
KENDAL 570 RANDCOAL KHUTALA
SAAIWATER 5M JOHANNESBURG ARTHUR TAYlOR
CONSOLIDATED TAVISTOCK
INVESTMENT (XI) PHOENIX
SOUTH WITBANK
TOTAL EXPLORATlON ARTHUR TAYlOR
DUIKER EXPLOAATlON lWEEFONTElN
WITBANK CONSOlIDATED
BELFAST 560 TRANS-NATAl GUSA
KAOMKlIP 556 SHELL SOUTH AFRICA RIETSPRUIT
RANDCOAL RIETSPRUIT
VAN DYKSDRIFT 536 RANDCOAL DOUGLAS
VAN DYKSDRIFT
WOlVEKRANS
BlINKPAN 520 TRANS-NATAL KOORNFONTE1N
AMCOAL GOEDEHOOP
BROOOSNYERSPlAAS 515 AMCOAL BANK
RANDCOAl/JCI MIDDElBURG
PULLENSHOPE 510 TRANS-NATAl OPTlMUM
VOORSLAG 470 AGIPCOAL SOUTH AFRICA SPITZKOP
STlRATHRAE
ERMELO 422 TOTAL EXPLORATlON EAMELO MINES
PIETRETlEF 245 TRANS-NATAl SAVMORE
DUIKER EXPLORATlON PIET RETlEF ANTHRACITE
VRYHElD 215 DUIKER EXPLORATlON AlPHA ANTHRACITE
PAULPIETERSBURG 215 KANGRA HOlDINGS lONGAlOCl:
DUNDEE 215 KANGRA HOlDINGS SPRINGLAKE
ROOIPUNT 230 TRANS-NATAl K1lBARCHAN
urnsc-rr 230 RANOCOAL WElGEDACHT
UTRECHT
Z1MBUlU
UMGALA
NOLOlHl 120 TRANS-NATAl ZULULANO AN11-tRACITlE
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AGURE 6. MNE EXPORT lOAOOUT FACLITES
SOUTH AFRICAN COAL EXPORTS
MINE EXPORT LOADING FACILITIES
'--'--~ _.._-----
HOLDING COMPANY EXPECTED MARKET REMAINING COAL LENGTH AVERACE
NAME OF MINE EXPORT SHARE UFEOF LOADING OF LOADING
TONNAGE MINE IN FACIUlY TAAlN T1ME
1992 % YEARS ATll-tE LOADED IN HOURS
MINE
._~-_..._---
AMCOAL t t. t132 22.20
Bank No.2. to Rnpld loedlng too t".14 hr.Goedehoop 20 Rnpld loedlng too 1S.3V Hr.
Kromdrael 35 Conveyor belt too
t<IelnkopJ' 25 Rnpld loedlng too 11.13 hr.
TRANS-NATAL to.M84 21.20
Ermelo to Rnpld loedlng 100 15.34 Hr.
Optimum 35 Rapid loedlng 100 .....7 hr.
KOOl'nfonteln 30 Rapid loedlng too ".03 hr.Sevmore 04 Front-end load•• too 12.00 hr.
RANDCOAL to.2584 20.150
Dougla. v.d. Drill 20 Rapid loedlng 100 ".18 Hr.
Mlddelburg 215 Rapid loedlng 100
Rletaprult It Rapid loedlng too
Welgedacht 08 Conveyor belt 50
SHELL 15.2500 t2.150
TESA 2.8409 5.70
J.C.I. 2.0521l ".to
Arthur Teylor 20 Rapid loading tOO S.S2 Hr.
Tevltrtock 1.7380 3.150 25 Front-end loed•• tOO t2.0 Hr.
GOLDFIELDS COAL U080 3.20
Greensld. 20 Front-end load•• tOO 11.13 Hr.
Greensld. TCOA 20 Rapid loedlng tOO
OUIKER t.559O 3.10
Tweefonteln t5 Front-end loed•• tOO '4.'2 Hr.
Witbank ConlolJclated t5 Front- end load••
'00 '''.12 Hra
AGIPCOAL t.3713 2.70
Spltztcop It Front-end loed•• tOO 'I.SS Hr.
Strathr•• U, Front-end load•• tOO te.SS Hr.
KANGRA 0.8400 '.30
Langrldg. 20 Front-end load•• tOO '2.0 Hr.
SprlnglaJce 20 Front - end load•• tOO '2.0 Hr.
TOTAL EXPORT 150.ססOO too.OO
IOURCEI: SPOORNliT. o.p.ll'... ~ d .......1. EnervY~ .... SAeA R..-dl
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" .6. RBCT COAL LINE RAILAGE RATES:
The 5 year contract signed between Spoornet and the RBCT
Partners with respect to railage rate increases, is in
operation. In terms of this agreement, railage rate
increases on the Richards Bay coal line will be held at
about half of the producer price index, over the next 3
years. The new railage rate tariff structure is however,
volume sensitive and as a result, annual increases vary
according to the estimated export tonnage laid down by' the
users.
The users budgeted to export 50 mtonnes in 1993. The PPI
in 1992 was 8,3%, therefore according to the railage rate
calculation agreement, these rates should have increased by
4,1% from April 1993. Due to the increase in budgeted
tonnage for 1993 and the reduced capital expenditure in
1992, railage rates actually only increased by 2,2\ from
April 1993.
The average rail freight rate to the RBCT increased from
about R27, 92/tonne in 1992/93 to R28, 53/tonne in 1993/94.
As a result of the weakness of the Rand against the US
Dollar, the average rates to the RBCT in Dollar terms, will
actually decrease from US$9. 82/tonne calculated in April
1992, to US$9.05/tonne in April 1993. (See graph 4.1.)
" .7. LORG-TERM RAILAGE RATE ZRCRDSES I
The existing rail rate contract will expire in March 1995.
Discussions are now being held between the partners in the
RBCT and Spoornet, on the re-negotiation of the railage
rate contract for the next 5 years. The indication is that
a similar contract will be settled prior to the expiry date
next year.
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5. 2ND TERMINAL AT RICHARDS BAY - SOUTH DUNES COAL
TERMINAL: (COALEX)
5.1. PARTNERS OF THE 2ND TERMINAL:
The feasibility atudy for the building of a second terminal
was announced recently, with a proposed initial capacity of
12 million tonnes per annum. This terminal will be
referred to as the "south Dunes Coal Terminal".
A group of companies interested in developing or expanding
export orientated coal mining ventures, have formed the
COAL EXPORT JOINT VENTURE (Coalex) to investigate the
establishment of the new South Dunes Coal Terminal.
TABLE 5.1. MEMBERS OF THE COAL EXPORT JOINT VENTURE:
ESTIMATED
ANNUAL EXPORTS
MTPA
Anglovaal Coal Holdings (pty) Ltd
Duiker Exploration Ltd
Gold Fields Mining & Development Ltd
Iscor Ltd
Mac Phail Holdings Ltd
Sasol Mining (pty) Ltd
Tselentis Mining (Pty) Ltd.
Common Users (Portnet)
TOTAL EXPORTS
2,50
2,00
1,00
1,00
0,50
3,00
0,50
1,50
12,00
The Joint venture and Transnet are co-operating to
facilitate the implementation of the infrastructure to
allow additional South African coal producers access to the
international coal market.
The Joint Venture has secured railing
Richards Bay Coal Line from Spoornet to
land from Portnet for a coal terminal
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The decision to go ahead with the feasibility study was
taken after the Partners of the Richards Bay Coal Terminal
indicated to Sasol that they were unable to accommodate
them at RBCT. Sasol it is believed, had approached the
Partners to purchase 3 mtpa of throughput at the RBCT. The
feasibility study has been completed and a decision on
whether to go ahead or not, will be announced in Hay 1994.
5 .2. TERMINAL LOCATION:
Two possible areas for the COALEX TERMINAL were initially
evaluated:
The area south of the RBCT that was reserved for the
greenfields expansion of the RBCT. This area was
initially reserved for the phase 4 and phase 4A
expansion of the Richards Bay Coal Terminal, which
would have been a completely new greenfields
expansion, to increase the capacity of the RBCT from
64 to 80 mtpa. (Figure 7 site 1)
An area adjacent to
proposed position
(Figure 7 site 2)
the
of
chemical berth, which was the
the so called red terminal.
The Coalex joint venture partners have decided that area 2
would be the most favourable position for the 2nd terminal
at Richards Bay and have secured this land from Portnet.
5.3. ESTIMATED CAPITAL COST OP HEW TBRMIRAL:
Previously it was estimated by the RBCT Board that it would
cost about RS80 - Rno million to complete what was known
as the red terminal. Phase 3 expansion cost R35,19/annual
41
tonne to build and included only stockyard extension,
ancillary equipment and conveyor systems.
The new terminal will include all aspects such as rail
receiving, exchange yard, tippling, stacking/reclaiming,
shiploading, dredging, quay construction, land reclamation
and control systems. It is estimated that this major
construction will cost in the region of R58, OO/annual tonne
which is equivalent to R696 million.
5.4. SPARE RAILAGE CAPACITY AVAILABLB OR THE R.B.COAL LIRBI
Spoornet have stated that the capacity of the rail line to
Richards Bay is 80 mtpa, that the traction power capacity
is 67 mtpa and that sufficient rail cars are now available
to transport 53 mtpa, therefore they have adequate capacity
to accommodate the new terminal users.
Additional railcars will have to be constructed, commencing
in January 1994, building 800 by 1996 and a further 100
each year thereafter, up to 1998, to cater for the COALEX.
TABLE 5.2. COALEX JOINT VENTURE - POSSIBLB BXPORT BXPANSION TO 2000
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
COALEX THROUGHPUT 8.00 9.00 10.00 11.00 12.00
COALBX JOINT VENTURE Hillion tonnea per year
MBHBBRS
SASOL 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00
ANGLOVAAL 1.67 1.87 2.08 2.29 2.50
DUIItER 1.33 1.50 1.67 1.83 2.00
ISCOR 0.67 0.75 0.83 0.92 1.00
GOLD FIELDS 0.67 0.75 0.83 0.92 1.00
TSELBNTIS 0.33 0.38 0.42 0.46 0.50
MAC PHAIL 0.33 0.38 0.42 0.46 0.50
COKMON USER FACILITY 1.00 1.13 1.25 1.38 1.50
TOTAL EXPORTS 8.00 9.00 10.00 11.00 12.00
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6. PORT CAPACITY AVAILABLE BY 2000:
The South African coal industry could
export 76 million tonncs from the
facilities by 2000.
have the capacity to
2 Richard Bay coal
This capacity is howcvcr, dependent on 2
decisions being taken:
important
That the partners of the Richards Bay Coal Terminal
take the decision to increase the capacity of the RBCT
to 64,0 mtpa by 2000.
That the partners of the COALEX project take the
decision to go ahead with the South Dunes Coal
Terminal, with a capacity of 12,0 mtpa by 2000.
TABLE 6.1. ESTIMATED GROWTH OF COAL EXPORTS BY 2000
YEAR ESTIMATED CAPACITY OF COAL EXPORT TERMINALS
EXPORTS
FROM THE RBCT
EXPORTS
FROM COALEX
MTPA
TOTAL CAPACITY
AT RICHARDS BAY
1993 51.30 51.30
1994 52.00 52.00
1995 54.00 54.00
1996 56.00 8.00 64.00
1997 58.00 9.00 67.00
1998 60.00 10.00 70.00
1999 62.00 11.00 73.00
2000 64.00 12.00 76.00
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7. COAL EXPORTERS:
7.1. AMCOAL:
7~1.1. HISTORY OF THE COMPANY:
The company was formed in 1897 as the Vereeniging Estates
Limited to acquire some 500 square kilometres of farmland
along the Vaal River. It took over the coal mining
operations previously undertaken by the Zuid Afrikaansche
en Oranje Vrystaatsche Kolen en Mineralen Myn
Vereeniging.
In 1928 the company broadened its interests by purchasing a
controlling interest in Coronation Collieries to form
Amalgamated Collieries of South Africa - the largest coal
company at that time.
In 1949 Vereeniging Estates bought a controlling interest
in Springbok Colliery near Middelburg and in 1974 South
African Coal Estates also became a subsidiary. In 1975
several mergers occurred and the Company's name was changed
to Anglo American Coal Corporation Limited. The merger
came into effect in January 1976.
In 1980 Amcoal purchased the outstanding equity of
Coronation Limited and Natal Anthracite Colliery.
Amcoal is one of the largest coal mining groups
world.
7.1.2. EXPORT OPERATIONS:
vryheid
Today
in the
AMCOAL operates 4 collieries for the export market,
producing low ash coal for the metallurgical markets, which
is used for pulverised coal injection and as a blend coking
coal and a washed steam coal that is sold into the power
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utilities, cement and general industries.
KLEINKOPJE
Kleinkopje is an opencast mine situated on the Witbank
coalfield using a conventional strip layout with two
draglines. The No. 1 and No. 2 seams are mined, producing
power station smalls and a low ash metallurgical coal for
Iscor and the export markets. Current total washed export
sales are about 4,2 mtpa, which is exported through
Richards Bay. Reserves are ample and the life of the mine
is estimated at approximately 25 years at current
production.
LANDAU
This mine is situated on the Witbank coalfield. The
underground reserves are now depleted and the mine ceased
production during the first quarter of 1993.
GOEDEHOOP
This mine which is situated on the witbank coalfield
produces LAC and PSS exclusively for export. The
underground operation comprise two sections, Goedehoop and
Springbok. Coal from the No. 2 and No. 4 seams are
extracted by using mechanised bord and pillar methods.
Coal preparation includes crushing, screening and washing.
Coal is treated at the Goedehoop washing plant. Export
sales are estimated at about 3,8 mtpa. Reserves are ample
for about 20 years at current levels.
BARK
The mine is situated in the witbank coalfield. Production
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from the No. 2 seam is by underground, mechanised bord and
pillar method, without pillar extraction. The No. 2 seam
produces low ash metallurgical and steam coal for the
export market. Another section extracts the No. 5 seam
which yields metallurgical coal for the local market. The
No. 5 seam is also extracted by mechanised bord and pillar
mining. Coal from each section is washed separately.
Production is estimated to be about 3,0 mtpa of which
approximately 70% is exported. Reserves are ample for
about,15 years life at current production levels.
7.1.3. COST OF SALES:
Group unit costs have increased by 8,3% during 1992/93,
made up of salaries and wages, stores, materials and
maintenance and fuel costs.
7.1.4. EXPORT EXPANSION PR9QRAMME:
LANDAU REPLACEMENT PROJECT:
The heavy capital commitments and sharply increased capital
expenditure, relate to the replacement and expansion of
existing export capacity by 4,3 mtpa, through the LARDAU
REPLACEMENT PROJECT. It was initially estimated that this
project would cost R900 million and involves 2,2 mtonnes of
replacement tonnage and 2,1 mtonnes of export expansion,
which is required to satisfy Arncoal' s entitlement of 12,5
mtpa at a RBCT capacity of 53 mtpa. As a result of the
substitution of general sales tax by value added tax and
the present competitive climate that exists in the country
for project construction, a saving of R1I0 million has been
achieved on the budget price of the project.
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KROMDRAAI OPERCAST:
This involved the development of a new openstrip operation
in the Kromdraai reserves, with an annual sales tonnes
capacity of 3,0 mtonnes. This opencast operation will
exploit the No. 2 seam in the area, which has not been
previously mined, together with the No. 1 seam reserves,
remaining after previous underground mining which took
place from 1935 to about 1965.
Amcoal's new colliery, Kromdraai Colliery, is now fully
operational and is producing coal at about 160 000 tonnes
of saleable product per month.
COAL SEAMS MIRED:
Two seams are mined in the area.
The No. 1 seam is the lower seam, which was mined
prevfous Iy using underground mining methods for the
period 1935 to 1965. This seam has very good quality coal
of about 6800 kcals/kg GAR. When the mine first started
producing recently, some of the raw coal was exported to
utilities in Japan on a trial basis.
The No. 2 seam is also present over most of the reserve and
this seam has not been mined previously. This seam is of
lower quality and as a result, the washed blended product
will have a lower calorific value of 6 250 kcals/kg GAR.
RESERVES:
The mine has adequate reserves for the production of 3,3
mtpa sales tonnes, for the next 30 years.
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MINING METHOD:
The coal is mined by opencast mining methods and the seams
are very shallow, when compared to other South African coal
mines. On average, the No. 2 seam which is the top seam,
is 26 metres below surface. The parting to the No. 1 seam
averages about 12 metres. In places the No. 2 seam is B
metres thick. The No. 1 seam averages 2,5 metres thick.
The main cost constraint is the large capital cost of the
operation. It cost about R696 million to bring the mine
into production and therefore the amortisation of cap!tal,
over 25 years life is high and this will reduce the
competitiveness of this coal.
WASHING PLANT:
This plant comprises 2 dense medium modules, consisting of
drewboys and cyclones and a spiral plant for the treatment
of the +0,5 rom fine material. The export sales product is
stored on a 50 000 tonne stockpile adjacent to the new
plant, from where it is transported by conveyor to the
rapid loading terminal for despatch to RBCT.
Run of mine coal is delivered by unit trains, from the
Kromdraai openpit which has been established 23 Ion away
from the plant, to the stockpiles at the new coal treatment
plant at the old Navigation Colliery site, some 3 Ian north
of the existing rapid loading terminal.
KLEINKOPJE COLLIER!:
The opencast operation at Kleinkopje Colliery has been
expanded by 0,6 mtpa. The coal preparation plant and
stockpile facilities have also .been expanded to handle the
increased throughput from the openpit.
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GOEDEHOOP COLLIERY:
Production at this colliery has been increased by about 0,7
mtonnes per annum, mostly from underground workings. The
first phase of this expansion project was sourced from the
crushing and retreatment of the current make of discards.
The plant was commissioned in April 1992 and resulted in
some 0,2 million sales tonnes of additional steam coal
being produced per annum. The balance of the increased
sales requirement ( 0 ,5 mtpa) is being sourced from the
retreatment of discard dumps and the recommissioning of the
mothballed No. 4 Beam operation. The expansion project
cost R45 million in capital. Productivity has been
increased through careful monitoring of equipment and
increasing the availability of the equipment through the
upgrading of scheduled planned maintenance and reducing
unplanned downtime on machines, which has assisted in
containing working costs below the rate of inflation.
WASHING PLANT:
Plant control system has been upgraded and this has
contributed to improved operational control in the plant.
The plant has also been extended to treat coal discards
from old discard dumps.
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TABLE 7.1. AMCOAL - PROPOSED EXPORT EXPANSIONS:
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
mtpa
RBCT THROUGHPUT 52.00 54.00 56.00 58.00 60.00 62.00 64.00
EXPORT ENTITLEMENT 12.31 12.79 13.26 13.73 14.21 14.68 15.16
EXPORT MINE CAPACITY PLANNED-----------------------------------------
GOEDEHOOP 4.10 4.30 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.50 4.50
KROMDRAAI 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20
KLEINKOPJE 4.80 4.80 4.80 4.80 5.00 5.00 5.00
BANK 0.90 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
NEW MINE DEVELOPED 0.60 1.00 1.50
TOTAL EXPORT CAPACITY 12.80 13.10 13.20 13.40 14.20 14.70 15.20
CAPACITY SHORTFALL 0.49 0.31 -0.06 -0.33 -0.01 0.02 0.04
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TABLE 7.2. OPERATING EXPORT HINES AND FOB CASH COST CALCULATION:
DESCRIPTION EXPORT HINES
BANK KROHDRAAI KLEINKOPJE GOEDEHOOP
OPERATOR:
owner/I: AHCOAL COLLIERY AND INDUSTRIAL OPERATIONS LTD (100x OWNED)
Shipper: AHCOAL AHCOAL A"COAL A"COAL
PROVINCE: Transvaal Transvaal Tranlvaal Tranlvaal
Coal reserve .inecl: Witbank Witbank Witbank Witbank
Hining .ethad: Bard & pi Har O/cast strip O/calt Itrip Bard I pi Har
Coal type/s: Low ash coal Ther.l Low ash coal Low ash coal
Therul Therllll Therul
Coal leall: No's 2 & 5 No'. 1 & 2 No'11 & 2 No'. 2 & 4
SHIPPING PORT: RBCT RBCT RBCT RBCT
WASHING PLANT YIELD X 85.00 76.00 77.00 81.00
F.O.B. CASH COST:
F.O.R. HINE COSTS 42.14 27.00 34.80 41.46
RAIL FREIGHT CHARGES:
Railage distance to port: (k.) 515.00 586.00 586.00 520.00
Rai lage rate R/tonne: 28.86 31.60 31.60 29.00
Siding costs R/tonne: 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52
PORT CHARGES:
Offload/stockpile/load R/tonne: 8.25 8.25 8.25 8.25
Wharfage R/tonne: 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73
Other port costs R/tonne: 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
TOTAL PORT COSTS RITONNE: 10.08 10.08 10.08 10.08
F.O.B. CASH COST RAND/TONNE: 81.60 69.20 77.00 81.06
CAPITAL INVESTHENT:
Original invest.ent (HHUon R) 70.00 120.00 260.00
Year: 1975 1975 1981
CAPITAL EXPANSION PROGRAHHE:
Capital inveltent ("Hlion R) 70.00 690.00 85.00 45.00
Year: 1989 1992/93 1992 1992/93
Hex! .... lales: (HTPA) 1.00 3.30 4.75 4.50
Attained by year: 1992 1995 2000 2000
CAPITAL REPLACEHENT:
IIorking capex ("Hlton R/year) 4 - 5 25-30 12 • 18
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7.2. TRANS-NATAL:
7.2.1. HISTORY OF THE COMPANY:
The General Mining and Finance Corporation was founded in
1895 and taken over by Federa1e Mynbou in 1964. In 1976
the group obtained a controlling share in union
Corporation. In March 1980, Union Corporation became a full
sUbsidiary of the new General Mining Union Corporation.
In 1963, General Mining merged with the Natal Navigation
and Estate Company Ltd. and the Transvaal Navigation
Collieries and Estate Company Ltd. to form the Trans-Natal
Coal Corporation Limited (Trans-Natal).
since' then Trans-Natal has acquired several other smaller
coal companies. In necember 1985, it took over Alfred
McAlpine, which, at that time, owned 40% of the Optimum
Colliery. On June 30, 1986 it acquired a 50\ stake in the
Eikeboom Colliery for R15 million. In 1989 when BP Coal
sold off their remaining coal interests, Trans-Natal
acquired the remaining 50\ of Eikeboorn. D & H Coal (Pty)
Ltd. was acquired for R23, 6 million with effect from 30
June, 1986. This company operated the Savrnore, Glisa and
Hayford collieries.
In March 1989, General Mining - Union Corp. Ltd. (Gencor)
transferred full responsibility for management of all its
nurunq interests to General Mining, Metals and Minerals
Ltd. (Genrnin) which acts as Gencor's agent to manage and
administer Trans-Natal.
7 .2 .2. EXPORT OPERATIONS:
Trans-Natal operates 3 export stearn coal mines, one
anthracite export mine and export contributions are also
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made available from other collieries in the group.
OPTIMUM COLLI ERY
Optimum Colliery, a wholly owned subsidiary of Trans-Natal,
is situated on the Witbank Coalfield. Optimum began in
1970 as a combined underground and opencast mine to supply
the Eskom' s 2000 MW Hendrina Power Station at the rate of
5,4 mtpa until the year 2008.
In 1963 Gencor and Eskom agreed to convert this mine into a
multi..product mine, where an export quality coal would be
wash out and the middlings product would be sold to the
Eskom power station.
Reserves are substantial and at current rate of production
could last for +35 years. However, the increasing depth of
the opencast operation could well result in the resumption
of underground mining at some future point in time. In the
1991/92 financial year Optimum produced a total of 14.3
million tonnes, exporting 5,7 mtonnes.
ROORBFOHTEIH
The Blinkpan section of this mining complex supplied coal
to Eskom' s Komati power station which was recently
decommissioned. It also supplied local general trade and
steam coal for export.
Underground mining operations extract the number 2 and 4
seams of the Witbank coalfield. The method of mining is
mechanised bord and pillar. Blinkpan Mine will be closed
down by the 1995/96 financial year, but will be replaced by
a new shaft complex in the Gloria reserve block.
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ERMELO
Ermelo mine was originally established e s a joint venture
between the 3 companies, Trans-Natal, SP Coal South Africa
and Total Exploration of South Africa. On 31 December
1987, BP sold its stake to Trans-Natal. The Mine is
managed by a subsidiary of Trans-Natal and marketing is
done by the two remaining partners, Trans-Natal and Total.
The underground mining operation is situated on the East
Transvaal Coalfield, mining the C lower seam. Coal is
obtained from conventional bord and pillar sections plus
pillar recovery sections using continuous miners. The
export dedicated mine has a production capacity to 2,0
million sales tonnes /ennum ,
On Friday 4 December 1992, Trans-Natal Coal Corporation
announced that operations at Errnelo Mines were to be
curtailed and production would be reduced from 2,0 to about
1,0 million sales tonnes/annum. Operations would be scaled
down over a period, commencing from January 1993. 960
Workers out of a total of about 1440, were retrenched as
part of the rationalisation process.
The cutback is largely as a result of the depressed state
of the stearn coal markets worldwide. The 1.0 mtonnes
produced will be marketed entirely by TESA.
SAVMORE
This mine is situated on the Utrecht coalfield and produces
washed coal for the local and export markets. Underground
and surface mining is used to extract the Alfred and Dundas
seams. Underground conventional bord and pillar extraction
is used. The Grootspruit inclined shaft was established in
1990 and will extend the life of the mine by another few
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years. Production, which is less than 1 mtpa, will
probably remain static for a number of years.
7 .2 .3. RECORD EXPORT SALES:
In 1992 all export records were broken when the group
exported a total of 11, 3 mtonnes. The coal from the
Optimum Colliery is considered as one of the better quality
coals exported from South Africa. This coal is exported to
the steel mills as a semi-coking coal, into the industrial
markets, mainly in Europe and into the German and Japanese
power utilities.
7.2.4. WORKING COSTS:
In the second half of 1992, the groups escalation in unit
costs was contained at 4,7%, which was well. below
inflation. Mining costs increased by 5,5%.
Trans-Natal's product mix has changed SUbstantially during
the period under review, due to Eskom's decision to
mothball the Camden and Komati Power stations and TNC's
decision to reduce production from the Ermelo Mine.
7 .2 .5. EXPARSlOR PROGRAMME:
From 1993 Trans-Natal will export steam coal only from the
Optimum and .Koornfontein Collieries. All export sales
produced at Ermelo Mines will be exported by TOTAL SOUTH
AFRICA, the joint venture partner. Some export contribution
will still be sourced from Savmore Colliery.
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•TABLE 7.3. TRANS-NATAL - EXPORT PLAN @ CAPACITY OF 53 MTPA:
COLLIERY STEEL POWER CEMENT GENERAL TOTAL
MILLS UTILITIES INDUSTRIES
(FIGURES IN OOO,S)
OPTIMUM 2000 3700 0 500 6200
KOORNFONTE IN 0 3200 1750 50 5000
TOTAL 2000 6900 1750 550 11200
Trans-Natal's main target market will be to the power
utilities (62% of exports) and the steel industries (18\ of
exports) •
OPTIMUM COLLIERY:
On 4 January 1993, Trans-Natal and Eskom entered into a new
agreement to regulate the .future supply of coal by Optimum
Colliery to Hendrina Power station. In terms of this new
agreement, Trans-Natal benefits from additional safeguards
regarding its investment in optimum Colliery and returns
thereon, and Eskom is guaranteed enhanced long-term coal
quality as well as security of supply.
Capital will be spent on the new boxcut at the pullenshope
Opencast and a new washing plant is to be erected. Coal
washing will be increased from the present 40% of total
product to between 80 and 90% of the product. This will
enable Optimum to supply 6,2 mtonnes of export sales tonnes
and 5,0 million sales tonnes for Eskom per year, over the
longterm of the project.
KOORNFOHTEIR COLLIERY:
During the first half of 1991/92 the turnaround strategy to
re-establish the profitability of Koornfontein after the
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termination of sales to Komati power station was
essentially completed. The overland conveyor linking the
Gloria section to the washing plant complex was
commissioned, the balancing plant to wash fine coal
previously sent to Komati was brought on-stream and run-
of-mine production at Gloria was increas.ed by adding two
further continuous miner sections. Gloria's output has
continued to rise, with six continuous miners producing 414
000 tonnes in July 1992 at a labour productivity rate of
almost 1 000 run-of-mine tonnes per man per month.
GLORIA EXPORT PROJECT:
The No 4 seam is not mined at present and only the bottom
3.8 metres of the No 2 seam is mined for the export
markets. This seam is relatively flat with dips less than
1 degree and as low as 0,13 degrees. Faults and
displacements are associated with dolerite sill intrusions.
MIRING METHOD
All coal is mined from underground sources utilising the
bord and pillar method of mining. Large Joy 8M 17
continuous miners and shuttle cars are used to extract the
coal. The overall productivity at the Gloria mine is 1 000
run of mine tonnes per man per month.
WASHING PLANT:
The present beneficiation capacity
hour. The plant consists of wemco
spirals for washing the fine fraction.
is 1 220 tonnes
drums, cyclones
per
and
An additional washing plant will be operational at the
beginning of 1994, which will increase washing capacity up
to 2 000 tonnes per hour. This third washing plant will
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beneficiate a further 600 tonne per hour of coal. This
will add new capacity and replace the old TNC plant.
7.2.6. CAPITAL EXPENDITURE:
In the 1993 financial year, TRANS-NATAL'. capital
expenditure is budgeted at R258 million. R170 million i.
planned to be spent at Koornfontein, primarily for
underground mining equipment and further coal beneficiation
facilities. The remaining R180 million will be spent at
Optimum on a new washing plant.
At Koornfontein, capital will be spent on the following
projects over the next 3 years:
Refurbishment of the original Koornfontein plant.
Provision of a new discard dump.
Establishment of a run-of-mine coal circular stacker-
reclaimer blending facility.
The addition of two further continuous miner sections
at Gloria and three at Blinkpan - at which stage all
Koornfontein production will be sourced from such
sections.
An additional coaling shaft will also become
operational in the third quarter 1993 with a capacity
of 6 million tonnes of raw coal per annum. This shaft
will replace Blinkpan mine as production increases.
At Optimum, capital will be spent on the new boxcut at
Pullenshope and the new washing plant, to wash between 80
and 90\ of coal produced.
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TABLE 7.4. TRANS-NATAL. PROPOSED EXPORT EXPANSIONS.
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
RBCT THROUGHPUT 52.00 54.00 56.00 58.00 60.00 62.00 64.00
EXPORT ENTITLEMENT 10.99 11.42 11.84 12.26 12.68 13.11 13.53
EXPORT MINE CAPACITY PLANNED-----------------------------------------
OPTIMUM 6.20 6.20 6.20 6.20 6.20 6.20 6.20
KOORNFONTEI N 4.30 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
SAVHORE 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
ZULULAND ANTHRACITE 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70
NEW MINE REQUIRED 0.40 0.90 1.30
TOTAL EXPORT CAPACITY 11.60 12.30 12.30 12.30 12.70 13.20 13.60
SHORTFALL/ OVERSUPPLY 0.61 0.88 0.46 0.04 0.02 0.09 0.07
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TABLE 7.5. OPERATING EXPORT "INES AND FOB CASH COST CALCULATION:
DESCRIPTION EXPORT KINES
ER"ELO KOORNFONTEIN OPTIIMI SAVItORE
OPERATOR: TRANS' NATAL COAL CORPORATION LIKITED
ownerls: TNC 50X Trens'Netal Trans'Natal Trene-Natal
Tesa 50X
Shipper: Tesa 100x Trans'Natal Trans'Natal Trane-Natal
PROVINCE: Transvaal Transvaal Trensvaal Netel
Coal reserve .ined: Eastern Tv Witbank Witbank Utrecht
"ine type: B & P CK'. B & P CK'. Opencast/strip B & P "ech, O/CAST
Coal type/s: Therll8l Therul P.C.I. & TherlSl Therul
Coal sea.: CLower No. 2 sea. No'. 2, 2e & 4 Alfred & Dundas
SHIPPING PORT: RBCT RBCT RBCT RBCT DURBAN
\lASHING PLANT YIELD X n.50 76.00 87.00 72.00
F.O.B. CASH COST:
f.O.R. "INE COSTS 53.85 43.27 34.27 44.43 44.43
RAIL FREIGHT CHARGES:
Renage distance to port: (k.) 422 520 510 245 450
Rai lage rate R/tonne: 25.39 29.00 28.47 19.31 39.33
Siding costs R/tonne: 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52
PORT CHARGES:
OffLoad/stockpi le/load R/tonne: 8.25 8.25 8.25 8.25 16.00
Wharfage R/tonne: 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73
other port costs R/tonne: 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10
TOTAL PORT COSTS RITONNE: 10.08 10.08 10.08 10.08 17.83
F.O.B. CASH COST RAND/TONNE: 89.84 82.87 73.34 74.34 102.11
CAPITAL INVES~ENT:
original investent (KHLion R)I 80.00 22.00 240.00
Year: I 1975 1952 1982
I
CAPITAL EXPANSION PROGRAK"E: I
Capital investllellt (KHLion R) I 70.00 527.00 100.00 100.00 ) EXPORT I
Year: I 1991 1993 1993/94 1996 ) DOttESTIC
Ilaxi~. sales: ("TPA) I 1.00 5.00 6.20 2.40 ) ItARI<ET
Attained by year: I 1992 1995 1995 1992
I
CAPITAL REPLACEKENT: I
Working capex (KiLL ton R/year) I 8 - 10 13 • 15 15 • 20 3 - 5
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7 .3. RAHDCOAL:
7.3.1. HISTORY OF THE COMPANY:
Randcoal, formerly known as the Rand Mines group, founded
in 1893, is one of South Africa's oldest mining houses,
with diversified interests.
Witbank Colliery was incorporated in 1896 and acquired the
farm WITBANK which extended over roughly 3 795 hectares.
Douglas Colliery, with its two operating collieries,
Douglas and Van Dyks Drift were acquired in 1973 from a
SUbsidiary of TC Lands, in exchange for an increased
shareholding in Witbank Colliery. This exchange made
witbank Colliery a subsidiary of TC Lands. In the same
year witbank acquired the' entire issued share of Albion
Collieries, the Black Diamond Colliery, Consolidated
Marsfield Collieries, Minnaar-Witbank Colliery and Union
Collieries, along with various coal, mineral and surface
rights from Anglo-Transvaal Collieries.
7.3.2. REORGANISATION OF COAL DIVISION:
Rand Mines initially reorganised its coal mining interests,
restructuring the group so that all of it's coal operations
fell under the WITBANK COLLIERY LIMITED known as witcol in
the market place. This was done in September 1991, at a
cost of R290 million.
In January 1992 the name of witbank Colliery was changed to
RANDCOAL (PTY) LIMITED. Randcoal acquired Rand Mines'
shareholding in the Rietspruit Colliery, which was a joint
venture between Shell and Rand Mines. They have also
acquired Rand Mines' shareholding in the 2 Eskom
collieries, Majuba and Khutala, bringing all coal
operations under one operation.
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In September 1992 RAND MINES disposed of its remaining coal
interests, including mineral rights, management and other
contracts, to RANDCOAL in return for an issue of 26 500 000
RANDCOAL shares, equivalent to R22s million, based on the
market price of RANDCOAL shares on the JSE.
7 .3.3.' EXPORT COLLIERIES:
Randcoal have 2 joint venture export mines, viz Middelburg
(60% with JCI 40%) and Rietspruit (50/50 with Shell). The
company also operates the Welgedacht Colliery in' Natal
which exports both steam coal and anthracite. The Douglas,
Van Dyk's Drift and Wolvekrans complex all utilise the Van
Dyk's Drift washing plant for export.
Randcoal's total exports have risen strongly in the last
two years, as a result of, the Middelburg acquisition and
the rationalisation of all Rand Mines coal assets under
Randcoal.
VAH DYK' S DRIFT
Van Dyk' s Drift is one of the operating sections of Douglas
Colliery and is situated on the Witbank coalfield. The No.
2 seam is the principal seam worked, mainly by underground
workings. Eight underground sections using mechanised bord
and pillar methods are in operation. there are also small
surface workings.
Three grades of bituminous coal are produced Le. low ash
metallurgical coal, premium low sulphur coal and power
station smalls. The coal is washed and is sold into both
the local and export markets.
A new area, Van Dyk's Drift North was opened up in 1991/92.
The shaft system, opened in October 1991, consists of an 18
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degree incline and two vertical shafts, one of which is a 6
metre diameter man and materials shaft. The second is a
ventilation shaft and the incline shaft is used to
transport coal to the surface by a conveyor belt system.
At Van Dyk's Drift North the No. 2 and 4 seams are
exploited. One of the three roadheader type continuous
miners cuts coal in the No. 4 seam, while the other 2 are
deployed in the No. 2 seam. At full production, both the
No. 2 and N. 4 coal seams will be exploited at a production
rate of 2,0 mtpa in total.
Coal from Van Dyk's Drift North is transported to the Van
Dyk's Drift Plant complex via the Wolvekrans!Van Dyk's
Drift overland conveyor belt. The Van Dyk's Drift
beneficiation plant has been expanded to process the North
Shaft coal, which is aimed at the export market.
WOLVEKRANS
Wolvekrans is a section of the Douglas complex and is
situated on the Witbank coalfield. It is a surface mine
and exploits the No. 2 and No. 4 seams. Run of mine coal
is transferred by overland conveyor to the Van Dyk's Drift
section for beneficiation. Sales are to the domestic steam
coal and export markets. Coal produced for export· is
estimated to be just under 1 million tonnes per annum.
DOUGLAS COLLIERY
This is a wholly underground operation, nmanq the No. 4
seam .Ln the Witbank coalfield. Mining is by bord and
pillar methods and the panels are mechanised. Coal is
washed and the product sold to both the local and export
markets. The No. 2 seam has been depleted while mining of
the No. 4 seam has recently commenced. Production is
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estimated at just over 1 mtpa.
MIDDELBURQ MINEI
The Middelburg mine, located 27 km east of Witbank and 20
kIn south of the town of Middelburg, is operated by
Middelburg Mine Services, a subsidiary of Randcoal, on
behalf of its joint owners.
The original mine area, which covered some 130 sq kIn,
consisted of a number of individual properties, based on
the local farm boundaries. The principal section,
Hartebeestfontein, contains the bulk of the properties'
reserves. To this, JCI has now added its Goedehoop
reserves, to the north of the original area, so extending
the property considerably.
Plans are currently in hand to increase the monthly output
from 5,2 million sales tonnes per annum to 5,6 mtpa
saleable coal.
OPBHCAST AREA:
Until recently, only the Hartebeestfontein and Bankfontein
reserves were worked. In the Bankfontein area mining is
now virtually complete and reclamation is currently
underway. In the Hartebeestfontein area, six seams and
splits are recorded - Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4-LQwer, 4-Upper, and
4A. Of these, the No 3 is considerably thinner than the
1,O-m cut-off thickness used in planning the mine. Export
production is obtained from No.1, 2 and 4-Lower seams.
Of these, the No. 1 seam is in the order of 2-3 m thick,
the No. 2 can be up to 7 m and the No. 4 Lower is 3,5 m in
thickness. Average depths from the surface are 18 20 m
for the No. 4 Lower, 28 - 37 m for the No.2 and 38 - 47 m
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for the No.1; in the Hartebeestfontein section, the seams
occur in a shallow basin-like structure, being closer in
the surface at the extremities of the area ~
The Hartebeestfontein pit is 4,8 km long. Overburden and
interburden is stripped, using two Bucyrus Erie 1570W
walking draglines, equipped with 55 cubic metre buckets and
each capable of stripping 13 million cubic metres/year of
waste rock. The Bankfontein reserves have been exploited
and mainly only reclamation work needs to be completed.
The boxcut in the new Goedehoop reserves, which were
brought into the joint venture by JCI in December 1989 when
Randcoal and JCI bought out BP, is well advanced. A
Bucyrus Eyrie 1570 dragline, which has a 57 cubic meter
bucket operates 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Several
stripping records have recently been established.
WASHING PLANT:
The first stage of product blending is achieved through
scheduling production from the various areas of the mine,
with reblending being achieved on the crushed run-of-mine
stockpile. The minus-SO-mm material is held in an 85 000-
mt blending stockpile to forn the feed for the washing
plant.
Three parallel washing modules are used. The +12,5 rom
material is treated in Wemco drum separators, and the +0,5
rom to -12,5 rom material is cleaned in dense-medium cyclones
and the -0,5 rom coal fraction is recovered in screen and
solid bowl centrifuges, after cyclone classification.
Discard material is trucked away to the storage areas,
while the saleable product is held in a 5 OOO-mt live
capacity stockpile before being transported by overland
conveyor 7,5 km to the railhead.
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RIETSPRUIT COLLIERY:
Rietspruit Colliery is a 50/50 joint venture between Rand
Mines ( through Corgroup (Jupiter) and Randcoal Ltd. a
subsidiary of the Barlow Rand group and Shell South Africa
(pty) Ltd. Each party markets its 50% share of production
for its own account. The mine is managed and administered
by Randcoal Mines (Mining and Services) Ltd. through its
wholly owned sUbsidiary Rietspruit Opencast Services (pty)
Ltd.
GEOLOGY AND SEAM CHARACTERISTICS:
The coal seams are nearly horizontal and some are close to
the surface, the upper seams outcropping in some areas.
There are five extractable coal seams (not always present)
whose thickness varies from 1 m to 13 m and averages 15 m
total. All seams are mined in proportions that will make
up a satisfactory raw feed to the plant. The seams occur
within a 100 m thick zone, the predominant rock being a
hard sandstone, together with shales. The maximum depth at
present is 88m.
TABLE 7.6. SEAM MIX AT RIETSPRUIT COLLIERY:
SEAM IN SITU IN PRODUCT AVE THICKNESS
NO. % % m
5 1,9 2,6 1,21
4U 9,5 7,0 1,26
4L 19,8 21,1 2,69
2 59,4 56,0 7,5
1 9,4 11,3 2,07
The stripping ratio varies in different parts of the mining
area to a maximum of 10, 6 bank cubic metres per ROM t, the
overall average being 5,5 - 6,0. The current actual
stripping ratio is 5,8 bem per ROM t. The overburden and
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interburden consists of mixed shales, sandy shales and
sandstone.
WASHING PLANT:
Raw coal from the pit is fed to a pair of Stamler feeder-
breakers which reduces large lumps to minus 300 mm and then
to a pair of Bradford breakers reducing to minus 75 mm.
Wet screening prior to the plant classifies the raw coal as
follows:
75,0 x 6,0
6,0 x 0,5
0,5 x 0,125
0,125 x 0
rom to Drewboy H.M. vessel
rom to D. S.M. Cyclones
rom Spirals
rom to thickener and discarded
including water)
(63%)
(25%)
(8%)
(balance
The 75 x 6mm is washed through the heavy medium Drewboy,
while the 6mm x 0, Smm fraction is washed through the
cyclones. Fines are treated through the spirals. The
washed product is conveyed to a 100 000 tonne stockpile
adjacent to the rail loading terminal. A further stockpile
of 100 000 tonne is available, but is not fully mechanised.
Average plant yield is 60 - 65% of feed.
PRODUCTION:
A total of 8,8 million ROM tonnes were produced in the 1992
financial year, with 5,3 mtonnes of saleable PSS coal being
exported.
OPENCAST MINE:
The mine consists of three strip pits: the North pit
(approximately 2,2 km long) and the South pit (2,7 Ian). A
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third pit was brought on stream in 1987, with a pit length
of about 4 kIn when in full production. Overburden is
removed by 3 BE 1570 draglines with 53,3 cubic metre
buckets. Each moves some 9 million bank. cubic metres per
year on average. Pre-stripping is necessary when the depth
of the floor of No. 2 seam exceeds 62m. For this a BE 195B
electric shovel with a 13 cubic meter bucket is used in
conjunction with 85 tonne rear dump trucks.
UNDERGROUND MIRING:
Due to the increasing depth and difficult geometry of the
North/South pit area, as well as the difficulties
experienced in marketing low C.V. coals, it has been
decided to mine this area using underground methods. An
underground operation addresses all these difficulties (the
quality problem being lessened by selective mining).
The mining method chosen, is bord and pillar, using 5
continuous miners (one for each section, two sections per
seam, 1 and 2 seams being mined initially). Transport is
via 4 section conveyors, to bins and then via a main
conveyor to the washing plant. The main items of equipment
required for the mining operation will be 12 shuttle cars,
4 feeder breakers, 7 roofbolters and 4 load haul dumper
machines plus 4 MPV's (multi purpose vehicles) and 6 truck
conveyors.
Planned output at full production is 1,7 Mtpa sales.
Combined with the third pit underground (a limited
operation covering the otherwise sterilised coal under the
third pit spoil piles), this will bring the underground
component of production to about 1/3 of total output.
COAL MARKETING:
In the original JV agreement, Shell undertook to market all
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the coal with RandCoal transfer pricing its share of
production to Shell Coal. RandCoal established itself as a
true 50/50 JV partner by 1991 after a four year period
during which RandCoal moved to marketing· its own share of
production. As the coal is of such low quality, it was
important that the JV partners did not disrupt the small
niche market that absorbs that particular coal.
Consequently RandCoal took some of its coal export permit
and applied it to better coal from Van Dyks Drift for 1
million tonnes of exports.
WELGEDACH'l'
The following four mines constitute the Welgedacht
Exploration Co. Ltd. part of the Randcoal group:
utrecht
Umgala
zimbutu and
Klipspruit.
The four mines which are all in the Utrecht area produces
bituminous coal and anthracite for the local and export
markets. Estimated combined production for 1991 was under
2 mt of which less than half was exported.
The Utrecht colliery is an underground mine which produces
anthracite from the Gus seam using mechanised bord and
pillar. Washed coal is produced for both local and export
markets.
The Umgala colliery exploits the Alfred and Gus seams by
mechanised bord and pillar extraction. Anthracite is mined
from the Alfred seam while steam coal for both the local
and the export markets is mined from the Gus seam.
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The Zimbutu colliery mines the Alfred and Gus seams using
mechanised bord and pillar extraction met.hoda , Zimbutu is
the main producer, producing washed coal for local and
export markets.
The anthracite sections have recently been closed down and
Randcoal is now only working down the existing stockpiles
at the mine.
The Klipspruit colliery is an underground operation which
mines bituminous coal from the Gus seam using mechanised
bord and pillar methods. Washed coal is produced for local
and export markets.
7 .3 .4.. COAL RESERVE UTILISATION PROJECT.
The company has a large geographic block of coal reserves
which will lend itself to better utilisation by a
rationalisation of the combined production assets.
Essentially this is a long term project that will involve
swapping coals around to maximize productivity and release
value. At present, under the existing organisation of
extracting coal from the reserves, the reserves are worth
R3,7 bn, which under the rationalization plan would rise to
R6,3 bn. The intention is to physically transport coal of
specific quality from where it can best be mined to the end
user. Rail transport is seen as the most effective means
to transport coal over the distances envisaged. Rail links
are to be established between mines:
TABLE 7.7. TRANSPORT DISTANCES OF COAL:
Transport distance
Middelburg and Duvha
Goedehoop and Klipfontein
Steenkoolspruit and Duvha
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15 to 28 lana
7 to 24 lana
4 to 6 kIna
Yield will improve by putting the right coal into the right
place via the Coal Reserve Utilisation Project. Capital
expenditure as a result of the rationalisation will be
marginally lower at Rl bn , Working costs averaging
R32/tonne will fall to about R22/tonne by the year 2020 as
the rationalization occurs.
The coal resource utilization project is viewed as a
strategy by Randcoal that will focus the groups coal mining
expertise in the most productive manner. It is expected
that high grade coal now being produced at Ouvha and being
consumed by ESKOM in the Duvha Power Station, will be made
available for export, while middlings product from
Midde1burg Colliery will be consumed at the power station,
resulting in the extension of both mines.
When implemented the strategy will:
Improve utilisation of' reserves
Improve utilisation of discards
Reduce capital expenditure
Improve sales tonnage
Improve yield
Lower cost per tonne
Benefits will result in a life extension of B years at
Duvha and allow Middelburg additional export sales. The
project required acceptance by Eskom of coal sourced from
different areas, but the principal is technically
acceptable. JCI, a 40% partner in Middelburg will also
stand to benefit from the coal reserve utilization project.
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TABLE 7.8. MAIN EXPORT SECTORS OF RANDCOAL:
TONNES ,
MTPA OF EXPORTS
POWER UTILITIES 6,99 66,2
CEMENT INDUSTRY 1,93 18,3
INDUSTRIAL SECTOR 0,84 8,0
STEEL INDUSTRY 0,80 7,5
TOTAL 10,56 100,0
About, 4, 8 mtonnes of these exports are sourced from
Douglas; 3,0 mtonnes from Middelburg ( 60\ joint venture
share with J.C.I. Randcoa1 also markets J.C.I.'s share);
1,3 mtonnes from Welgedacht and 1,5 mtonnes from
Rietspruit.
TABLE 7.9. RANDCOAL: PROPOSED E~PORT EXPANSIONS:
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
RBCT THROUGHPUT 52.00 54.00 56.00 58.00 60.00 62.00 64.00
EXPORT ENTITLEMENT 10.50 10.90 11.31 11.71 12.11 12.52 12.92
EXPORT MINE CAPACITY PLANNED-----------------------------------------
MIDDELBURG 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40 3.40
RIETSPRUIT(Randcoa1 on1y)2.00 2.00 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65
DOUGLAS 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40
WELGEDACHT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
DUVHA/MIDDELBURG 0.40 0.80 1.20 1.60
TOTAL EXPORT CAPACITY 10.80 10.80 11.45 11.85 12.25 12.65 13.05
CAPACITY SHORTFALL 0.30 -0.10 0.14 0.14 0.14 0.13 0.13
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TABLE 7.10. OPERATING EXPORT "INES AND FOB CASH COST CALCULATION:
DESCRIPTION EXPORT "INES
ItIDDELBURG RIETSPRUIT DouGLAS WELGEDACHT
OPERATOR:
OWner/s: Randcoa l 60X Randcoa l SOX RandcOil Randcoel
J.C.I. 40X Shell SOX
Shipper: Randcoal SHELL SOX RandcOil Randcoel
Randcoal SOX
PROVINCE: Transvaal Transvaal Transvaal Natal
Coal reserve lIined: Witbank lIitbank/H.Veld Witbank Utrecht
Sealls 111 ned 1,2 & 4 lower 1,2,4 & 5 No'l 2,4 &5 GUI & Alfred
"ining lIIethod: Opencast Opencast B & P Roadhead B & P Itechan1led
Opencast Opencalt
COIL type/s: Ther_l Therlllll LAC &Therlllll Ther_l Ther.l
&Shed
SHIPPING PORT: RBCl RBCT RBCl RBCl DURBAN
WASHING PLANT YIELD" 68.00 65.00 72.00 66.00
F.O.B. CASH COST:
F.O.R. "INE COSTS 42.07 44.90 45.36 75.19 75.19
RAIL FREIGHT CHARGES:
Railage distance to port: (k.) 515.00 556.00 536.00 230.00 450.00
Rai lage rate R/tonne: 28.86 29.85 29.35 27.61 31.50
Siding costs R/tonne: 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52 0.52
PORT CHARGES:
Offload/stockpile/load R/tonne: 8.25 8.25 8.25 8.25 16.00
Wharfage R/tonne: 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73 1.73
Other port costs R/tonne: 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.10 0.15
TOTAL PORT COSTS R/TONNE: 10.08 10.08 10.08 10.08 17.88
F.0.8. CASH COST RANDITONNE: 81.53 85.35 85.31 113.40 125.09
CAPITAL INVESTIlENT:
Original 1nvestllel1t (ltHUon R)I 250.00 200.00 125.00
Year: I 1981 1978 1976
I
CAPITAL EXPANSION PROGRAIlIlE: I
Capital 1nvestllent ("HUon R) I 327.60 105.00 108.50 8.00
Year: I 1989 1992 1991 1992
"axilU. sales: ("TPA) I 3.40 5.30 4.00 1.20
Attained by year: I 1994 1992 1993 1993
CAPITAL REPLACE"ENT: I
IIorking capex: ("illien R/year) I 8 - 10 13 • 15 15 • 20 3 - 5
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7.4. SHELL:
7.4.1. HISTORY OF SHELL COAL - SOUTH AFRICA:
In the early 1970's, Shell, one of three international oil
companies, was awarded a coal export entitlement. The two
other oil companies were BP and Total.
7.4.2. SOURCE OF COAL:
Shell's main source of export coal in South Africa is its
50% interest in the Rietspruit Colliery. The mine is
situated near the junction of the Witbank and Highveld
coalfields, about 40 km from witbank.
RIETSPRUIT COLLIERY:
The mine is managed and administered by RandCoal (Mining
and Services) Ltd, through it's wholly owned subsidiary
Rietspruit Opencast Services (pty) Ltd.
MINING AND METHOD OF EXTRACTION:
The mine cons ists of three opencast pits of 2,2, 2, 7 and
4,0 kilometres long. Overburden is removed with 3
draglines each equipped with 53,3 cubic meter buckets.
Each dragline moves some 9 million bem (bank cubic metres)
per year on average.
When the depth to the floor of the no. 2 seam exceeds 60
metres, pre-stripping is carried out. Topsoil removal is
done by contractors. Over-and inter-burden are drilled and
blasted. Pre splitting and throw blasting techniques are
used where appropriate.
Coal seams are drilled by contractors and cleared by
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electric shovels and front end loaders.
hauled to the coal washing plant.
Coal is then
Due to the increasing depth and difficult geometry of the
North/South Pit areas, as well as the advantages offered in
marketing higher C.V. coals, it was decided to mine the
deeper areas using underground mining methods, which allows
for selective mining for improved quality.
The mining method chosen is bord and pillar, using 5
continuous miners (two sections per seam, 1 and 2 seams
being mined initially) . Transport is via 4 section
conveyors, to storage bins and then along the main conveyor
to the washing plant. A single bord and pillar section is
already in operation in the third pit producing 35 000
sales tonnes per month.
Planned output from all the underground mines, at full
production, will amount to 2,0 million sales tonnes per
year.
WASHING PLANT:
The Simon Carves washing plant consists of six modules, 5 x
350 and 1 module x 500 tph throughput. Maximum designed
feed rate is 2 250 tph.
Raw coal from the mine is fed to a pair of feeder-breakers
which reduces large lumps to minus 300 mm and then to a
pair of Bradford breakers reducing the ROM coal to minus 75
mm. The 75 x 6 mm coal then passes through the heavy
medium separators (63%), the 6 x 0,5 mm product to the to
D.S.M. Cyclones (25%), the 0,5 x 0,125 mm to the spirals
(8%) and the remainder to the thickeners and discard.
Average plant yield is around 65\ of feed.
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7 .4.3. EXPANSION PROGRAMME:
J. C. I ~ and Shell may enter into a joint venture to exploit
J.C.I's reserves adjacent to Arthur Taylor and the
Rietspruit Mine. There is talk that they will open a 2,7
to 3,0 mtpa open strip mine on these reserves. with
Rietspruit recently opening an underground mine, the
existing opencast equipment will be used to exploit this
new opencut section. Estimated capital expenditure for
this project is R550 million.
A total of 0,250 mtpa will be purchased from Annandale mine
in Natal. This will be blended with Rietspruit coal to
improve the heat value of that brand. A certain amount of
tonnage is also expected to be purchased from Goldfields or
from other small producers, to improve the quality of the
Rietspruit product. Further coal is bought in from small
producers such as Tselentis Mining and Fraser Alexander, to
make up Shell's shortfall on tonnage.
Shell has also sold entitlement to Iscor and Marc Rich. It
is not known yet known if this sale is for an extended
period.
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TABLE 7.11. SHELLI PROPOSED EXPORT EXPANSIONS z
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
RBCT THROUGHPUT 52.00 54.00 56.00 58.00 60.00 62.00 64.00
EXPORT ENTITLEMENT 6.50 6.75 7.00 7.25 . 7.50 7.75 8.00
EXPORT MINE CAPACITY PLANNED-----------------------------------------
RIETSPRUIT (SHELL) 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65 2.65
RIETSPRUIT (Rand buy- in) 0.65 0.65 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
COAL BUY-IN 2.50 2.50 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
SALE TO MARC RICH 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
SALE TO ISCOR 0.20 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30
J.C.I. JOINT VENTURE 0.90 1.20
TOTAL EXPORT CAPACITY 7.00 7.10 6.95 6.95 6.95 7.85 8.15
CAPACITY SHORTFALL 0.50 0.35 -0.05 -0.30 -0.55 0.10 0.15
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7.5. J.C.I.:
7 .5.1. HISTORY OF THE COMPANY:
The coal mining activities of Johannesburg Consolidated
Investment Company Ltd. (JCI) are taken by its wholly owned
subsidiary, Tavistock Collieries Limited, which operates
four producf.nq collieries situated close to witbank. These
collieries are the Tavistock, South witbank and Phoenix
collieries which sell coal on the inland market and the
Arthur Taylor Colliery Arthur Taylor is a fUlly integrated
export colliery.
7 .5 .2. EXPORT JOINT VENTURES:
The Arthur Taylor Colliery (ATC) which includes the Arthur
Taylor Opencast Colliery (ATCOM) is a SO/SO joint venture
with Total Exploration South Africa (TESA). TESA is
responsible for marketing this export production.
Tavistock holds a 40% share in the Middelburg Mine, which
is operated by Randcoal, in which Douglas Colliery holds
the remaining 60% share. Randcoal is responsible for
marketing this coal.
7.5.3. EXPORT COLLIERIES:
At the Middelburg Mine, which produces coal solely for the
export market, a total of 5,14 million tonnes of coal was
sold during 1992.
At the Arthur Taylor Colliery (ATe), total exports sales
amounted to 3,15 mtonnes during the year. This includes
tonnage purchased from Tavistock and Phoenix for
exports through the Arthur Taylor entitlement.
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ARTHUR TAYLOR
The mine is situated in the Witbank coalfield and is
administered and managed by the coal division of JCI. The
mine has produced coal exclusively for the export trade
from the time the rapid loading terminal was installed in
1983. Prior to this, minor amounts of sized coal were
supplied to the inland trade while the mine was being
developed,
The principal seams worked are the No. 2 and No. 4 seams.
In the underground section, conventional bord and pillar
sections work the No. 2 seam. The opencast operation works
the shallow No. 2 seam.
Following the dissolution of the Transvaal Coal OWners
Association (TCOA) in March 1989 and the approval of the
expansion programme of 'the Richards Bay Coal Terminal
(RBCT), JCI and its joint venture partners (TESA) are
entitled to increase export tonnages from the current level
of 2,837 mtpa to 3,621 mtpa.
7 .5.4~ EXPORT EXPANSION PROGRAMME:
Development of the section at ATC, known as the Arthur
Taylor Colliery Opencast Mine (ATCOM), was completed on
schedule and within budget at a capital cost of R480
million. The mine came into production in January 1992.
The ultimate production capacity of this opencast mine is
2,4 mtpa, giving the enlarged ATe complex a total
production capacity of 3,9 million sales tonnes per annum,
of which 1,5 mtpa will be produced from the existing
underground mine.
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WASHING PLANT:
The run-of-mine coal from the
crushed in 3 stages to an overall
to adequately release coal from
Crushed coal is stored on a 50 000
stockpile, prior to being washed.
openstrip operation is
size of -75 rom in order
the reject material.
t.onne capacity circular
The treatment plant consists of two identical 500 tph
capacity modules, each comprising of 3 stages which combine
to treat the complete size range of raw coal feed. The
largest size range (-75 + 12 nun) is beneficiated in drum
washers. The medium size range (-12 + 5 mm) is treated in
cyclones. The fine coal (-5mm +100 micron) is treated in
spiral separators.
The washed coal is transported five km by overland conveyor
to a 100 000 tonne capacity stockpile for despatch to aBCT
TABLE 7.12. J .C. I. PROPOSED EXPORT EXPANSIONS I
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
RBCT THROUGHPUT 52.00 54.00 56.00 58.00 60.00 62.00 64.00
EXPORT ENTITLEMENT 3.83 3.97 4.12 4.27 4.42 4.56 4.71
EXPORT MINE CAPACITY PLANNED-----------------------------------------
ARTHUR TAYLOR 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50 1.50
MIDDELBURG 2.26 2.26 2.26 2.26 2.26 2.26 2.26
TAVISTOCK LOW ASH 0.05 0.20 0.40 0.50 0.70 0.80 1.00
J.C.I./SHELL J.V. CAPACIY MARKETBD BY SHELL
TOTAL EXPORT CAPACITY 3.81 3.96 4.16 4.26 4.46 4.56 4.76
CAPACITY SHORTFALL -0.02 -0.01 0.04 -0.01 0.04 0.00 0.05
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TABLE 7.13. OPEAATING EXPORT KINES AND FOB CASH COST CALCULATION:
DESCRIPTION
ARTHUR
TAYLOR
ARTHUR TAYLOR
OPENCAST KINE (ATCott>
OPERATOR:
Owner/s:
Shipper:
PROVINCE:
Coal reserve lined:
lining lIethod:
Coal type/s:
Coal Seall
SHIPPING PORT:
WASHING PLANT YIELD X
F.O.B. CASH COST:
TAVISTOCK COLLIERIES .
SUBSIDIARY of J.C.I.
50/50 J. V.with TOTAL
Transvaal
Witbank
Openeast & B & P "ech
Therlllll (P.S.S.)
No 2 lea.
ABCT
70.00
TAVISTOCK COLLIEAIES
SUBSIDIARY of r.e.r.
SO/50 J.Y.with TOTAL
Transvaal
Witbank
Openealt Strip
Therlllll (P.S.S.)
1&2S".s
ABCT
76.00
F.O.R. KINE COSTS
RAIL FREIGHT CHARGES:
Railege distance to port: (kll)
Rai lage rate R/tonne:
Siding costs R/tonne:
PORT CHAAGES:
Offload/stockpi le/load R/tonne:
Wharfage A/tonne:
Other port costs R/tonne:
TOTAL POAT COSTS RITONNE:
F.O.B. CASH COST RAND/TONNE:
CAPITAL. INVESTKENT:
Original investllellt (KHlion A)
Year:
CAPITAL EXPANSION PROGRAKKE:
Capital investllellt (KHlion A)
Vear:
KaxillUll saleable production: ("TPA)
Attained by year:
CAPITAL REPLACEKENT:
ReplacetHtnt capital (Killion R/year)
37.85 35.54
566 566
29.85 29.85
0.52 0.52
8.25 8.25
1.73 1.73
0.10 0.10
10.08 10.08
78.30 75.99
92.00
1983
480.00
1992
1.10 2.40
1995 1994
6 • 10 10 • 12
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7.6. TOTAL EXPLORATION SOUTH AFRICA: (TESA)
Total Exploration South Africa (TESA) source their coal
from 2 50/50 joint ventures. They do not actually
participate in the mining operations of these collieries.
50/50 Joint venture at the Ermelo Colliery with
Trans-Natal Coal Corporation, which produces a total
of 2,0 mtonnes per year. Trans-Natal is responsible
for the management of the project, while each
shareholder markets their own share of the tonnage.
However, TESA have the sole right of sales of Ermelo
coal into certain markets in the Far East.
Arthur Taylor Colliery, including the new Arthur
Taylor
Colliery Opencast Mine, are 50/50 joint operations
with J .C. I. whose o~tput consists of coal for the
export market. TESA has a 50% interest in ATe and
ATCOM and is responsible for marketing of all of the
export production.
TABLE 7.14. TOTAL EXPLORATION: PROPOSED EXPORT EXPANSIONSs
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
RBCT THROUGHPUT 52.00 54.00 56.00 58.00 60.00 62.00 64.00
EXPORT ENTITLEMENT 2.95 3.07 3.18 3.29 3.41 3.52 3.64
EXPORT MINE CAPACITY PLANNED-----------------------------------------
ARTHUR TAYLOR 2.00 2.00 2.00 2.20 2.30 2.30 2.50
ERMELO l.00 l.00 1.00 1.10 1.10 1.20 1.20
TOTAL EXPORT CAPACITY 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.30 3.40 3.50 3.70
CAPACITY SHORTFALL 0.05 -0.07 -0.18 0.01 -0.01 -0.02 0.06
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7.7. AGIPCOAL:
7.7.1. HISTORY OF THE COMPANY:
In 1986 AGIPCOAL and the KANGRA GROUP (PTY) LIMITED, formed
the 50/50 joint venture, KANGRA COAL CORPORATION (PTY)
LIMITED. The KANGRA GROUP were appointed to manage the
joint operations. At the end of April 1991, but with
effect from 1 January 1991, the Kangra Group sold their 50%
share in Kangra Coal Corporation (pty) Ltd. to Agipcoal.
The name was then changed to AGIPCOAL SOUTH AFRICA (PTY)
LIMITED and this company operates 2 mines and markets all
of the coal produced.
7.7.2. GROUP COLLIERIES:
SPITZKOP COLLIERY is located about 200 km east of
Johannesburg. The mine was taken over by the Kangra Group
some 20 years ago, but the present operation is a
relatively new mine which was commissioned in 1981,
following the acquisition of additional reserves.
Coal seams of up to 2,5 metres in thickness occur at depths
of less than 50 metres and opencast mining is carried out
in certain areas. In addition to the opencast mine, there
are 2 incline shafts and coal production could be doubled
without any significant changes to the existing mine
infrastructure. Coal from these workings is transported 17
km to the washing plant for beneficiation.
The underground mine extracts bituminous coal from the Nos.
Band C seams applying mechanised bord and pillar methods.
Coal preparation includes washing and the coal is sold on
both local and export markets.
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STRATHRAE COLLIERY is located 66 Jon north of Spitzkop and
was established near Carolina in 1986. This mine is
equipped with 2 incline shafts. All production is
beneficiated at the washing plant on the mine and then
the clean product is transported 66 km by road to the
Spitzkop plant for blending with the beneficiated product
from Spitzkop.
7 .7 .3. COAL PRODUCTION AND SALES TORNES:
The 2 mines produce 1,9 mtpa of saleable steam coal for the
domestic and export markets. Strathrae contributes 90% of
it's saleable production to exports and the remainder comes
from Spi t.zkop.
7.7.4. SALE OF AGIP WORLDWIDE:
ENTE NAZIONALE IDROCARBURI', the Italian State energy group
put AGIPCOAL's mining operations in the U.S.A., Venezuela
and South Africa, up for sale, at the beginning of 1994.
SALE OF AGIPCOAL SA:
Lonrho's South African SUbsidiary Duiker Exploration has
bought Agipcoal South Africa for R70 million, in a cash
deal. The effective date of the acquisition was 31 October
1993. The major asset of Agipcoal SA was its 2,8% interest
in the existing Richards Bay Coal Terminal, which allowed
it an export tonnage of 1,5 mtpa at a throughput capacity
of 53 mcpa , Duiker has an export entitlement of 1,7 mtpa.
The combined export tonnage available to Duiker through
RBCT is now 3,2 mtpa at 53 mtpa capacity.
This purchase will pull Agipcoal out: of the Coales
consortium to build a second coal export terminal at
Richards Bay, but Duiker will remain a member. ..Agip' s
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mines cannot support a high level of exports," Duiker's
Technical Director Hugh Stoyell said. "We will fully
utilise the combined 3,2 mtpa entitlement at RBCT, drawing
from the existing mines and any growth will be matched by
inherent growth at the terminal. II Taking Agip out of
Coalex will reduce the potential export tonnage through the
terminal by about 12,5% (1,5 mtpa capacity).
Agipcoal SA's two mines, Spitzkop and Strathrae, are close
to substantial reserves and are located along the railway
line to RBCT.
TABLE 7.15. AGIPCOAL COAL RESERVES:
HOLDER OF
RESERVES
SPITZKOP
STRATHRAE
OTHERS
BEESTING COLLIERY
TOTAL IN-SITU RESERVES
MINEABLE IN-SITU
RESERVES
(million tonnes)
120.00
10.00
100.00
15.30
245.30
Export coal for Coalex will come from Duiker reserves. "It
is a better proposition to grow Duiker's mines," said
Stoyell. Duiker is planning to up production at the
witCons section of its Tweefontein operation, to feed
Coalex with up to 2,0 mtpa.
Kevin' Wilkinson, Director of Duiker, thought that now the
Agipcoal sale had been concluded, South Africa's major coal
exporters, all shareholders in the existing Richards Bay
Coal Terminal, might be more ready to accommodate other
exporters.
Duiker's gold holdings have been sold to Freegold, which
raised R74 million cash. Duiker has therefore maintained
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their cash reserves after the deal with Agipcoal is
settled. "We are out of the volatile gold market, we are
consolidating in coal, It Director Hugh Stoyell said. In
1992 coal operations contributed 61% of the company's pre-
tax profit.
Although the Agipcoal deal will be of most benefit to the
company's export aspirations, Wilkinson believes it will
also help inland trade. ItAgip's mines will give us access
to a lot of the Natal trade," Wilkinson said. Spitzkop and
Strathrae are in the Transvaal, but significantly closer to
Natal than Duiker's operations, which are in the Witbank
Coalfield.
AGIPCOAL SA (PTY) LTD has now been
(PTY) LIMITED, but the mines will
Spitzkop and Strathrae Collieries.
renamed DUIKER COAL
still be known as
TABLE 7.16. AGIPCOAL: PROPOSED EXPORT EXPANSIONS:
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
RBCT THROUGHPUT 52.00 54.00 56.00 58.00 60.00 62.00 64.00
EXPORT ENTITLEMENT 1.46 1.51 1.57 1.62 1.68 1.74 1.79
EXPORT ,MINE CAPACITY PLANNED-----------------------------------
SPITZKOP 1.00 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10
STRATHRAE 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
TOTAL EXPORT CAPACITY 1.50 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60 1.60
CAPACITY SHORTFALL 0.04 0.09 0.03 -0.02 -0.08 -0.14 -0.19
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TABLE 7.17. OPERATING EXPORT "INES AND FOB CASH COST CALCULATION:
DESCRIPTION
OPERATOR:
Owner/s:
Shipper:
PROVINCE:
Coal reserve mined:
"ining method:
Coal type/s:
Coal Seal
EXPORT IIINES
SPITZKOP
DUIKERCOAL
DUIKER EXPLORATION LI"lTED
DUIKER EXPLORATION LI"lTED
Transvaal
E.Transvaal
B I P lIech
Therllal
BICsea.
STRATHRAE
Tranavaal
Witbank
B & P "ech
Therll8l
No 2 sea.
SHIPPING PORT:
WASHING PLANT YIELD X
F.O.B. CASH COST:
RBCT
70.00
RBCT
72.00
F.O.R. IIINE COSTS
RAIL FREIGHT CHARGES:
Railage distance to port: (t.)
Railage and road transport R/tonne:
Siding costs R/tonne:
PORT CHARGES:
Off load/stockpile/load R/tonne:
Wharfage R/tonne:
Other port costs R/tonne:
TOTAL PORT COSTS RITONNE:
F.O.B. CASH COST RANDITONNE:
CAPITAL INVESTIIENT:
original investment ("illion R)
Year:
42.85 46.14
470 530
24.88 28.53
0.52 0.52
8.25 8.25
1.73 1.73
0.10 0.10
10.08 10.08
78.33 85.27
CAPITAL EXPANSION PROGRA""E:
Capital inveltHnt (llillion R)
Year:.
lIaxilUl saleable production: (IITPA)
Attained by year:
CAPITAL REPLACEIIENT:
Replacetleflt capital ("Hlion R/year)1
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1.10
1992
3 • 7
0.50
1991
3· 6
7.8. DUIKER EXP~RATION:
7 .8.1. HISTORY OF THE COMPANY:
Duiker Exploration Limited, a company listed on the
Johannesburg Stock Exchange and a member of the Lonrho
Group, was founded in 1946. In 1976 the assets of witbank
Consolidated Coal Mines Limited and Tweefontein United
Collieries Limited were acquired and merged with Duiker.
Other activities included gold mining, mining investments
and asbestos mines.
The company's coal operations consist of 2 thermal coal
mines in the witbank area and 2 anthracite collieries in
Natal, one near Piet Retief and the other near Vryheid.
7.8.2. STEAM COAL OPERATIONS:
TWEEFONTEIN COLLIERY:
Consists of two operating collieries.
WATERPAN COLLIERY, where the No. 4 seam is mined, using
bord and pillar mechanised mining methods. One double
shift section is presently operated, producing 50 000
tonnes of R.O.M. coal per month. All production is washed
at the Waterpan coal preparation plant of 100 000
tonnes/month capacity.
BOSCHMANSFOHTBIH COLLIERY, where the Nos. 2 and 4 seams
are mined, using bord and pillar mechanised mining methods.
Monthly production is in the region of 300 000 R.O.M.
t.onnea per month from four double shift sections. All
production is washed in the Boschmansfonteln coal
preparation plant which has a capacity of about 450 000
tonnes per month.
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WITBANK CONSOLIDATED COLLIERY, is selectively mam.nq the
No. 2 seam at a mining height of about 2,7 metres. Monthly
production is in the region of 125 000 tonnes per month of
R.O.M. coal, from two double shift bord and pillar
mechanised sections. All production is washed at the coal
preparation plant which has a capacity of 120 000 tonnes
per month. An opencast mine of 50 000 R.O.M. tonnes per
month is presently operational.
with the recent establishment of the Witbank Colliery open
strip mine, this mine will be expanded to meet the increase
in exports over the long term to meet the expansion of the
RBCT.
7 • 8 •3. WASHING PLANT UPGRADE:
In 1991 a modular fine coal washing plant was installed at
WITBANK COLLIERY to augment the high grade coal processing
capacity. This plant is operating very successfully.
In 1992 a fine coal spiral washing plant was installed at
the Tweefontein Colliery and commissioned in September
1992. This was done to wash the high grade dump at
Tweefontein, to augment the production from this colliery
and to finally re-work this 6,0 million tonne dump that has
built-up over several years. The fact that the dump is
being used to supplement coal exports explains the way in
whi.ch Duiker is able to sell at prices of U8$24. DO/tonne
FOB on the export market, but still make good profits on
this coal.
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TABLE 7.18. DUIKER: PROPOSED EXPORT EXPANSIONS:
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
RBCT THROUGHPUT 52.00 54.00 56.00 58.00 60.00 62.00 64.00
EXPORT ENTITLEMENT 1.62 1.68 1. 75 1.81 1.87 1.93 2.00
EXPORT MINE CAPACITY PLANNED-----------------------------------------
TWEEFONTEIN 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80
WITBANK COLLIERY 0.70 0.80 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
ANTHRACITE MINES 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
TOTAL EXPORT CAPACITY 1.65 1.75 1. 75 1.95 1.95 1.95 1.95
CAPACITY SHORTFALL 0.03 0.07 0.00 0.14 0.08 0.02 -0.05
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TABLE 7.19. OPERATING EXPORT MINES AND rOB CASH COST CALCULATION:
DESCRIPTION
WITBANK CONS TWEEFONTE:IN
OPERATOR:
Owner/s:
Shipper:
PROVINCE:
Coal reserve mined I
mining methodl
Coal type/s:
Coal seam
SHIPPING PORT:
LONRHO
Duiker
Transvaal
Witbank
B & P Mech
Opencast
Thermal
No 2 seam
RBCT
LONRHO
Duiker
Transvaal
Witbank
B & P Mech
Thermal
2 & 4 seam
RBCT
WASHING PLANT YIELD ,
F.O.B. CASH COSTI
76.00 74.00
F.O.R. MINE COSTS
RAIL FREIGHT CHARGES:
Railage distance to port: (Jan)
Railage rate R/tonne:
Siding costs R/tonne:
PORT CHARGES:
Offload/stockpile/load R/tonne:
Wharfage R/tonne:
Other port costs R/tonne:
TOTAL PORT COSTS R/TONNE:
F.O.B. CASH COST RAND/TONNE:
CAPITAL INVESTMENT:
Original investment (Million R)
Year:
33.08 31.56
566.00 566.00
29.85 29.85
0.52 0.52
8.25 8.25
1.73 1.73
0.10 0.10
10.08 10.08
73.53 72.01
CAPITAL EXPANSION PROGRAMME:
Capital investment (Million R)
Year:
Maximum saleable production: (MTPA)
Attained by year:
CAPITAL REPLACEMENT:
Replacement capital (Million R/year)
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0.80
1992
2 - 4
85.00
1991
0.80
1992
4 - 6
7 .9. GOLD FIELDS COAL:
7.9.1. HISTORY OF THE COMPANY:
Gold Fields of South Africa Ltd. is the parent company of
Gold Fields Coal Ltd.
GOLD FIELDS COAL LIMITED conducts coal mmmq operations
at its Greenside Colliery (the amalgamated Greenside and
New Clydesdale Collieries) and has a 50% joint venture
interest with TRANS-NATAL COAL CORPORATION LIMITED, in the
Matla Colliery, which supplies coal to Eskom's Matla Power
Station.
7.9.2. EXPORT COLLIERY:
Greenside Colliery is on the Witbank Coalfield and exploits
the No.2, No. 4 and No. 5 seams. Three main types of coal
are produced. The No. 2 seam yields low ash coal and power
station smalls for export. The No. 4 seam produces thermal
export coal.
The No. 5 seam yields metallurgical and blend coking coal
for the inland market.
Greenside is an underground mechanised operation using two
methods of extraction, i. e. primary bord and pillar and
secondary pillar extraction. Each seam, due to having
individual characteristics is mined and conveyed to the
surface for treatment in its own coal preparation plant.
Each seam product is treated entirely separate from the
other. Total saleable production is estimated at just
under 3 mtpa of which roughly half is exported.
Reserves are estimated at about 100 mt which indicates a
mine life of over 20 years.
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7.9.3. EXPORT MARKETS:
Low ash coal for the export metallurgical market is
produced mainly from the No. 2 seam, while power station
smalls (PSS) is produced from the Nos. 2 and 4 seams, at
Greenside Colliery. This coal is still exported through
the T.C.O.A. long term contract to the Japanese Steel
Mills. However, the export of this type of coal has
recently been diversified away from the J. S.M. , into new
markets that have been developed in various Far East and
European markets. A total of 0,450 mtonnes of low ash coal
was exported in 1992 through the T.C.O.A .•
Power Station Smalls or PSS as it is commonly known, is
actually the middlings product that results when the low
ash fraction is beneficiated out of the run of mine coal.
The T. C. O.A. still has several long term contracts into
which this coal is sold, for example ENEL of Italy, EPDC of
Japan'and NCSC of Israel.
As a result of the product-mix between the LAC and PSS
products, a large PSS stockpile has developed at the
Greenside Colliery. The Company has little flexibility in
adjusting production thereof, without impacting on the
production of coal for which it has contract commitments.
However, with the increased capacity of the RBCT,
arrangements have been entered into with the other partners
in the T.e.O.A. (Amcoal and Randcoal), to achieve higher
export volumes in 1992. In 1992 GFC exported a total of
0,500 mtonnes of power station smalls on their entitlement
out of the RBCT.
7 .9.'. FREE OR RAIL SALES:
Sales on a free-on-rail basis to parties with spare
entitlement in RBCT (Mainly Shell) have continued and in
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1992 approximately 0,400 mtonnes was exported in this way,
which was similar to the level sold in 1991.
TABLE 7.20. GOLDFIELDS COALI PROPOSED EXPORT EXPANSIONS I
1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
RBCT THROUGHPUT 52.00 54.00 56.00 58.00 60.00 62.00 64.00
EXPORT ENTITLEMENT 1.21 1.25 1.30 1.35 1.39 1.44 1.48
EXPORT MINE CAPACITY PLANNED-----------------------------------------
GREENSIDE 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
TOTAL EXPORT CAPACITY 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
CAPACITY SHORTFALL 1.79 1.75 1.70 1.65 1.61 1.56 1.52
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TABLE 7.21. OPERATING EXPORT MINES AND FOB CASH COST CALCULATION I
DESCRIPTION
OPERATOR:
Owner/s:
Shipper:
PROVINCE:
Coal reserve mined:
Mining method:
Seam mined
Coal type/s:
SHIPPING PORT:
WASHING PLANT YIELD'
s ,
F.O.B. CASH COST:
F.O.R. MINE COSTS
RAIL FREIGHT CHARGES:
Railage distance to port: (kIn)
Railage rate R/tonne:
Siding costs R/tonne:
PORT CHARGES:
Offload/stockpile/load R/tonne:
Wharfage R/tonne:
Other port costs R/tonne:
TOTAL PORT COSTS R/TONNE:
F.O.B. CASH COST RAND/TONNE:
CAPITAL INVESTMENT:
Original investment (Million R)
Year:
CAPITAL EXPANSION PROGRAMME I
Capital investment (Million R)
Year:
Maximum saleable production: (HTPA)
Attained by year:
CAPITAL REPLACEMENT:
Replacement capital (Million R/year)
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EXPORT HINES
GREENSIDE
GOLD FIELDS COAL
T.C.O.A. and
Goldfields Coal
Transvaal
Witbank
B & P ROADHEADERS
No's 1, 2, 4, & 5
Low ash coal &
RBCT
87.00
48.46
615
31.60
0.52
8.25
1.73
0.10
10.08
90.66
61.00
1984
1992
3 - 4
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8. EXPANSIONS REQUIRED TO ACHIEVB 64 MTPA BXPORTS
In order for the partners of the RBCT to export a total of
64 mtpa, all of the partners will need to do extensive
brownfields expansions.
Shell is the partner who is most affected.
present rate of 52 mtpa, Shell is well down
have sold off entitlement to Iscor and Marc
"buy-in" about 2,5 mtpa from various sources.
Even at the
on supply and
Rich and they
The planning of the JCI/Shell joint venture has been
completed, but no board approval will be given for the go
ahead, until the coal prices increase.
Ameoal and Trans-Natal. will have
greenfields mines, with a, capacity of
each, to meet these expansions.
to establish new
close to 2 , 0 mtpa
Randeoal will need to implement fully the Reserve
Utilisation project and develop exports from their Khutala
Colliery.
Rumours in the
over 100% of
Khutala's No. 5
market place indicate that Shell may take
Rietspruit, leaving Randcoal to develop
seam for exports.
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TABLE 8.1. ESTI"ATED COAL SALES AND EXPORT "INE EXPANSIONS TO EXPORT 64 "TPA
HINING "INE NA"E 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
GROUP
"TPA
AHCOAL GOEDEHOOP 4.10 4.30 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.50 4.50
KROI1DRAAI 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20
KLEINKOPJE 4.80 4.80 4.80 4.80 5.00 5.00 5.00
BANK 0.90 1.00 ·1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
NEW "INE REQUIRED 0.60 1.00 1.50
TRANS' NATAL OPTIHU" 6.20 6.20 6.20 6.20 6.20 6.20 6.20
KOORNFONTEIN 4.30 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00 5.00
SAVIlORE 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40
ZULULAND ANTHRACITE 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70 0.70
NEW "INE REQUIRED 0.40 0.90 1.30
RANDCOAL DOUGLAS 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40 4.40
WELGEDACHT 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
DUVHAI"IDDELBURG JV OR KHUTALA 0.40 0.80 1.20 1.60
SHELL COAL BUY-IN 2.50 2.50 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
HARC RICH 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
ISCOR 0.20 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30
JCI TAVISTOCK LOll ASH 0.05 0.20 0.40 0.50 0.70 0.80 1.00
DUIKER COAL SPITZKOP 1.00 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10 1.10
STRATHRAE 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50 0.50
DUIKER EXP TWEEFONTEIN 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80 0.80
WITBANK COLLIERY 0.70 0.80 0.80 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
ANTHRACITE HINES 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15 0.15
GOLD FIELDS GREENSIDE 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00 3.00
OPERATING SOUTH AFRICAN JOINT VENTURES
TNCITOTAL ER"ELO 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.10 1.10 1.20 1.20
RANDCOAL/JCI "IDDELBURG 5.66 5.66 5.66 5.66 5.66 5.66 5.66
RANDCOAL/SHELL RIETSPRUIT 5.30 5.30 5.30 5.30 5.30 5.30 5.30
JCIITOTAL ARTHUR TAYLOR 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.70 3.80 3.80 4.00
PLANNED SOUTH AFRICAN JOINT VENTURES
JCIISHELL NEW HINE REQUIRED 0.90 1.20
TOTAL RBCf EXPORTS 55.16 56.61 57.41 58.61 60.51 63.01 65.01
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9. COALEX JOINT VENTURE:
9 .1. DEREGULATION OF THE COAL INDUSTRY:
The deregulation of coal exports in 1991, opened the way
for several existing coal producers, including Sasol and
Iscor, to enter the coal export market. Prior to this
date, coal exports from South Africa were regulated through
the export allocation system, through which the Government
regulated the amount of coal each producer could export.
With the deregulation of the coal industry, the export
allocation system was removed and coal exports are now
regulated by economic and market forces. As a result any
company may now export coal from South Africa.
9.2. COALEX TERMINAL FACl:Ll:TY
To enter the coal export market in South Africa, new
exporters have to either construct a new coal terminal at
Richards Bay or secure entitlement in the existing RBCT
facility.
Sasol did approach the partners of the RBCT to purchase
entitlement at the terminal, but the partners could only
offer them a total of 1,0 mtpa of entitlement. As a result
the COALEX JOINT VENTURE was formed.
Mr P P A Steyn of Sasol is currently acting as Chairman of
the Coal Export Joint Venture (COALEX), a group of eight
organisations in the coal industry seeking to create
additional facilities at Richards Bay to export coal.
The Joint venture has secured land in Richards Bay and rail
capacity and has employed Soros Associates to undertake a
feasibility study on the construction of a new terminal.
The study was completed during June 1993, but no results
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have been made public yet.
9.3. SASOL:
SASOL founded in 1950, leads the world in the conversion of
coal to oil and gas and is a leading member of the South
African coal, chemical and crude-oil industries.
The OPEC oil crisis of the 1970' s heralded a new era of
boldness and initiative in SASOL's history, which led to
the establishment of an oil-from-coal project of
unparalleled magnitude on the Eastern Transvaal Highveld.
Today this project embraces the Sasol 2 and 3 plants, the
fertilizer, explosives and polypropylene factories and
Secunda Collieries.
SASOL was founded as a fre,e market company and a strategic
decision was taken then to be self-sufficient in terms of
coal supply. From small beginnings SASOL has grown into a
world leader in the field of synthetic fuels and chemicals.
Its establishment signalled the birth of the only proven
oil-from-coal operation in the world.
The basic feedstock on which all the products are based is
still . coal. The annual coal production increased from a
modest 2,0 mtpa in the 1950's to 41,0 mtpa in 1992.
SASOL is the second largest coal producer in the R.S.A. and
is rated 10th in the world for hard coal production,
including private and government controlled companies in
the CIS, China, India, etc.
9.3.1. SASOL COAL
SASOL's
bringing
modern coal mines
about change that
have
has
played their part in
characterised the South
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African coal mining industry over the past several decades.
Through the introduction of advanced technology, an
industry has been created where safety and productivity
equal international mining standards. They are a high
volume coal producer (41 mtpa) with expertise in the
operation of underground and strip mine processes and
related services, currently producing almost 24' of the
RSA's coal. They will endeavour to maintain the unique
advantage which is enjoyed as the "sole supplier" of coal
to the petrochemical plants.
SASOL COAL intend to utilise the advantages of the economy
of scale further by applying its expertise and coal
reserves to penetrate new markets and will consider
opportunities to become involved with any mine or
operation, provided adequate returns are made.
9.3.2. SlOMA COLLIERY:
Sigma Colliery, established in 1950, is located near
Sasolburg and has supplied coal to the SASOL 1 Plant for 40
years.
This mine produces coal from the Vereeniging Coalfield,
mining the Nos. 1, 2A, 2B and 3 seams. Until recently only
underground mining, using the bord and pillar method with
continuous miners and rib pillar extraction, was
undertaken. underground production will be reduced from
7,0 to 4,0 mtpa, as the new strip mine comes into
production.
During 1992 the development of a surface strip mine,
Wondervater, which is part of Sigma Colliery, was
commissioned near Sasolburg and will ensure the mine's
future as a low cost producer for a further 20 years
supplying 2,8 mtpa at full production.
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9.3.3. SECUNDA COLLIERIES:
Secunda Collieries comprise the Brandspruit, Bosjesspruit
and Middelbult underground mines and Syferfontein strip
mine, which was established during 1989 to assist the
underground mines in meeting the ever-increasing demand for
coal from the SASOL 2 and SASOL 3 Plants. These four mines
producing 34 mtpa, are the largest coal mining
complex in the world.
9.3.4. SYFERFONTEIN COLLIERY
Sasol "s new strip mine near Trichardt in the South Eastern
Transvaal has set new standards, not only in the field of
nu.nmq and construction, but also in project management.
Within twenty three months of Board approval in October
1989, the mine was established and put into full
production, a record for the mining industry.
Before the commencement of any nu.nmq or construction
activities, a comprehensive environmental impact study was
done and a detailed rehabilitation plan for the life of the
mine was compiled and integrated into the mine plan.
At this mine the Nos. 4 and 5 seams of the Highveld
Coalfield are mined. Due to the depth of the coal seams,
Syferf.ontein was destined to be the dragline mine with the
highest strip ratio in the country, which made the
selection of equipment critical. Any error would mean that
the production targets would not be met and production cost
could not be optimised. The optimum was found in a
combination of a truck and shovel pre-stripping fleet
(which was utilised to excavate the initial boxcut) and two
large walking draglines. Due to the gradual increase in
strip ratio from the initial boxcut, a third dragline will
be required towards the end of the century.
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The two Marion draglines are the largest in Africa and were
manufactured and erected locally. The first of the two
draglines was totally designed, manufactured and
commissioned in only twenty one months, a world record for
this size of machine.
The coal handling infrastructure required for the crushing,
screening, transporting and storage of 7,0 mtpa of coal for
the SASOL 2 and 3 plants, is made up of 3 sections:
The on-site coal processing plant.
The transporting of coal from the pit to the factory
stockyards over a distance of 22 kilometres.
The transporting, storage and reclamation of coal to
feed the factories.
9 .3.5. URDERGROUBD MINING
Secunda Collieries are mining the No 4 seam in the Highveld
Coalfield and are located near the town of Secunda.
Bard and pillar mining was mechanised to such an extent
over the past 15 years that it is regarded as one of the
most modern techniques in use today.
In Pillar Extraction Mining the coal pillars are left
intact during bard and pillar mining and are sequentially
removed across a panel by a continuous miner. The roof
strata is consequently allowed to collapse in a controlled
manner, while the overlaying strata settles into the void
thus created. This method increases the percentage of coal
extracted and accounts for 30\ of the coal mined from the 3
collieries •
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Rib Plilar Extraction was introduced to the R.S.A. by SASOL
COAL during the 1970' s . Subsequent development has led it
to becoming one of the primary and most efficient mining
methods currently used, with almost 90% of the in-situ coal
seam being removed.
9 .3.6. COAL EXPORT PROJECT
Sasol Coal believe they can be competitive in the
international coal market producing a low ash, low sulphur,
high volatile product. Sasol is currently undertaking a
feasibility study on the coal export project and anticipate
to make a decision towards the end of the year on whether
to enter the international market.
If Sasol does proceed, the bulk of coal exports will be met
from the expansion of the low cost underground operations
of the Twistdraai shaft system at Bosjesspruit Colliery,
which are presently undergoing organisational and
production upgrading. This project will not be a
greenfields project.
These exports could be supplemented by coal from the Number
5 Seam at Syferfontein Colliery, Sasol's new openstrip
mine, that was established in 1991 to produce 7,0 mtpa from
the No. 5 and 4 seams in the Highveld coalfield. (See map
3) •
Production capacity can be increased at low capital costs
and the company is planning to commence exporting coal at a
level of about 3,0 million tonnes per year by 1996. This
export level will rise towards the end of the century.
WASHING PLANT FACILITIES
To meet export quality requirements, the coal will have to
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be upgraded by washing to produce a homogeneous low-ash
product. Sasol is evaluating two options for the
beneficiation of their coal:
Build two separate washing plants, one at the Syferfontein
Mine and the other at the Twistdraai Shaft
Build one central washing plant in close proximity of the
rapid load-out facility.
It is estimated that a single stage washing plant will cost
about R350 million.
LOADOUT FACILITIES
A rail load-out facility will be constructed to link into
the existing rail line that passes adjacent to Secunda and
joins the main Richards Bay line north of Ermelo.
EXPORT TERMINAL FACILITIES
A major exporter of coal from South Africa has to either
construct a new coal terminal at Richards Bay or secure
entitlement in the existing RBCT facility. Mr P P A Steyn
of Sasol is currently acting as Chairman of the Coal Bxport
Joint Venture (COALEX), a group of eight organisations in
the coal industry seeking to create additional facilities
at Richards Bay to export coal. The Joint Venture has
secured land in Richards Bay and rail capacity and has
employed Soros Associates to undertake a feasibility study
on the construction of a new terminal. The study is
planned to be completed during June 1994.
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TABLE 9.1. SASOL - PROPOSED EXPORT EXPANSION
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
COALEX THROUGHPUT 8.00 9.00 10.00 11.00 12.00
THROUGHPUT ENTITLEMENT 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00
TWISTDRAAI 1.32 1.49 1.65 1.82 1.98
SYFERFONTEIN 0.68 0.77 0.85 0.94 1.02
TOTAL EXPORTS 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00
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9.6. ISCOR:
Now that ISCOR are importing around 600 000 tonnes of high
grade coking coal per annum, they have excess blend coking
coal available at the Grootegeluk mine for export.
A total of 2,0 mtpa of blend coking coal is produced at the
Grootegeluk Mine. This mine is also a "multi-product"
mine, producing blend coking coal for ISCOR's plants in
Pretoria and Van der 8i j lpark and steam coal for the
Matimba Power Station.
9.6.1. EXPANSION PROG~E:
In 1990 the Grootegeluk mine was expanded at a capital cost
of R525 million to produce 4,0 mtpa of steam coal, with a
heat value of about 4 770 kcals/kg (GAD). Because the mine
is a multi-product mine supplying a power station,
production cannot be reduced as the consumption of the
blend coking coal decreas~s, with the increase of coking
coal imports. As a result ISCOR needs to find an
alternative market for this blend coking coal and they are
looking to export about 1,0 mtpa.
9.6.2. RAILAGE FROM GROOTEGELUK MINE:
ISCOR has successfully negotiated a railage rate with
SPOORNET, to move blend coking coal from their
Grootegeluk Mine in the Northern Transvaal to Richards Bay
at R52,OO/tonne (US1?33/ tonne). The distance from the
mine to the port is 1000 km , r
The FOB cash cost of ISCOR's exports are also expected to
be comparatively low, because the mine is a multi-product
mine, which will be supplying 3 possible markets, i.e.
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power station coal, blend coking coal and the export
market.
9 .e. J. EXPORTS THROUGH THE RBCT:
ISCOR have bought 200 000 tonnes of export entitlement
through the RBCT from SHELL and are negotiating a further
100 000 tonnes from them, for 1993. Iscor recently shipped
15 000 tonnes of blend coking coal from their Grootegeluk
opencast mine to CST in Brazil on the RBCT entitlement that
they purchased from Shell several months ago. This is
regarded as a trial cargo for I understand, the PCl market.
Shipment done through Marc Rich.
9.".". KALBASFONTEIH COLLIERY:
It is planned that the bulk of their proposed 1,0 mtpa
export coal of metallurgical quality will be sourced from a
new mine at Kalbasfontein Ln the Transvaal. This reserve
is part of the Witbank Coalfield and lies about 12,0 kIn
north of Witbank and was recently purchased from Randcoal.
This reserve has only recently been drilled. The actual
establishment of a coal mine in the reserve could however,
still be several years down the line.
TABLB 9.2. ISCOR - PROPOSED EXPORT BXPANSION
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
COALBX THROUGHPUT 8.00 9.00 10.00 11.00 12.00
THROUGHPUT ENTITLBMENT 0.67 0.75 0.83 0.92 1.00
GROOTBGBLUlt 0.50 0.56 0.62 0.69 0.15
ItALBASFONTBIN 0.17 0.19 0.21 0.23 0.25
TOTAL BXPORTS 0.67 0.75 0.83 0.92 1.00
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9.5. AHGLOVAAL COLLIERIES:
Anglovaal does not have any collieries operating at present
and therefore, if they intend getting· into the export
market, they would have to start new greenfields
operations.
9.5.1. FORZANDO GREENFIELDS PROJECT:
Anglovaal have announced that they will establish a new
underground mine on their Forzando reserves. These
reserves, which are located in the Highveld coal reserve,
are adequate for the production of 2,5 mtonnes of saleable
product per year.
At a washing plant yield of 65 70%, a mine with a
capacity of about 4, 0 mton~es of run of mine coal per year
will be required. The capital cost of this mine could
range between R300 - 400 million, giving an annual capital
cost for the export product of between R120 - 160/annual
sales tonne.
Anglovaal have indicated that they are investigating all
possibilities of moving into the export coal market. A
decision will be taken on the new mine by May 1994.
TABLE 9. 3 • ANGLOVAAL - PROPOSED EXPORT EXPANSION
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
COALEX THROUGHPUT 8.00 9.00 10.00 11.00 12.00
THROUGHPUT ENTITLEMENT 1.67 1.87 2.08 2.29 2.50
rORZANDO 1.67 1.87 2.08 2.29 2.50
TOTAL EXPORTS 1.67 1.87 2.08 2.29 2.50
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9.6. DUIKER EXPLORATION
GOEDEHVONDEN COLLIERY
Duiker is planning a new mine at its Witbank operations
which could produce 40 million tonnes of coal for export,
over a period of 20 years, but according to reports, the
mine would only start once coal prices recovered.
The GOEDGEVOHDEN mine will be established on reserves
adjacent to the existing Witbank Consolidated Mine, which
at present supplies coal for Duikers exports.
This saleable reserve is adequate to support
producing 2,0 mtpa sales tonnes for a period of
years. This tonnage will also provide replacement
for Duiker's bituminous coal operations.
a mine
about 20
reserves
In addition to the above reserve, the Beesting Reserves,
which were previously owned jointly by Kangra and AGIP,
(AGIP was recently acquired by Duiker), and consists of
some 15 million saleable tonnes and lies about 15
kilometers to the west of Duiker's existing mines, could be
used to extend the life of Goedgevonden by about 7 years.
The mine expansion will consist of:
An opencast strip mine
An underground fully mechanised mine
A rapid load-out facility at the Saaiwater siding.
Initially an openstrip mine would be established in the
shallow reserves, but development of this mine would be
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conditional upon Duiker's participation in a successful
Coalex venture.
The project will also include the building of a 100
railtruck rapid loading system at the Saaiwater siding,
which would be adequate to service all 3 mines. At present
Duiker loads coal exports using front end loaders, which
according to SPOORNET takes about 14,12 hours to load 100
railtrucks for Richards Bay. With a rapid load-out
facility in operation, this loading time could be reduced
to 4,5 hours.
TABLE 9.4. DUIKER - PROPOSED EXPORT EXPANSION
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
COALEX THROUGHPUT 8.00 9.00 10.00 11.00 12.00
THROUGHPUT ENTITLEMENT 1.33 1. 50 1.67 1.83 2.00
GOEDGEVONDEN 1.33 1.50 1.67 1.83 2.00
TOTAL EXPORTS 1.33 1.50 1.67 1.83 2.00
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9.7. GOLD FIELDS COAL:
9.7.1. INCREASED EXPORTS FROM GREEHSIDE:
Power Station Smalls or PSS as it is commonly known, is
actually the middlings product that results when the low
ash fraction is beneficiated out of the run of mine coal.
The TCOA still has several long term contracts into which
this coal is sold, for example ENEL of Italy, EPDC of Japan
and NCSC of Israel.
As a result of the product-mix between the LAC and PSS
products, a large PSS stockpile has developed at the
Greenside Colliery. The Company has little flexibility in
adjusting production thereof, without impacting on the
production of coal for which it has contract commitments.
However, with the increased capacity of the RBCT,
arrangements have been entered into with the other partners
in the TCOA (Amcoal and Randcoal), to achieve higher export
volumes in 1992. In 1992 GFC exported a total of 0,500
mtonnes of power station smalls on their entitlement out of
the RBCT, this is still not adequate to move all of the
stock.
This coal could also be moved through the Coalex terminal,
when once this facility is operational.
9.7.2. GOLD FIELDS EXPANSION:
Gold Fields have
Transvaal Coalfield
mined for export.
reserves available in the Eastern
which are of good quality and will be
There objective at present is to establish the Sheepmoor
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Colliery in this coal reserve. One of the main advantages
of this coalfield is the fact that it lies close to the RB
coal line, but only about 300 km from Richards Bay.
TABLE 9.5. GOLD FIELDS RESERVES IN THE EASTERN TRANSVAAL COALFIELD:
SEA" IN SITU YIELD C.V. INHERENT ASH VOL SULPHUR
NA"E COVER THICK RESERVE X G.A.D. HOISTURE X
" "(.) (I) "TONNES X
2 50 2.50 100 100.00 24.11 3.60 22.0 26 0.70
1,2A 35 2.50 35 n.oo 27.30 3.70 12.0 28 0.46
2 25 2.20 20 100.00 22.10 3.50 24.0 23 0.81
Planni,ng for this mine has progressed well and when a
decision is taken on the Coalex Terminal in May 1994, it
can be expected that Gold Fields will make a decision soon
after this date.
TABLE 9. 6. GOLD FIELDS MINING - PROPOSED EXPORT EXPANSION
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
COALEX THROUGHPUT 8.00 9.00 10.00 11.00 12.00
THROUGHPUT ENTITLEMENT 0.67 0.75 0.83 0.92 1.00
SHEEPMOOR 0.67 0.75 0.83 0.92 1.00
TOTAL EXPORTS 0.67 0.75 0.83 0.92 1.00
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9.8. TSELENTIS MIRING:
Tselentis have 2 coal mining operations:
9.8.1. TSELENTIS OPENCAST MIRE:
The Tselentis Opencast operation, which mines the Witbank
Coalfield No 2 seam by open strip mining methods. This
operation is close to the Eikeboom Colliery which is
operated by Trans-Natal.
Annual saleable production is in the region of 600 000
tonnes per year. At present much of this production is
being sold to Shell South Africa, for sale on their RBCT
allocation.
Coal preparation is through a crushing, screening and
washing plant to produce an export power station smalls
steam coal product. Sized product is produced for teo local
metallurgical market.
9.8.2. ~I COLLIERY:
The Ami Colliery, consisting of the Heritage Section,
producers anthracite from the Dundas seam in the Vryheid
coalfield. Conventional mechanised bord and pillar mining
and pillar extraction are carried out at the mine.
Coal preparation is through a crushing, screening and
washing plant to produce a sized product and fine material.
Re-screening takes place at the siding prior to the coal
being loaded into rail wagons for dispatch to the port of
Durban.
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Anthracite export sales into the Far East have dropped
substantially over the past year. Markets have been lost
in Taiwan to China and vietnam and to North Korea, China
and Vietnam in South Korea. Small quantities of anthracite
are still being Bold into the Japanese markets.
TABLE 9.7. TSELENTIS - PROPOSED EXPORT EXPANSION
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
COALEX THROUGHPUT 8.00 9.00 10.00 11.00 12.00
THROUGHPUT ENTITLEMENT 0.33 0.38 0.42 0.46 0.50
TSELENTIS OPENCAST 0.20 0.23 0.25 0.28 0.30
HERITAGE ANTHRACITE 0.13 0.15 0.17 0.18 0.20
TOTAL EXPORTS 0.33 0.38 0.42 0.46 0.50
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9.9. MAC PHAIL HOLDINGS LIMITED:
Mac Phail are local distributors of coal and anthracite,
mainly to the household and specialist industrial markets.
There specific reason for membership in the COALEX project,
is to move sized coal on the export market. The cost of
moving sized coal through Durban from the Transvaal is not
profitable, due to the very high railage cost from the
Transvaal coalfields to Durban. The only economic way is
to move this coal to Richards Bay in bulk to gain the
advantage of lower rail freight rates.
Mac Phail Holdings are supported by several of the large
coal producers such as Randcoal and JCI. At present they
are supplying Van Dyks Drift sized coal to ERN for the
Turkey housecoal contract. If they had export facilities
available to them, Mac Phail would be tendering for this
type of business themselves.
TABLE 9.9. MAC PHAIL - PROPOSED EXPORT EXPANSION
1996 1997 1998 1999 2000
COALEX THROUGHPUT 8.00 9.00 10.00 11.00 12.00
THROUGHPUT ENTITLEMENT 0.33 0.38 0.42 0.46 0.50
VARIOUS MINES (SIZED) 0.33 0.38 0.42 0.46 0.50
TOTAL EXPORTS 0.33 0.38 0.42 0.46 0.50
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10. COALEX EXPANSION:
For the Coalex project to be successful, a total of 4 new
export mines need to be established.
Iscor. will establish the greenfields Kalbasfontein Colliery
to supply a metallurgical product to the export market.
Anglovaal will need to establish a new Forzando greenfields
mine in the Highveld Coalfield.
Duiker will establish the brownfields Goedgevonden mine,
adjacent to the Tweefontein Colliery.
Gold Fields will establish the greenfields Sheepmoor
Colliery, in the Piet Retief area.
TABLE 10.1. COALEX JOINT VENTURE - POSSIBLE EXPORT EXPANSION TO 2000
1996 1997 1995 1999 2000
COALEX THROUGHPUT 8.00 9.00 10.00 11.00 12.00
Million tonnes per year
SASOL 2.00 2.25 2.50 2.75 3.00
ANGLOVAAL 1.67 1.87 2.08 2.29 2.50
CUIKER 1.33 1.50 1.67 1.83 2.00
ISCOR 0.67 0.75 0.83 0.92 1.00
GOLD FIELDS 0.67 0.75 0.83 0.92 1.00
TSBLENTIS 0.33 0.38 0.42 0.46 0.50
MAC PHAlL 0.33 0.38 0.42 0.46 0.50
PORTNBT COMMON USBR 1.00 1.13 1.25 1.38 1.50
TOTAL EXPORTS 8.00 9.00 10.00 11.00 12.00
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11. MINING AND FOB CASH COSTS:
11.1. METHODOLOGY USED :IN COST CALCULATIONS:
Information on the various mining groups is collected from
annual, half yearly and quarterly reports. Additional
information is obtained directly from the mining houses and
from actual visits to the mines.
Aspects such as, seam depth, height of seam mined, roof and
floor conditions, mining methods employed, No. of employees
per mining section, mining equipment, seam disturbances and
transport distances, are all taken into consideration when
estimates are done on mining costs.
These estimates are then discussed with various mining
houses to establish if the calculations are reasonably
accurate.
Over the years a cost calculation model has been
established, which has proved to be reasonably accurate.
Capital replacement costs are normally obtained from annual
reports and from discussions held with various industry
experts.
11.2. ESTIMATED FUTURE EXCHARGE RATES:
since 1985, the high domestic inflation and the fact that
movements in the exchange rate have not fully compensated
for local price increases, has resulted in the RSA
exporters loosing their competitive edge in the world coal
market. From 1985 to 1992 the domestic rate of inflation
increased by 168% while the Rand only weakened by 21,9'.
using the Gencor Economic Scenario as a base, it is
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estimated that the domestic rate of inflation will remain
stable at around lOt/annum in 1993 and 1994, but will again
increase to l6%/annum by 1997.
The Rand is expected to continue to weaken against the US
Dollar, to R3,65 in 1995 and R5,15 in 2000. This continued
weakening of the Rand against the US Dollar is the main
factor that will assist the RSA exporters to maintain their
competitive position in the international steam coal market
over the long term.
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11.3. CALCULATION OF FOB CASH COSTS:
11.3.1. FOB CASH COST MATRICES, 1982/83 TO 1992/93
Estimates of the FOB cash costs for the export steam coal
mines were prepared for the years 1982/83, 1985/86,
1897/88, 1989/1990, 1990/1991 AND 1992/93.
Included in these calculations were estimates of mine site
overheads, but calculations do not include head office
group overheads. Replacement capital costs have not been
included as these are not available for all of the export
mines and inclusion in part would be misleading.
The ex-mine cost estimate includes all cash costs to FOR,
but does not include any capital recovery component. Rail
freight charges and siding costs were listed separately for
all years except 1982/83 where subdivision is unavailable
and costs have been grouped. There is a similar situation
with port charges, where all but the 1982/83 costs have
been itemised.
For 1982/83 at total of 29,844 million tonnes of steam coal
composed of 3,73 million tonnes of LAC and 26,144 million
tonnes of PSS were exported. FOB costs ranged from
R19,74/tonne (US$18.16/t) to R28,58/tonne (US$26.29/t) for
coal shipped through Richards Bay. Exchange rate for the
year was R1, 08IUS$ • (See cash cost curve 11. 1 and 11.2)
By 1985/86 exports had increased to 41,065 million tonnas.
Of this total LAC had dropped slightly to 3,476 million
tonnes and PSS had increased to 37,589 million tonnes. FOB
costs for coal shipped through Richards Bay ranged from a
low 'of R27,60/tonne (US$10.29/t) to R43,35/tonne
(US$16 .17/t). The average exchange rate for this period
was R2,228/US$. While the cost of the cheapest coal in
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Rand increased by approximately 40% over the period from
1982/83, the cost in us dollars decreased from US$18.16/t
to US$10.29/t. (See cash cost curve 11.3 and 11.4)
There was a small fall in exports between 1985/86 and
1986/87. LAC exports totalled 3,392 million tonnes while
PSS exports were 36,658 million tonnes for a total export
of 40,05 million tonnes. For RBCT exports, the FOB cash
costs ranged from a low of R31,41/tonne (US$14.15/t) to a
high of R52,55/tonne (US$23.68/t). The Rand remained weak
and the exchange rate for the year averaged R2.22/US$. (See
cash cost curve 11.5 and 11. 6)
Exports gained marginally in the period 1987188 with LAC
recording 3,151 million tonnes and PSS 37,589 million
tonnes for a total export tonnage of 40,74 million tonnes
or an increase of 0,69 million tonnes over the previous
year. There was a substantial increase in cash costs
during the period with coal exported from Richards Bay
ranging from a low of R44,59/tonne (US$22.88/t) to a high
of R64, 87 Itonne (US$33. 29 It), or increases of 42% at the
low cost end of the range to 23% at the upper end. The
Rand strengthened some 14% during the period recording an
average exchange rate of R1,95/US$ further reducing
exporters margins. (See cash cost curve 11. 7 and 11. 8 )
By 1989/90 the average exchange rate had fallen to
R2,56IUS$ and cash costs in US$ terms were very similar to
those of 1987/88. Export tonnage rose to 44,234 million
tonnes with 3,6 million tonnes of LAC and 40,634 million
tonnes of PSS. Estimated costs varied from a low of
R55,26/tonne (US$21.58/t) to a high of R76,35/tonne
(US$29.81/t) for coal shipped through RBCT. (See cash cost
curve 11.9 and 11.10)
For 1990/91 exports totalled 44,19 million tonnes. Cash
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costs for 1990/91 for coal shipped through Richard Bay were
estimated to range from a low R60,03/tonne (US$23.96/t) to
an upper level of R82,10/tonne (US$32.77/t) The exchange
rate for the period was R2, 51/US$. (See cash cost curve
11.11 and 11.12)
For 1992/93 exports increased to 46,370 mtonnes. Cash
costs for 1992/93 for coal shipped through Richard Bay were
estimated to range from a low of R66,68/tonne (US$23. 38/t)
to an upper level of R99,82/tonne (US$35.00/t') The
exchange rate for the period was R2,852/US$. (See cash
cost curve 11.13 and 11.14)
11.3.2. WEAKNESS OF RAHD AGAINST US DOLLAR:
Although Rand FOB cash costs continued to increase during
the period 1982 to 1991, apart from 1985/86 and 1986/87, in
US$ terms the FOB cash cost remained in a fairly narrow
band between US$23.00 to US$35.00/tonne, as a result of the
continued weakening of the Rand against the us Dollar.
"(See cash cost curve 11. 15 and 11. 16 )
TABLE '11. 2. MIDPOINT PRODUCTION CASH COSTS AND EXPORTS:
YEAR TONNAGE EXPORTED FOB CASH COSTS
MTPA R/TONNE US$/TONNE
1982/83 29,844 24,95 22.95
1985/86 41,065 32,53 12.18
1986/87 40,050 36,48 16.36
1987/88 40,740 47,58 24.18
1989/90 44,234 60,00 23.64
1990/91 44,190 66,20 26,36
1992/93 46,370 76,24 26.73
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11.41. MOST RECENT TRENDS AND FORECASTED FOB CASH COS~S:
11.41.1. COST CONTROL IN THE LATTER PART OF 1992 AND 1993:
The South African Mining Houses have contained the increase
in mining costs at below the 10% level, during 1992 and
1993.
AMCOAL's colliery unit costs, made up of salaries and
wages, stores, materials and maintenance and fuel casts,
increased by 8,3% during this financial year, compared to
10,2% during the previous year.
During the financial year to June 1991, TRANS-NATAL's cost
of sales increased by 11%, due to the higher costs
attributed to export sales, which require additional
beneficiation, resulting in higher preparation costs.
Mining costs increased by 22% during that financial year,
due to the change in product mix with the reduction of
Eskom ·offtake.
.;
since June 1991, cost of sales have been contained and only
increased by 7,0% during the 1992 financial year, with unit
costs being contained at 11,4%. In the second half of
1992, the groups escalation in unit costs was contained at
4,7%, which was well below inflation. Mining costs
increased by 5,5%.
DUllER have contained ma.nanq costs at an increase of only
7,5% • By installing spiral washing plants at both of their
operating mines, they are now in a position to wash the
stockpiles and add these into their export product.
In the 1980's, Duiker built up a 6,0 mtonne stockpile at
their. Tweefontein Colliery. This is a high grade dump
which is now being beneficiated and blended into the
present production, which is assisting Duiker is offering
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coal at very low prices on the export market. These
modifications resulted in a reduction of 6% in mining costs
in the latter half of 1993.
RAHDCOAL's RIETSPRUIT COLLIERY have been on a cost cutting
drive and have reduced mining costs by 4% during 1992, but
costs again increased by 3,8% in 1993.
J.C.I. have also been
ARTHUR TAYLOR COLLIERY
between 4 - 5%.
on a cost cutting drive at their
,.
and have reduced mining costs by
GOLD FIELDS COAL have contain working costs to an increase
of 6,0% during 1992, however, cost of sales increased by
11%, due to higher preparation costs resulting from
increased sales of the No. 5 seam and writedown to
currently prevailing nett realisable values of certain coal
stocks.
SPOORNET have also been able to contain cost increases on
the Richards Bay Coal Line, to well below half the producer
price index. Rail freight rates to the Bay increased by
4,5% during the period April 1992 to March 1993 and by 2,2'
for the period April 1993 to March 1994.
PORTHET increased harbour fees by between 5 and 11' from
the beginning of 1993. Marine charges increased by 11%,
handling charges by 10% and wharfage by 8%.
All of the export collieries are containing costs by
improving productivity, especially labour productivity.
TRARS-HATAL for example have increased productivity by 24'
during the past year and are now achieving 1 000 tonnesl
man month at their Gloria shaft.
RBCT charges have been kept to a minimum and only increased
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by 3% from January 1993.
11.4.2. FOB CASH COST CALCULATIONS - 1993/94:
From the above it can be seen that all of the mining houses
are making great efforts and are being successful at
keeping cost increases down to below the current inflation
rate •.
In 1992 consumer inflation was 14,1%, while most of the
producers maintained cost increases at below 10% and in
fact several cost reductions were also recorded.
In 1993 consumer inflation dropped below 10% and wage
increases were well contained below these levels. For
1993/94 exports totalled 4,9,548 million tonnes through the
RBCT. Cash costs for 1993/94 for coal shipped through
Richard Bay were estimated to range from a low of
R62,99/tonne (U8$20.00/t) to an upper level of
R107,lS/tonne (U8$34. 03/t) The exchange rate for the
period was R3, 15/U8$. (See cash cost curve 11.17 and 11.18
and table 11. 3)
11. 4 • 3. ESTIMATED FOB CASH COSTS OVER THE LONG TERM:
As a result of continued efforts to improve productivity
and to contain cost increases, it is estimated that by
1995/96, export tonnages could increase to 63,510 million
tonnes and FOB cash costs for coal loaded at the RBCT could
increase to a low of R74,00/tonne (20.27), to a high of
R125,26/tonne (U8$34.32), at a Rand/US$ exchange rate of
R3,65 to the US Dollar. (See cash cost curve 11.19 and
11.20 and table 11.4)
The Rand is expected to continue to weaken against the US
Dollar and as a result South African exports will continue
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to remain competitive as a result of this weakness.
Provided that the port expansions at Richards Bay do go
ahead, coal exports out of Richards Bay (both RBCT and the
COALEX Terminal), could reach 74,660 mtonnes by 2000. FOB
cash costs for coal loaded at Richards Bay could increase
to a low of R109,96/tonne (21.35), to a high of
R185. BB/tonne (U8$36. 09), at a Rand/US$ exchange rate of
R5,15 to the us Dollar. (See cash cost curve 11.21 and
11. 22 'and table 11. 5) •
since the early 19BO's the coal exporters have increased
coal exports on the weak Rand against the US Dollar. It is
expected that the Rand will continue to weaken against the
US$ during the next decade and the coal export industry
will continue to expand as a result of this weakness.
TABLE 11. 6. MIDPOINT PRODUCTION CASH COSTS AND EXPORTS:
YEAR TONNAGE EXPORTED
MTPA
FOB CASH COSTS
R/TONNE US$/TONNE
1993/94
1995/96
2000/01
49,548
63,510
74,660
132
76,54
90,93
134,03
24,30
24,91
26.03
.-
w
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SOUT1i AFRICAN COALEXParr MItES - F.OB.T. CASH COSTS - APRIL10G3TO MARCH 1D04
TONS SOlD MIllE TOTAL TOTAL FOB FOB
COMPANY1CC1UERY LOADING SIDING LAC. P.S.S. TOTAL COST RAILAGE RBCT CASH CASH(FIGURES IN OOO·S) F.O.R. COSTS CHARGES COSTS COSTS
RANDI RANDI RANDI RAND{ US$/TONNE
TONNE TONNE TONNE TONNE R3.15TOUSS
RANDCOAL G!5O 0380 10330
- DOUGLAS VD.DRIFT V.D.DAIFT G!5O ~ 415) 45.38 2G.S7 3.87 78.10 25.11
- MIClOEl..Bl.RG BROODSNYERSPLAAS 3180 3180 42.07 2G.38 5.77 77.21 24.51
- RIETSPRUIT KROMKUP 2000 2000 44.lK) 30.37 4.87 eo.14 25.44
- WELGEDACHT UTRECHT 1000 1000 75.18 211.13 3.87 107.111 34.03
SHELL 0 502S 502S
- RJETSPRUIT KROMKUP 3300 :3300 44.lK) 30.37 4.87 eo.14 25.44
- St£LL BUY-IN VARIOUS 1728 1728
AMCOAL 2500 llO15 11515
- BANK No2 BROODSNYERSPL.AAS 400 SOO 800 42.14 2G.38 3.87 75.38 23.83
- G<EE100PSPRJNGBOK BUNKPAN 800 2815 ~15 41.40 21J.51 5.77 70.74 24.30
-KROMMAAI BLACl<Hlll 800 2000 2800 27.00 32.12 3.87 e2.;g 20.00
-KLElNKOP.E BLACl<Hlll SOO 3700 4200 41.52 32.12 4.87 78.51 24.g:z
GENCOR 2400
. 825) 10e!50
-0PTlUUM PUllENSHOOP 2400 3«lO eeee 34.27 2S.88 5.77 llll.03 21.81
-K~FON1CIN BUNKPAN 4253 4253 43.27 28.51 5.77 7aS 24.84
- SAVMORE PlETREn:F 400 400 44.43 18.83 5.77 70.ll2 22.23
AGIPCOAL 0 1480 1480
- SPfT'ZKOP V~SlAG gao gao 42.85 25.40 5.77 74.Q2 23.50
- STRAllNE V~SlAG SOO 500 40.14 ~.05 5.77 ao.gs 25.70
DUlKER 0 1SIlO 1SIlO
- lVteFONTeN SMlYVATER 1000 1000 31.58 30.37 3.87 O5.ao 20.a8
- WITBANK CONSaJDAlED SMM'A'TCR 880 800 :SS.o& 30.37 5.77 ela.22 21.07
J.CJ. 0 3715 3715
- Nmi\.ft TAYlOR SAAlWATER 700 700 37.85 30.37 5.77 73.- 23.48
-ATCOM SAAlWATER 755 755 31.73 30.37 5.77 Q.87 21.55
- MlDCEl IS'IRQ MNU<E1ED f!lV RANDCOAL BROOOSNYERSPLAAS 22fIO 22eO 42-07 28.38 5.77 77.21 24.51
TOTAL ElCPlC&'TION 0 3700 3700
- Nm1Lf4 TAYla' SAAlWATER llOO 800 37.85 ~U7 5.77 73.- 23.48
-ATCOM SAAlWA'TER 1llOO 1eclO 31.73 30.37 5.77 Q.a7 21.55
-EIUELO ERMELO 1200 1200 53.85 25k1 4.87 84.53 :ze.87
GOlDFELDS COAL S40 llOO 12«)
- GAEENSlEE BLACKHILL S40 llOO 12«) 53.12 32.12 3.87 aU1 28.51
INDUSTRY~ 8Ull) 4335ll 481548 42.13 ZI.2SJ 5.12 7e.54 24.30
EXCHNIGE RATE OF RS.15 TO TtE U.s. DCll..LM WM USED.
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~ AfRICAN COALEXParrntROUGH RB.C.T. - F.OB.T.~ COSTS. 1QSlSJl!O
TONSsotD MIN: TOTAl. FOB FOB
CClMPN« COLUERY LOADING SIDING LAC. P.S.S. TOTAl. TOTAl. COST TOTAl. RBCT CASH CASH
(FIGURES INOOO'S EXPORTSI EXPORTSI F.O.R. RAILAGE CHARGES COSTS COSTS
MI!'£ COMPNff RANDI RANDI RANDI RANDI US$/TONNE
TONNE TONNE TONNE TONNE
RANOCOAl. - OOUGL'S V.D.cRIFT V.D.ORIFT 1200 3200 4400 114l5O S2.CS1 34.80 5.47 Q2.lllS 25.38
-MIDOElB~G BROOOSNYERSPlAAS 3400 3400 48.70 34.04 7.37 SJO.20 24.71
- RIETSPRUIT KROMKUP 2&50 28Sl !52.08 35.18 8.47 03.73 25.lllS
- WELGEDAQfT UlRECHT 1000 1000 87.21 32.50 5.47 125.28 34.32
SHElL - RETSPRUlT KROMKUP 2eS) 2eS) eGS) S2.08 35.18 8.47 03.73 25.lllS
- SHElL BUY IN VARIOUS 4300 4300 57.00 35.18 8.47 lMl.155 27.03
AMCOAL -BANKNo2 BROODSNYERSPLAAS l500 l500 1000 13200 48.88 34.03 5.47 88.38 24.21
- GOEDEHOOP HOPE SEcnON BUNKPAN IiIOO 3500 4400 48.OSJ 34.10 7.37 50.1SS 24.58
-LANDAU BlACKHILL 3000 3000 31.32 37.21 5.47 74.00 20.27
-I<LEINKOP.E BlACKHILL BOO 4000 4800 48.US 37.21 15.47 SJ1.84 25.115
~ - OPTlMUM PUlLENSHOOP 2000 4200 fS200 111110 3;.75 33.se 7.37 80.70 22.11
-K~FON1BN BUNKPAN 5000 5000 !SO.10 34.10 7.37 01.75 25.14
-SAVMORE P.REnEF
.
400 400 51.53 22J:1lS 7.37 51.88 22.43
OUU<ERCOAL - SPlTZKOP VOORSLAO 1100 1100 1llOO 48.71 2V.42 7.37 aa.50 23.70
- STRATHRAE VOORSLAO 500 500 153-S1 33.es 7.:sT lM.53 25.lK)
CUlI<ER - 1WEEFONTEIN SAAlWAlER aoo aoo 1llOO ::IIS.CS1 35.18 5.47 77.2lS 21.17
- WITBANK CONSOUDAlED SAAlWAlER BOO BOO 38.37 35.15 7.37 8O.sa:z 22.17
Jet - ARTH~ TAYl.~ SAAlWAlER l500 !500 4111) 43.SJO 35.18 7.37 118.40 23.150
-ATCOM SAAlWAlER 1000 1000 3lS.80 35.15 7.37 7SJ.3lS 21.74
- MIOOElBURG BROOOSNYERSPlAAS 22eO 22eO 48.70 34.03 7.:sT 110.20 24.71
- TAVISTOCK LAC SAAlWAlER 400 400 45.50 35.15 7.37 88.05 24.12
TESA -~TAYLOR SAAlWAlER 750 750 2OS) 43.lK) 35.18 7.:sT aa.4lS 23.•
-ATCOM SAAlWAlER 1200 1200 ::IISM 35.18 7.:sT 70.38 21.74
-ERMELO ERftELO 1000 1000 lS2.4lS 30.01 15.47 ga.SJ4 27.11
GOlD FELDS COAL -GREENSICE BlACl<HILL aoo 2200 3000 3000 82.43 37.21 5.47 105.11 28.ao
COALEX PNnNERS - SASOL PUUENSHOOP 750 1253 2000 7000 40.00 33..50 12. 118.57 23.72
-Iscat BlACI<HILL 250 420 Cl70 44.00 37.21 12. 04.10 25.81
-ItHGLCNAIL ERtJELO 1870 1870 44.DO 30.01 12. ae.SJSJ 23.83
- DUII<ER SAAlWAlER 1330 1330 51.18 35.18 12. gg.32 27.21
- McPHAIL BUNKPAN 330 330 55.00 34.18 1UlI 102.17 27.88
-Ga.DFELDS CAROUNA Cl70 Cl70 58.00 35.58 12. 104.54 28.M
-TSELENT1S CAROUNA 330 330 42.00 35.58 12.SJ8 SJO.54 24.81
1NDUS1R'I...-owT' 7800 l5l5Ol0 lS35IO lS35IO 48.71 34.13 8.10 OO.Q3 24.lit1
EXCHANGE RATE OFR3.lSISTOll£ U.s. DOI..lN'WAS USED.
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SOUTH AFRJ:AN COAl. EXPORTll~~OUGtHtB.C.T."; F.O.QT. CASH COSTS. 2000 .' . .'•••....
....... ...•.. ...,
.
TONS SOLD TOTAL MI'E TOTAL FOB FOB
et:»IPN« COlLERY LOADINGSIDING LAC. P.S.S. TOTAL EXPOAlSI COST TOTAL ASCT CASH CASH
(FIGURES IN OOO'S) COMPN« EO.R. AAllAGE CHARGES COSTS COSTS
RAMJI RANDI (IW MONNE 16S(TONNE
TONNE TONNE
IWIXOAI. - 00UGlAS V.D.DRFT V.D.DRIFT 1200 3200 4400 13050 77.91 51.25 8.47 137.63 2e.72
- MIOOEl..BURG BROOCSNYERSPl.AAS 3400 3400 72.2e 50.41 10.47 133.13 25.85
-R£TSPRUIT KROMKUP 2650 2650 77.13 52.10 51.47 138.70 2e.93
- WElGEDACHT UTRECHT 1000 1000 12Q.15 48.2e &47 185.88 3e.OQ
- CXMiA/MDOELBUAG BAOODSNYEASPl.AAS ieoo reoo 72.2e 50.40 10.47 133.13 25.85
SHEll. - RJETSPRUIT KROMKI..JP 2e5O 2e5O 8150 77.13 52.10 51.47 138.70 2e.g:J
- SI-E1..l. BUY-IN VARI016 43ClO 4300
- SHElJ../.JCIJONT VENTURE KAOMKUP • 1200 1200 85.00 52.10 Q47 141157 2I5.4llI
NICOAL. - BAN<No2 BAOOIl3NYERSPLAAS 500 500 1000 15200 72.:)g 50.40 8.47 131.2e 25.49
- GOEOEHOOP HOPESECTION BUNKPAN 1000 3500 4500 71.22 50.64 10.47 132.33 25.S
-KROMORMJ BlACKHU 700 2500 3200 4438 55.11 8.47 10ll.911 21.35
- KlEINKOPJE BlACKHIlL 500 4500 5000 71.32 55. 11 51.47 135.gQ 2e.:)g
- ie« MINE TO BE DEVElOPED BLACKHU 1500 1500 MOO 55.11 9.48 1~sg 25.38
GENCOR -OPTMJM PUlLENSHOOP 2000 4200 e:2OO 12llOCl 58.88 49.74 10.47 1151.08 23.12
- KOOANFONTEIN BUNKPAN . 5000 5000 74.33 50.154 10.47 135.44 215.30
-SAVMORE P.RETIEF 400 400 7a31 34.00 10.47 120.78 23.45
- NEW MINE TO BE DEVElOPED BUNKPAN 1300 1300 77.00 50.64 10.48 138.12 2lS.82
DUIKER:OAI.. -SPIT2KOP \IOORSl.AG 1100 1100 reoo 73.et 43.57 10.47 127.lIe I 24.7lJ
-STAATHAAE VOOASLAG 500 500 71125 4Q83 10.47 13ll.55 I 27.10
OUI(ER
- TWEEFONTEN SMJWATER 800 800 1800 54.21 52.10 8.47 114.N 22.~
- WITBAN< CONSOlDATED SMJWATER 1000 1000 58.82 52.10 10.47 l1Q4O 23.18
JCI - ARTlU\ TAYLOR SMJWATER 700 700 47s) e5.02 52.10 10.47 127.511 24.78
-ATCOM SMJWATER SJO SJO 54.50 52.10 10.47 117.08 22.73
~ BROOCSNYERSPLAAS 22SJ 22SJ 72.2e 50.40 10.47 133.13 25.85
- TAVISTOCK LAC SMJWATER 1000 1000 eaoo 52.10 10.48 130.58 25.38
TESA - ARTHJR TA"\'1.OR SMJWATEA 1000 1000 3700 05.02 52.10 10:47 127.511 24.78
-ATCOM SMJWATER 1500 1500 54.50 52.10 10.47 117.08 22.73
-ERMELO ERMELO 1200 1200 Q2.5O 44.45 10.47 147.42 2lS.83
00lD FE1DS COAL -GREENSIOE BLACl<HLL 500 2500 3000 3000 Q2.45 55. 11 8.47 158.03 30.30
COAl.EX PARTNERS -SMa. PUU.ENSHOOP 1000 2000 . 3000 10500 Sl24 C74 UU57 125.lll5 24.40
-ISCOR BlACKHll 400 800 1000 e5.1a 55.11 18.87 138.SM 2e.511
-NO.J:NAN.. ERMELO 2500 2500 llI5.10 44.44 18.87 12e.2e 24.S2
-DUI<ER SMJWATER 2000 2000 75.11 52.10 1ller 144.54 2e.o7
-McPHAL BLJN<PAH 500 500 81.45 50.e3 1ller 14S.7S as;
-00lDFELDS ~ 1000 1000 8Z.as 52.lll5 1ller 152.27 :557
-TSELENTIS CAROLINA 500 500 8Z.2O 52.lll5 18.87 131.53 25.54
NJUSnrt IooII)P()HT 8SJO l542eO 7«leO 7«leO 72.13 50.87 11.23 134.03 2lS.03
EX:HAHQE RATE OF R5.15 TO 11Eus. DOI..1ARWAS l.8ED.
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SOUTH AI=RICAN EXPORT STEAM COAL-1982/83
Production Cost Curve (Rand/tonne FOB)
Rand/t FOB
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12. CONCLUSIONS:
12 .1. PROJECTIONS OF RSA STEAM COAL BXPORTS:
Thermal coal constitutes by far the bulk of RSA's coal
exports. The major markets have been Europe, which
accounts for more than half of the export tonnage, followed
by North Asia at about 36%. The projection for future RSA
thermal coal exports is affected by political, economic,
and infrastructural factors.
The projection assumes that political reforms in RSA will
continue resulting in the restoration of normal trade
relationships between RSA and European/Asian countries
including the Middle East and South American countries.
The cost structure of new coal projects is such that unless
there is sufficient price. incentive in the market, tonnage
from these projects would not be readily available. To a
significant extent, the cost of bringing new infrastructure
on line, either on a "brownfields" or "greenfields" basis,
will feature in such cost considerations.
If the Richards Bay coal export facilities are not expanded
to 76 mtpa by 2000 (RBCT to 64 mtpa and COALEX to 12 mtpa) ,
then infrastructural constraints will be the key limiting
factor in RSA coal exports.
In the projection of RSA steam coal exports:
The "high" scenario assumes
relative competitiveness
infrastructure constraints.
RSA coal will maintain its
and there will be no
The "low" scenario assumes that some
still refrain from importing RSA
158
countries may
coal, whether
completely or partially, and/or the coal producers do
not agree to go ahead with infrastructure expansions.
In 1993, RSA steam coal exports reached 46,275 mtonnes, as
several countries which had previously sanctioned RSA coal
imports reversed their policies and started importing from
the RSA again. New customers in India, Malaysia, Thailand,
Bulgaria and Morocco also purchased coal from the RSA.
(See figure 10). It is estimated. that RSA steam coal
exports could reach 65,5 mtpa by 2000.
TABLE 12.1. RSA PROJECTED STEAM COAL EXPORTS
NORTH ASIA
OTHER ASIA
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY
OTHER EUROPE
MIDDLE EAST/NORTH AFRICA
AMERICAS/PACIFIC
TOTAL
MOST LIKELY
1995
MTPA
LOW HIGH
16,2 - 27,7
o - 0,3
21,8 - 43,5
o - 1,4
4,0 - 4,9
0,5 - 1,2
42,5 - 79,0
53,0
2000
LOW HIGH
21,4 - 36,4
o - 1,1
29,3 - 55,1
o - 2,0
5,5 - 7,1
0,9 - 2,5
57,1 - 104,2
65,5
12 .2. PROJECTION OF RSA COAL EXPORTS FOR THE IRON AND STEEL
INDUSTRY:
RSA coals consumed in the international
industry are restricted to low ash coal
content) for PCI purposes and low volatile
PCI and sintering processes.
iron and steel
(7 10% ash
anthracite for
The major markets for RSA low ash coal are Japan, South
Korea, Belgium, and more recently Brazil. In view of the
availability of low ash coal from Indonesia at very
competitive prices, e.g. from Kaltim prima, RSA exports to
the Asian markets are under threat, however, the markets in
159
Europe (Belgium, Germany, Sweden and the
expanding due to reduced local coal production 0
in Brazil is being expanded as new pci units
installed on the blast furnaces 0
U.x.) are
The market
are being
In 1993, 5,4 million tonnes of low ash coal was exported to
the iron and steel industries of Europe and the Far East.
(See figure 10). It is estimated that the volume of low
ash coal exports could increase to at least 7,3 mtpa by
2000.
Anthracite fines from South Africa have been used by Sollac
(the French steel producer) as a pci coal since the early
1980's. More recently anthracite fines have been exported
to Brazil for use in the sintering process 0 In 1993
consumption reached 0,9 mtpa and it is expected that this
market could increase to 1',2 mtpa by 2000.
TABLE 12.2. RSA PROJECTED IRON AND STEEL COAL EXPORTS
NORTH ASIA
OTHER ASIA
EUROPEAN COMMUNITY
OTHER EUROPE
MIDDLE EAST/NORTH AFRICA
AMERICAS/PACIFIC
TOTAL
MOST LIKELY
1995
LOW HIGH
3,0 - 5,0
o - 0
1,0 - 1,4
o - 0
o - 0
0,6 - 1,0
4,6 - 7,4
6,8
2000
MTPA
LOW HIGH
3,0 - 6,0
o - 0
0,5 - 1,8
o - 0,1
o - 0
0,9 - 1,4
4,4 - 9,3
8,5
12030 PROJECTION OF TOTAL RSA COAL BXPORTS:
The above analysis indicates that there is potential to
expand RSA coal exports during the next 7 years, from the
present level of 53,0 mtpa to close to 76,0 mtpa by 2000.
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DEMAND FOR RSAEXPORTED STEAM COAL - BYCOUNTRY AND REGION
TONNAGE (Million tcnnee)
COUNTRY,REGION L~ iQQQ
LOW HIGH LOW HIGH
1. NORTH ASIA 18.24 '0.74 21.42 38.37
JAPAN 5.12 9.81 5.80 10.97
RO.KOREA 3.47 5.84 4.112 7.75
TAIWAN 5.00 8.00 7.40 11.84
HONG KONG 2.85 4.24 3.80 5.78
CHINA 0.00 0.05 0.00 0.05
2. OTHER ASIA 0.00 0.32 0.00 1.07
INDIA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
INDONESIA· 0.00 0.00 0.00 . 0.00
MALAYSIA 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.13
PAKISTAN 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
PHILIPPINES 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.45
SINGAPORE 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
THAILAND 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.45
BANGLADESH 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SRI LANKA 0.00 0.04 0.00 0.04
3. EUROPEAN COMMUNrTY 21.83 43.52 29.27 5!5.05
BELGIUMILUX 2.43 5.n 4.04 6.28
DENMARK 1.28 srt 1.30 3.90
FRANCE 1.21 3.63 1.47 4.41
GERMANY 3.30 6.60 5.15 10.30
GREECE 0.69 1.39 0.83 1.65
IRELAND 0.17 0.51 0.18 0.54
ITALY en 7.23 5.66 8.58
NETHERLANDS 1.08 2.16 1.20 2.40
PORTUGAL 1.47 2.23 1.54 2.34
SPAIN 4.73 6.62 5.65 7.91
UNITED KINGDOM 0.72 3.61 2.25 6.78
4. OTHER euROPE 0.00 1.38 0.00 1.95
AUSTRIA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
FINLAND 0.00 0.28 0.00 0.31
NOFmAY 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
SWEDEN 0.00 0.12 0.00 0.14
ROMANIA 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.25
YUGOSLAVIA 0.00 0.50 0.00 0.75
SWITZERLAND 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
BULGARIA 0.00 0.25 0.00 0.50
HUNGARY 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
CZECHOSLOVAKIA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
5. MIDDLE EAST/NORTH AFRICA 4.04 4.88 5.45 7.07
EGYPT 0.00 0.00 0.15 0.30
ISRAEL 2.80 3.38 3.80 4.58
MOROCCO 0.00 0.14 0.00 0.25
TURKEY 1.24 1.38 1.50 1.90
LEBANON 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.06
6. AMERICAS/PACIFC 0.48 1.17 0,92 2.53
ARGENTINA 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
BRAZIL 0.28 0.53 0.50
1.19
CHILE 0.00 0.10 0,00
0.10
HAWAII 0.00 0.00 0,00
0.00
MEXICO 0.00 0.00 0.10 0.40
NEW CALEDONIA 0.07 0.09 0,07 0.09
FIJI 0.00 0.00 0,00
0,00
USA 0.15 0.45 0,25
0,75
TOTAL DEMAND 42.59 79.01 57.08
104.04
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- DOUOLAIIECTION WITBANK 1200 1100
- DOUOLAIYDDA,y WITBANK 100
--
1100
- DOUOLAI WOLW!I<AANI WITBANK lOGO 1-
- MIDDElBl.flO (80110 J Y.J.C.I.) WITBANK 0041
-
- WElO EDACKT COlUmv UTRECtIT 1100
-
1-
- I"ETIPAurr l'O'"J Y.IHElLJ WlTBANK 1100 1100
- DINHA WITBANK
- -
- MA.JUBA HIOHYBD '11 .11
- KHUTAlA WITBANK
- -AMCOAL 2850 1370 7973 29870 0 t80 42243
-IIANK WITBANK 100
-
1•., 1"1
- OOEDEHOOP WITBANK 1100 ntO
-
- LANDAU WITBANK no 1110 1010
- KAOMDAAAI WITBANK
- KLElNKOPJE WITBANK 100
- - -- NATAL ANTHnACrrE
YRYHElD 110 110
- VRYHElD CORONAnON VRYHElD '70 '70
- ARNar WITBANK 1110 1110
- KAIEl HIOHYnD
- -
- NEWDENMARK HIOIIVBD 1100 1100
-NEWVMl Vm[ENIOINOIS BURG
- -- SPRINOflElD SOUTHRAND 0 0
fAANS-NATAL 2000 1100 13&lO 11200 0 700 28SOO
- mMElO l'O' J.V.TnAj I!.TRANSVAAl Z200 IlOO
- OPTIMUM WITBANK 1000 1100 .-
-
- MEOAMINI! WlTBANK 1000 100 .-
- K1lBARCHAN KUPRIVER TOO 700
- BAVMOAE E.TRANSVAAl 1000
-- ZVLUlAND ANTHAACIII! NONOOMA 700 700
- DElMAB HIOHYBD
-
1- IlOO
- ElKI!BOOM WITBANK 700 100 1100
-OUSA WITBANK eoo
-- UBUTU E. TRANSVAAl eoo
-- MATLA l'O' JY. OOlDFElDS) HIOHYBD 1000
-
AGIPCOAL 0 0 1700 0 0 0 '1700
- BPlTZKOP I!. TRANSVAAl 1200
-- STRATHRAE I!. TRANSVAAl eoo
-
··KANGRA . 0 0 0 0 0 1150 ··.1 l1!lO
_ LONORIDOI! VRYHElD
- -- SPRINOLAKE KUPRIVER
- -
OUIKER 0 0 474!5 0 0 0 ·····4745
- TWEI!fONTElN WITBANK 3000
-_ WlTBANKCONBOUDATED WITBANK ..S M'
- ALFA ANTHAACrrE VRYHElD 0
- PlI!T AI!TII!f UTAECHT 0
J.e.1. 0
..
0 0 .. '.9!lO60 9500 0
_ ARTHUATAVlOR~ J.V.TDAj WITBANK 2110 I7lIO
_ MIDDElSUAO lIO/IOJ.Y. AANDCOALJ WITBANK lI020
-- PHOENIX WITBANK lTOO 1700
- SOUTHWlTSANK WITBANK lTOO 1700
- TAYISTDCK WITBANK 1m '*
BASOl 0 0 0 0 38550 0 'S85!lO
_ SECUNDACOLUmn HIOHYBD 11_ 11-
- SlOMA VEREENIOINOIS BURG
-
7000
ISCOR 0 3431 0 6329 0 0 .mo'·
- HlOllANE VAYHElO ses
-
- DUANACOL KUPAIVER
-
III
- OROOTEOElUK WATERBERO 1177
- -- TIIHlKONDENI SOUTPANSS_ Ie?
..,
GOLDFIELDS COAL 350 400 2150 eooo 0 0 7900
- OAEI!NSIDE WITBANK leO
-
1100 IISO
- NEWClVDESDAU WITBANK 7SO
7SO
_ MATLA~ J.V. TAANI-NATAlJ HIOHYElD 1000
-
OlliER SMAll PRODUCERS 0 0 4918 0 0 2eo 4918
.10 110
- WOI!STAU.EEN WITBANK 1110
- H1llSIDI! WITBANK
1110
!!ASTERN TRANSVAAL III III
- PAARDI!PI.MTS 100
-- LAKESIDE
HIOHYElD
•
- HMSfONTEIN WTTIIANK 100 100
- ANNANDAlE KUPAIVER
-
_ AMI COW!IIV VRYHOO IN IN!!AITEIAN TRANSVAAL
- DAII!HOEK WITBANK 100
toO
_ ONOI!21EN TOO 700
- lEElJ'ONTElN WITBANK .. 10
- MAVI!lA WTTBANK 100 100
- NEWARBOR WITBANK 110 110
- PAINIHOF WITBANK 100 SOl
- ITUARTCOAL WITBANK .. 10
- U1THOI!K KUPAIVER
170 m
Nar ACCOUHTm,OR
-
TOTALS !l8OO e30t &e104 eecll0 S8580 2600
178185
_._-_._-
SALEABLE PRODUC1l0N - 1992 FIGURESIN 000'8
ClAOUP/tXU£RY CO"lFELD MItal LAC. METCO"l ITtAM ~ IYlFl£UlAHTMW:ml TarA&. TarA&.
ClE'EMTION MNI CIIIOU'
RANOCOAL 600 0 12968 153115 0 420 29304
-~SECTION WlTIIANK 1300 1300-~YNlDYl<llDRlFT WlTIIANK lOll 1200 llOll
- WOlVEKllANlI WlTIIANK 1300 1300
- MlDO£lEU'lGI~40JV JCI) WITBANK 3078 :107I
- WEUlED~HT CoolERV urlEClfT DDO CO 1410
- fI1ETSF'RUT (llO'lJ.V.S~ WlTIIANK 8100 8100
-DlNHA WlTIIANK
-
1431
-MAAIIlA HQllV'ELD 8IlO 8IlO
-ICHUTHA WlTIIANK 8XlD 1130O
AMCOAL 2600 H5!SO 9260 28080 0 110 41lKX)
-IIANK WlTIIANK 400 800 1000 llOll
-OCE>EHOOP WITBANK 1100
-
mo
-IN<<lAU WlTIIANK lOll 4llO ICIIIO
- I<ROMOFIMI WlTIIANK 1410 '410
- t<UINKOI'JE WlTIIANK lOll 800 37lIO 47110
- NM AL NlTImCITE YnYIEO 110 110
- VRYH:ID CORONATION YnYIEO lIllO tllIO
-NlNOT WITBANK IOIlO ICIIIO
-IUllEL IlQIfllELD 8ll3l IIlO
- teN DENMAAK IIGIfIIELD 7010 mo
- teN YA/>L VEIEENlGINO/8 IlURQ 11270 11270
- SPRlNClI1ElD SOUTHRND 0
TRANS-NATAL 2200 1000 13200 10200 0 800 27400
- EnMELOI~J.Y.m~ E.Tf\ANSVML :lOCO lIOOO
-OPTIMUM WITBANK 2200 3llOO a:lOO ICIllOO
- KOORNFONTElN WlTIIANK 3300 400 mo
- KllllARCHNl KLlPRlVEA lIOO lOll
-SAYMOA: E. Tf\ANSYML '000 1000
- ZlA.ULAND ANTHW:ITE NONGOMA lOll lOll
-DELMAS HlGHVELD
-
:lOCO t400
-EII<E1lOOM WlTIIANK eoo 300 aoo
-01.l8A WITBANK lIOO lOll
- U8urU E. Tf\ANSVML D 0
- MATLA (IlO%J.V.OOIDFELDS) HlGHVELD 48DO 48DO
AGIPCOA[" 0 0 1700 0 0 0 ': 1700
-SF'lTZKOP ETf\ANSVML 1200 lIDO
- STAATImE E. TRANSVML lIOO lOll
t<ANG~" 0 0 0 0 0 1550 . 1550
- lONORlOaE VRYH:O lOll lOll
-SPRlNGlME KlIPRlVEA 7'110 7IlO
bUIKER 0 0 4250 0 0 94 4344
-~FONTEIN WlTIIANK XlOO 3llOO
- WlTlWlK CONSOlIDATED WlTIIANK 12!IO 1:lllO
- ALFA ANTHRACITE VRYH:O 1M 14
- PIET AETEF urlECHT 0
J.e.I,·· () 0 9966 0 () 0 M
- ARTHUA TAYLOR I-J·Y. TES'l WITBANK 31110 t180
- MIDDElBUAG(~J.V. fWI)(;(W.) WITBANK IOIlO ICIIIO
- PHCI:N1X WITBANK 2llCO lIOOO
- SOUTH WlTIWI< WITBANK 17M 17'8
-TAVl8TOCK WITBANK 1000 1000
5MbL . 0 0 0 0 57357 (J 57357
- SECUNlA COUERIES HGHVElD "457 31457
-SIGMA VEIEENIOINO/8 IlURQ 8llOO ~
IseOR '0 3345 0 7348 0 0 1oe~
- HlOllANE VIMED 403 403
-D~OL KlIPRlVEA 8:l2 132
- GAOOTEGElUK WATEReEAO 1781 1M! 11M
-T8H1KONlEN 80UTPANSIlEAG 23Z 132
0 0
.' .. 7-480GOLOFIELDS COAL 350 400 1900 4800
180 400 1:lllO 1110
-Ql£ENSDE WITBANK 7llO 700
- teN CLYDE80ALE WITBANK 48DO 48DO
- MATLA(IlO%J.V. TAANIl-NATAll HIQHVElD
OtHER SMALLPROOUCERS 0 0 2310 0 0 370 28803llO 110
- WOE8TALlEEN WlTIIANK D
- HIllSIDE WlTIIANK III 130
- PM/1lEPlMTI EASTERN TIWIIVA/>L D
- LN<ESIlE HQ/lVELD I) 1:1
- HMSFONTETN WlTIIANK I:Il aoo
-mlAtcAlE KlIPAIVER :r1'O m
-AMICOUERY VRYIEO III 180
-DAIE.aK EASTERN TIWIIVA/>L D
-ONOEZ£N WlTIIANK
«Xl 400
- lEEUFONTElN WlTIIANK I) 10
-MAVELA WlTIIANK D
- teN AAIlOA WlTIIANK 100 aoo
- PRINSHOI' WITBANK ~ lOll
- STUARTcew. WITBANK I) 10
-UTHCEK KUPIWEA
/5750 8295 15/5584 8/51542 S7357 3344 174072TOTALS
----_._--
- RUN OF MINE PRODUCTION AND COAL DISCARDS - FIGURES IN OOO'S
RUN OF MINE PRODUCTION TOTAL DISCARDS TOTAL
TOTAL
ANTHRACITE BITUMINOUS ROM ANTHRACITE BITUMINOUS COAL
YEAR PRODUCTION PRODUCTION PRODUCTION DISCARDS DISCARDS DISCARDS
1980 4560.3 131583.3 136143.6 766.5 21365.4 22131.9
1981 4803.3 146230.0 151033.3 785.9 20930.0 21715.9
1982 4082.9 168796.6 172879.5 770.9 29810.9 30581.8
1983 3239.5 170345.9 173585.4 1075.7 28241.0 29316.7
1984 4682.4 192413.0 197095.4 1563.3 33nS.4 35339.7
1985 6873.2 206607.2 213480.4 2234.1 36797.4 39031.5
1986 6688.9 212678.9 219367.8 2089.3 41492.3 43581.6
1987 6942.8 207200.3 214143.1 1795.1 38467.2 40262.3
1988 7114.6 218069.9 225184.5 2053.8 42527.4 44581.2
1989 6732.8 216251.3 222984.1 2251.1 43587.1 45838.2
1990 5484.6 213631.8 219116.4 1913.4 43071.1 44984.5
1991 4447.7 223522.7 227970.4 1856.2 48468.7 50324.9
I 1992 , 5513.1 213299.8 218812.9 2212.1 43205.9 45418.0
I
I
SOURCE: MINERALS BUREAU
HISTORICAL SALEABLE PRODUCTION AND EXPORTS"": MIWON TONNES
ANTHRACITE SALES BITUMINOUS SALES TOTAL SALES
YEAR TOTAL SALES EXPORTS TOTAL SALES EXPORTS TOTAL SALES EXPORTS
1976 1.9 1.5 74.6 4.4 76.5 6.0
19n 2.6 2.2 82.9 10.5 85.4 12.7
1978 2.2 2.5 88.2 12.9 90.4 15.4
1979 3.3 3.3 100.5 20.1 103.8 23.4
1980 4.0 3.3 111.2 25.9 115.2 29.2
1981 4.9 4.3 122.9 25.6 127.8 29.9
1982 2.4 1.9 136.1 26.3 138.5 28.2
1983 2.0 1.6 141.2 28.6 143.1 30.1
1984 3.5 2.8 156.1 35.4 159.6 38.2
1985 4.6 3.9 165.3 41.0 169.9 44.9
1986 5.0 4.4 171.7 42.5 176.7 46.9
1987 5.3 3.2 171.3 40.5 176.6 43.7
1988 5.0 2.9 176.4 41.2 181.4 44.1
1989 4.2 3.7 172.2 45.2 176.4 48.9
1990 3.7 3.5 171.6 46.0 175.3 49.5
1991 2.7 3.1 175.5 46.0 178.2 49.1,
170.7I 1992 i 3.3 2.3 47.9 174.0 50.2
SOURCE: MINERALS BUREAU
.HISTORICAL SALEABLE PRODUCTION AND EXPORTS""; MIWON TONNES
. ..
ANTHRACITE SALES BITUMINOUS SALES TOTAL SALES
YEAR TOTAL SALES EXPORTS TOTAL SALES EXPORTS TOTAL SALES EXPORTS
1976 1.9 1.5 74.6 4.4 76.5 6.0
19n 2.6 2.2 82.9 10.5 85.4 12.7
1978 2.2 2.5 88.2 12.9 90.4 15.4
1979 3.3 3.3 100.5 20.1 103.8 23.4
1980 4.0 3.3 111.2 25.9 115.2 29.2
1981 4.9 4.3 122.9 . 25.6 127.8 29.9
1982 2.4 1.9 136.1 26.3 138.5 28.2
1983 2.0 1.6 141.2 28.6 143.1 30.1
1984 3.5 2.8 156.1 35.4 159.6 38.2
1985 4.6 3.9 165.3 41.0 169.9 44.9
1988 5.0 4.4 171.7 42.5 178.7 46.9
1987 5.3 3.2 171.3 40.5 176.6 43.7
1988 5.0 2.9 176.4 41.2 181.4 44.1
1989 4.2 3.7 172.2 45.2 176.4 48.9
1990 3.7 3.5 171.6 46.0 175.3 49.5
1991 i 2.7 3.1 175.5 46.0 178.2 49.1
. 1992 I 3.3 2.3 170.7 47.9 174.0 50.2
SOURCE: MINERALS BUREAU
SALEABLE PRODUCTION CAPACITY PER MINE - 1992 FIGURES IN OOO'S PAGE 1.
GROUP/COWERY COAlFIElD MINED LAC. METCOAL STEAM POWER SYNRJas ANTHRACITE TOTAL 'If,OF ............'
GENERATlON MINES SAlES
MINES wm-t +5.0 MTPA CAPAaTY I
- SECUNDA COWERIES HIGHVElD 31457 31457 18.07
-NEWVAAl VEREENIGINGIS.BURG 11270 11270 6.47
-OPTlMUM WITBANK 2200 3500 5200 10900 6.26
-0lMIA WITBANK 9436 9436 1 5.42
-MATlA HIGHVELD 9200 9200' 5.29
- GROOTEGB..UK WATERBERG 1788 7346 I 91341 525- NEWDENMARK HIGHVELD 7'910 7'910, 4.54
HIGHVELD 6820 , 6820, 3.92
-KRIa ! I
- SIGMA VEREENIGlNG/$.8URG 5900 5900: 3.39 ,
-KHUTALA WITBANK 5300 5300: 3.04 II
- MIOOELBURG WITBANK 5130 5130: 2.95 ,
- FlETSPRUIT WITBANK 5100 51001 2.93 !
I i
, , ,
o I 117557
1
I
TOTALS 12 2200 1788 13730 62482 373S7 67.53 I,
I
UINES FROM -5.0 TO 2.0 UTPA CAPAaTY I II
-l<l..EJN)(OP.E WITBANK 5CO 500 3780 47801 2.75
-OOUGLAS WITBANK 600 3800 4400' 2.53
-GOEDEHOOP WITBANK 1100 2620 37201 2.14
- KOORoIFONTEJN WITBANK 3300 400 ~I 2.13
- ARTHURTAY\.OR WITBANK 3150 1.81
-lWEEFONTElN WITBANK 3000 3000 1.72
- DElMAS HIGHVELD 400 2000 2400 1.38
-GAEENSI)E WITBANK 350 400 1200 2180 125
-AIWOT WITBANK 2080 2080 1.19
- PHOENIX WITBANK 2000 2000 1.15
,
- EifAElO EAS'TEfW T'RANSVML 2000 2000 1.15
I TOTALS 11 2!5l5O 1300 2ea5O 2480 0 0 3S410 1ioU'
SALEABLE PRODUCTION CAPACITY PER MINE - 1992 FIGURES IN OOO·S· PAGE 2.
GROU'}CCUJERY COALFlElO MINED LAC. MET COAL STEAM POWER SYNRJEl.S ANTliRACTE TOTAl. ~a:ANNUAl
GENERATlON MINES SALES I
W~S FR)U -2.0 TO0.5 MlPACAPACI1Y I
-BANK 'MTBANK 400 :500 1000 I1800 1.08 ,
-SOUTH~ 'MTBANK 1758 1758 1.01 I
- WB.GEDACKT ca..uERY umeCHT SlGO 420 ,.,0 0.81 I-~OMORAAI 'MTBANK 1410 1410 0.81
- WTTBANK CONSCUOATCD 'MTBANK 1~ 1~ 0.72 ,
- SPfTZKOP EASTERN TRANSVAAl. 1200 1200 O.S I
-LANOAU 'MTBANK eoo 4SO 1050 0.80 I
-TAVlSTOCK 'MTBANK 1000 1000 1 0.57 I
-SAWORE EASTERN TRANSVAAL 1000
':1 0.57- ED<EBOOM 'MTBANK eoo 300 0.S2 ,
- Dl.RNACa. IQ.JP FIVER 832 832' 0.48
- ZU-l.l.ANO AHTHFVoCITE NONGOMA 800 8001 0.48
-LONGRJOGE VRYHEJO 800 ~I 0.48- sPRINGLAI<E I<UPRiVER ~ 0.43
- NEW a.voeso.-u: 'MTBANK 700 ~i 0.40-KLBARCHAN I<UPRiVER eoo 0.34-ANNAHDALE I<LJPFlVER eoo 0.34
-M.UJ8A HJGHVaD 580 EI 0.33- ~YH8D ~OHAT1ON ~YHEJO 5!50 0.32-STRATK\AE EASTERN TRANSVAAl. sao 0.2e
-GUSA 'MTBANK :500 :5001 0.28I
I TOTALS 21 1000 2482 132S8 sea 0 2770j ~I 11.$4
MItES FROU -0.5 TO 0.1 MlPA CAPN:;fTY
- tl.08AHE \W1HEJD 483 483 0.21
- LEE\EOHTBN 'MTBANK 400 400 0.23
- ,.,.. CC'U.J£RY \W1HEJD 370 370 0.21
- WOESTAl.LEEN 'MTBANK ~ ~ 0.20
- ST\JAAT C<W. 'MTBAHK 300 300 0.17
-TSHK~ SOUTPANS8eRG 232 232 0.13
-~ 'MTBANK 200 200 0.11
-CfUEHOE)( ~TRANSVML l!lO l!lO 0.08
- PMACEPl.AATS ~TRANSVML 130 130 om
-NAT~~ VAYHEID 110 110 o.oa
TOTALS 22 0 72S 1400 0 0 370 2e85 1.a
COAL MINES WITH A CAPACITY ABOVE 2.0MTPA· FIGURES IN OOO'S
COlLIERY COAlFIELD MINED EXPORTS TOTAL LOCAL MARKET TOTAL TOTAL
LOW ASH STEAM EXPORT STEAM METAL- POWER SYNFUELS LOCAL SALEABLE
COAL COAL CAPACITY COAL LURGICAL UTIUTY USAGE PROOUCTION
- OPTIMUM WITBANK 2200 3&lO 5700 S200 S200 10900
- DUVHA WITBANK 9438 9438 9438
- KHUTALA WITBANK 5300 5300 5300
- MIODELBURG WITBANK 5130 5130 5130
- RIETSPRUIT WITBANK 5100 5100 5100
- KLEINKOP.E WITBANK SOO 3780 4280 500 500 4780
- DOUGLAS WITBANK 800 3800 4400 4400
- GOEDEHOOP WITBANK 1100 2620 3720 3720
- KOORNFONTEIN WITBANK 3300 3300 400 400 3700
- ARTKJR TAYLOR WITBANK 3150 3150 3150
- TWEEFONTEIN WITBANK 1000 1000 2000 2000 3000
- ARNOT WITBANK 2080 2080 2080
- PHOENIX WITBANK 2000 2000 2000
- GREENSIDE WITBANK 3SO 1200 15S0 400 400 1950
TOTAL WITBANK COAlFIao 4750 32S80 37330 4000 900 22418 0 27318 lS404a
- GROOTEGEWK WATERBERG 1788 7348 9134 SU34
- NEW VAAL VEREENIGING/S.BURG 11270 11270 11270
- SIGMA VEREENIGING/S.BURG !5GOO !5GOO !5GOO
TOTALV/S.BURG COALFIBD 0 0 0 0 0 11270 5SKXl 17170 17170
- SECUNDA COLLERES HIGHVELD 314S7 31457 31457
- MAllA HIGHVELD 8200 9200 9200
- NEW DENMARK HIGHVELD 7910 7910 7910
- KREL HIGHVELD 8820 8820 8820
I - DELMAS HIGHVELD 2000 400 2400 2400
TOTAL HlGHVElO COALAELD 0 0 2000 400 23830 31457 57787 57787
-ERMELO EASTERN TRANSVAAL 2000 2000 2000
TOTALS 23 4750 34SllO 38330 eooo 1300 57818 3n57 102273 141llO3
...
AVERAGE COALPRICES - RANDPERTONNE
.. .....
ANTHRACITE BITUMINOUS TOTAL
YEAR LOCAL EXPORTS LOCAL EXPORTS LOCAL EXPORTS i
SALES SALES SALES SALES SALES SALES Ii
RfTonne RfTonne RfTonne RfTonne RfTonne RfTonne I
FOR FOB FOR FOB FOR FOB
1986 46.03 68.21 17.21 68~31 17.35 68.30
1987 52.54 57.20 19.16 52.55 19.33 52.89
1988 59.37 78.90 21.72 63.29 21.94 64.32
1989 73.24 101.54 27.25 77.57 27.50 79.39
1990 93.81 89.01 30.41 80.48 30.69 81.08
1991 110.01 100.39 33.47 86.01 33.73 86.93
1992 113.33 114.57 37.76 83.91 38.15 85.28
SOURCE: MINERALS BUREAU
APPENDIX 2.
HI STORreAL COAL EXPORTS.
. ""....
SOU1H AFRICAN COAL EXPORTS (Induding steBmcoel. coking and anthradtEt BY COl..N1RV "7 1981 'TO 1993 M1UJON TONNES
IMPO~GCOUNTRIES I 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993
E.E.C.·· . 21.4 17.2'·::':'8.4.· ·21.6·.·•• •-c. 25.0·· • ·22.5::18.8 /"19.0 .' "·20.6 24.1 28.3 28.1 28.2
MEDITERRANEAN 5.1 . 3.4' ...... ··4.8 7.4: . 9.1 ( ·10.1<::10.7 '11.1 12.1 12.7 13.7 12.5 10.6. ..
- ITALY 4.3 2.8 3.2 5.9 6.4 5.6 4.9 4.3 4.9 5.0 5.0 3.7 2.1
- PORTUGAL 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.7 1.4 1.6 2.5 2.6 1.7 2.3
- SPAIN 0.5 0.5 1.1 1.3 2.2 4.0 4.4 4.5 5.0 4.7 4.9 6.3 5.3
-GREECE 0.3 0.1 0.5 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.7 0.9 0.6 0.5 1.2 0.8 0.9
~8JR)PE 18.3 13.8· . ··11.8< ······,4.2· ,·,·,··.·.·.·,5.9 12.4 .... ;, 8.1<·· 7.9 .... 8.5 11.4 ·12.6 15.6 17.8
-U.KJNGDOM 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.6 0.9 0.8
-BRE 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2
-FRANCE 7.9 5.1 4.0 5.6 6.5 1.5 0.8 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.9 3.3 2.3
-DENMARK 2.8 3.4 2.8 3.1 2.5 2.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 3.1
- BelGIUM 2.2 2.5 1.5 1.7 2.1 2.0 2.1 2.2 3.4 4.3 4.4 3.7 2.4
- HOLlAND 2.0 1.9 2.2 1.3 1.0 1.7 1.5 1.6 1.1 1.4 1.1 1.7 4.7
-GERMANY 1.3 0.9 0.9 2.2 3.2 4.0 3.5 2.8 2.6 4.8 5.5 5.4 4.1
OTHER BJROPE 0.0 0.0 ..: . 0.0 0.0 .. 0.0 0.0.:.•. 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.4 0.6
-MALTA 0.2 0.3
- SWITZERlANO 0.1 0.2
- YUGOSLAVIA 0.1 0.1
MIOOLEEAST 0.2 0.4 1.5 1.8 2.2 2.2. 2.6 3.3 3.4 3.3 3.3 3.7 3.8
-ISRAEl. 0.2 0.4 1.5 1.8 2.2 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.3 2.2 2.8 3.3 3.2
-nJRI<EY 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.6 1.2 1.1 1.1 0.7 0.4 0.6
FAAEAST' 8.5 8.6 9.8 11.8 12.8 14.7 .16.7 17.6 18.7 19.8 16.1 17.4 19.4
-JAPAN 4.5 5.9 8.0 7.2 7.8 8.0 8.8 5.6 4.9 5.2 5.2 6.1 4.9
-S.KOREA 1.1 1.5 1.6 1.6 1.8 2.2 2.5 2.7 4.0 5.7 3.3 2.8 4.5
-TAIWAN 0.9 0.8 1.5 1.0 1.0 2.0 2.8 4.3 4.9 5.5 4.8 5.2 5.8
-HONGI<ONG 0.0 0.8 0.7 1.8 2.2 2.5 2.6 5.0 4.9 3.2 3.0 3.3 4.2
AMERICAS 0.8 0.6 0.7 0.6 . 1.1 U·········O.5 0.9 1.2 1.3 1.0 0.6 1.5
-U.s.A. 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1
-AAGENTlNA 0.3
- BAAZlL 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.6 1.1
-CHILE 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.3 0.6 0.8 0.9 0.6 0.0
lONNES NOT'AllDCAlB) I 1.2. . 1.4 .';.t.7·:<2.8H ...:'>4~0·2;·· 5.0'::·:.4.0 ... : 2.2 .. 2.7
:.:...
1'01'ALEXPORTS I 29.0 28.2 90.1. 38.2 44.9· 45.5 <42.8 4S.O 40.4 50.2 53.5
COKING AND STEAM COAL EXPORTS - ES11MATED TONNAGES TOSPECIACCOUNTRIES - 1991
DESCRIPTION 1991 EXPORT
JAN
TONNE8
FEB MAR APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC 161
SEMI-COKING COAL EXPORTS:
FAREAST:
- JAPAN (-8.00% ASH) 230 212 1118 147 01 117 254 212 171 110 200 130 1070
- JAPAN (+8.00% ASH) ..2 121 08 11111 15.. 132 ee 137 151 102 108 145 1320
- SOUTH KOREA 88 113 28 102 32 315 30 411e
EUROPE:
-BELGIUM eo ..8 25 57 100 20 102 402
-FRANCE ** 05 107 84 111 78 01 113 35 77 7 eo 70 852
-ITALY 15 33 20 lie
-GERMANY 0
- UNITED KINGDOM 0
OTHER:
- BRAZIL ** llO 30 35 85 eo 80 00 400
TOTALCOKING COAL 382 528 328 507 327 1517 ..40 ..7.. 584 270 ..70 587 5478
STEAM COAL TONNES
FAREAST:
-JAPAN 230 285 230 108 85 257 55 eo 43 170 123 83 1710
-HONG KONG 278 85 317 315 200 ..50 250 230 15110 272 S055
-TAIWAN ..11 41.. 240 438 278 330 514 330 450 320 1522 320 4583
- SOUTH KOREA ....2 USO 140 IllO 180 1113 325 285 240 220 2110 220 2804
EUROPE:
-AUSTRIA 0
-BELGIUM 1595 285 2114 258 202 254 285 172 3110 210 470 ..05 3858
-BULGARIA 0
-DENMARK 0
-FINLAND 0
-FRANCE 0
-GERMANY 391 388 435 101 ..05 5n 800 852 372 3110 800 m 5411e
-GREECE 157 153 22 120 382 85 188 100 1187
-IRELAND 0
-ISRAEL 210 180 320 IllO 2..0 180 IllO 320 320 180 180 180 25110
-ITALY 310 !S48 403 422 807 ..40 ..07 394 388 250 308 325 4885
- NETHERLANDS 58 85 80 58 80 rt 120 25 85 100 111 125 082
-PORTUGAL 287 80 232 2llO 180 2110 210 180 140 2110 200 250 2838
-SPAIN 382 477 348 470 220 ..15 510 250 470 383 l5e8 3« 4848
- SWITZERLAND 25 8 53 50 18 ee 28 18 1.. 24 2iI m
- UNITED KINGDOM 20 33 0 7 11 3 17 33 85 15 S5 0 277
- YUGOSLAVIA 0
OTHER COUNTRIES:
-BRAZIL 30 30
-CHILE eo 72 00 30 80 30 00 35 35 152 80 814
-MALTA
0
- MAURITIUS
0
-U.S.A.
0
NOT ACCOUNTED FOR
1800
TOTAL STEAM COAL 3732 tog3 3313 2878 2738 3333 3408 3387 38115 2821 4440 3121 30887
TOTAL COKING AND STEAM ..11.. 3510 31130 3473 3085 3850 3840 3841 4170 3200 ..828 :seas
411415
NOTE:" IEMI-oot<INO COALEllPORT8 10FRANCE & llRAZIl.INCll1lE8 Nmf\ICfTE FORP,Ol .. FYWlCI N«J 8lNTm1«1 ..111WL
..... COKING AND STEAM COAL EXPORTS - ES11MATED TONNAGES TO SPECIAC COUNTRIES - 1992
DESCRIPTION 1992 EXPORT
JAN
TONNES
FEB MAR APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC 1m
SEMI-COKING COAL EXPORTS:
FAR EAST:
- JAPAN (-8.00% ASH) 75 250 280 158 120 1115 85 100 240 88 150 se 1755
- JAPAN (+8.00')(, ASH) 175 125 85 188 120 157 180 rt 132 31 230 180 1820
- SOUTH KOREA 48 77 33 110 108 112 487
EUROPE:
-BELGIUM 32 80 37 33 34 80 120 e3 150 see
-FRANCE •• 85 83 130 74 107 25 145 31 88 72 30 850
-ITALY 75 75
-GERMANY 2 15 7
- UNITEO KINGDOM 3 8 31 40
OTHER:
- BRAZIL·· 40 40 40 80 40 40 28 112 400
TOTAL COKING COAL 335 470 544 587 485 450 540 351 550 402 478 583 5803
STEAM COALTONNES
FAR EAST:
-JAPAN 382 158 288 188 333 102 280 130 100 80 280 181 2530
-HONG KONG 315 200 3111 83 254 315 740 310 220 120 250 110 3288
-TAIWAN 450 470 2110 254 500 340 450 530 882 382 315 1154 11187
- SOUTH KOREA 482 128 121 388 218 1115 110 280 100 230 2281
EUROPE:
-AUSTRIA 10 7 7 5 80 88
-BELGIUM 482 508 185 258 320 270 200 130 132 l500 80 3018
-BULGARIA 30 30
-DENMARK 125 140 150 00 505
-FINLAND 80 80
-FRANCE 15 324 348 280 400 280 334 200 270 2501
-GERMANY 582 551 282 200 301 488 800 485 573 800 580 250 5380
-GREECE 20 84 40 148 120 eo 85 85 130 82 7lI2
-IRELAND eo 30 30 120
-ISRAEL 280 180 140 180 180 1eo 450 155 380 325 810 2lI2 3282
-ITALY 175 137 387 514 228 342 140 330 130 425 180 285 32111
- NETHERLANDS 184 75 80 28 280 235 150 208 70 250 1!Sse
-PORTUGAL 124 90 123 1411 200 210 350 80 200 203 1708
-SPAIN 314 829 541 320 884 4n 480 582 520 445 711 348 832lI
- SWITZERLAND 15 18 7 4 8 5 18 8 14 18 112
- UNITED KINGDOM 52 70 31 41 53 87 80 80 110 27 1181
- YUGOSLAVIA 40 40 25 105
OTHER COUNTRIES:
-BRAZIL 45 38 83
-MALTA 35 35 70 35 74 sa 284
- MAURITIUS 45 35 80
-U.S.A. 80 80 80
UIO
TOTAL STEAM COAL 3787 3134 2747 2381 4418 3873 4172 4173 3880 3587 4480 2lI2O 43283
TOTAL COKING AND STEAM 4102 3804 3281 21148 4884 4123 4712 4524 4410 4078 4838 3483 4l1Ol18
NOTE:" SEMI-COIONG COAlElIPOOTS TO FRANCE. BRAZl.1NClUlE8 AHl'IfUCfI1' FOR P.C.L ..FRNaAtC 8MERlNCJ .. lIWL
R.S.A. COKING AND STEAM COAL EXPORTS:
-
DESCRIPTION 1993 EXPORT
TONNES
JAN FEB MAR APR
PASTt2
MAY JUNE JUly 1.00 8EP OCT NOV DEC MONlltS
SEMI-COKING COAL:
FAR EAST:
- JAPAN (-11.00% ASH) 154 68 158 100 70 35 130 143 94 91 155 1098
-JAPAN (+ll.OO%ASH) 116 68 173 135 101 . 80 250 lt5 124 101 260 1523
- SOUTH KOREA 68 67 190 70 135 40 135 150 85 840
EUROPE:
-BELGIUM 35 63 110 60 70 40 eo 115 72 77 70 110 902
-FRANCE•• 61 105 88 113 110 31 73 70 esl
-GERMANY 25 2!l
~ ITALY eo 62 75 217
- NETHERLANDS 0
- UNITED KINGDOM 20 20
OTHER:
-BRAZIL •• 100 40 40 35 40 60 80 69 90 38 10S Il95
TOTAL COKING COAL 386 404 546 583 499 435 591 553 60S 412 ~2 eo5 5971
STEAM COAL:
FAR EAST:
-JAPAN 2SO 63 190 232 70 195 280 250 30S 171 28 120 2204
-HONG KONG 2SO 140 370 590 680 350 700 250 2150 330 3920
-TAIWAN 650 630 520 250 ~ 310 670 !580 500 410 425 26S 5750
-THAILAND 40 40
- SOUTH KOREA 257 162 70 100 220 420 270 420 310 845 200 335 3609
EUROPE:
-AUSlRIA 7 7
-BELGIUM 110 60 100 150 430 160 220 1230
-BULGARIA 0
-DENMARK 270 135 350 135 370 680 450 142 180 265 165 3122
-FINLAND 0
-FRANCE 300 200 250 260 75 110 61 130 150 40 1576
-GERMANY 520 390 700 100 236 420 480 233 365 310 170 70 3994
-GREECE 68 220 215 60 185 125 873
-IRELAND 30 32 40 30 32 184
-ISRAEL 160 170 210 320 340 140 160 215 300 240 32!5 eoo 3180
-ITALY 160 260 125 320 210 220 170 100 1M 170 1890
-ROTIERDAM 150 300 300 !580 174 135 4e5 365 280 380 380 3520
- NETHERLANDS 280 240 160 65 230 33 310 1338
-PORTUGAL 200 330 150 150 210 160 eo 70 222 220 220 270 2262
-SPAIN 530 205 610 650 525 170 520 370 540 470 485 240 6295
-S\\mEN 40 40
- S\\fTZERLAND 12 4 14 20 15 12 11 811
-l\lRKEY 70 124 11M
- UNITED KINGDOM 70 40 30 30 100 30 40 55 33 SO 458
- YUGOSLAVIA 28 40 811
OTHER COUNTRIES:
-ARGEN11NA 96 30 42 eo 2!5 65 338
-BRAZIL 36 110 40 80 eo 34 330
-CALEDONIA 26 2!l
-KENYA 30 30 27 30 26
142
-MALTA 35 60 62 40 35 32 40 35 S30
-MAURmUS 40
40
-MOROCCO eo
25 es
-NAMABIA 25 2!l 25 25 25 125
-U.SA.
0
TOTAL STEAM COAL 3687 345S 3734 3841 4275 3501 3996 4S88 4037 4291 3340 3530 48276
TOTAL EXPORTS 4073 3859 4280 4424 4774 3936 4567 5141 4842 4703 3692
41315 62248
-
NOlI:"EMI-COKING COAUlCI'OATI TO FRANCE AHO IIAAZllINCLUDEI ANTHIIACml UIlEDINTHE PCINfl) IIIIf1tIllNO PlllXS•••.
·HISTORICAL EXPORT COAL PRICES - RAND PER TONNE FOB
YEAR DESCRIPTlON R/TONNEFOB JAN FEB MAR APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC
1888 STEAM COAL R/TONNEFOB 54.00 54.00 58.00 82.00 82.00 59.00 87.00 88.00 85.00 85.00 87.00 88.00
1~ 83.00 70.00 85.00 74.00 78.00 79.00 84.00 82.00 78.00 78.00 75.00 75.00
1~ 78.00 78.00 79.00 82.00 79.00 79.00 81.00 82.00 82.00 75.00 79.00 78.00
1li181 78.28 78.3S 80.01 81.83 82.85 81.11 82.88 88.28 85.54 ~5.81 85.20 78.83
1002 82.88 ~.83 ~.40 83.43 85.83 81.54 81.57 18.78 88.2la 82.38 83.0lJ 83.78
-
1888 LOW ASH COAL R/TONNEFOB 88.00 88.00 ~.OO 72.00 72.00 80.00 84.00 87.00 87.00 87.00 88.00 88.00
1. 80.00 90.00 88.00 90.00 110.00 105.00 90.00 90.00 82.00 82.00 78.00 78.00
1li18O 02.00 102.00 94.00 111.00 ga.OO ~2.00 117.00 103.00 108.00 ss.oo ga.oo 104.00
1li181 107.38 108.&5 113.84 l00.S 117.58 154.3& 11~.71 123.53 124.11 118.27 117.S 119.43
1002 110.72 110.03 121.94 122.7!5 120.74 "0.53 112.20 13S.S4 118.83 121.40 117.77 115.1lI5
1888 TOTAL COAl. SALES R/TONNEFOB 54.00 58.00 50.00 83.00 84.00 82.00 ISO.OO ISO.OO 87.00 ISO.OO 70.00 ISO.OO
1~ 88.00 74.00 88.00 78.00 80.00 81.00 88.00 84.00 79.00 78.00 78.00 79.00
1li18O 77.00 81.00 81.00 84.00 80.00 80.00 84.00 83.00 83.00 77.00 81.00 82.00
1~1 N. 81.00 83.&3 83.82 85.N 8U7 87.35 82.71 88.28 97.81 88.71 82.30
11le2 88.01 83.- 02.30 87.17 87.20 82.73 83.84 85.81 80.01 87.f7 87.84 88.52
HISTORICAL EXPORT COAL PRICES·- US$ PER TONNE FOe\> •...••.•.•
,
.
..,
..
....
..
.
.:,..
YEAR DESCRIPTION US${TONNE FOB JAN FEB MAR APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC
1888 SlCAMCOAL US$f'TaIINEFOB 27.41 28.34 27.23 28.84 28.~ 25.99 28.03 28.e4 28.53 28.32 28.03 28.08
1888 28.38 28.34 25.59 29.02 29.10 28.32 31.11 30.04 27.14 28.38 29.30 29.18
1880 29.89 30.59 30.15 31.30 30.15 29.70 30.88 31.91 31.91 29.53 sr.eo 30.71
1881 30.02 30.85 30.19 29.97 29.82 28.38 28.n 30.75 30.12 33.74 30.43 28.58
1882 29.73 31.78 31.04 29.27 30.11 29.01 29.88 28.89 31.23 28.58 27.74 27.84
1888 LOW ASH COAL US$/TONNEFOB 34.!l2 33.17 32.39 33.48 32.58 35.24 35.15 35.51 35.51 35.22 35.Ga 38.50
1888 37.ee 38.44 35.04 35.29 - 41.04 37.03 33.33 32-87 29.29 30.50 30.47 30.35
1880 35.94 40.00 35.88 42.37 37.40 34.59 44.32 40.08 42.02 37.40 38.20 40.84
1881 42.27 41.88 42.ge 38.ge 42.14 53.98 41.57 43.04 43.70 40.94 42.03 43.27
1li182 43.08 39.34 42.34 43.07 42.35 42.52 40.50 48.78 42.e4 42.18 39.25 38.43
1888 TOTAL COAL SALES USS/TONNE Foe 27.41 27.32 27.70 29.30 28.,", 27.31 28.87 28.18 27.35 27.lM 29.28 29.38
1888 28.45 29.ge 28.n 29.80 29.85 29.03 31.85 3O.n 28.21 29.10 30.47 30.74
1lM1O 30.08 31.78 30.&12 32.08 30.53 30.08 31.82 32.30 32.30 30.31 32.40 32.28
1881 31.49 31.88 31.57 30.70 30.75 30.30 30.33 32.30 31.08 34.48 32.04 29.82
1992 32.04 33.33 32.0' 30.59 30.59 29.43 30.52 30.7\) 32.58 30.54 29.31 29.75
I
RSA COKING ANDSTEAM COALCIFPRICES INU.S.$.
DESCRIPTlON
SEMI-CQ<JNG co.u
\ m, IA~PRICE
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY .AJN .AJL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC T~~E
PRICES AREIN US$/TONtE CF
- WItH (-I.oo'l'~
- WItH (+I.oo'l'~
- sount KOREA
-eeuaJW
- ITALY
-F'RAHCE
STEAMccw. PRla:S
-WItH
-HONOKONQ
- TANtItH
-IOUTH~
- l!IIE1.I:aJU
-ClEN&AHY
- CJflEECE
-ITALY
- NET1'EJUIC)S
-.Mf
- SWfT'2SUIC)
• - tHTED K:NOOOY
,
,
53,«)
4Ue
41.28
70..00
45.eI
:IIll.M
Q..8Z
-..c7
....32
«UO
45.12
41.70
a.aoSt.-
!l5.57
44.52
SlU1
41.28
• ..00
50..32
38.55
•.78
_.25
".13
4S.OZ
.,1
O.st
• ..,1
57.10
44.57
Il2.8O
47.24
38.30
43..70
45.20
47.54
_....
4lUI
~
12.74
SU2
45.83
SI.13
52.74
511.40
50.78
:MS.!l8
41.04
43.87
45.!l8
...az
48..3Z
42.44
4S.
!l5.3C1
47.so
SI.35
se.ao
seJlO
53.25
41.20
_zr
_.72
42.38
31 0
43...
44.10
44.74
53.83
53.78
4UO
SI.70
se.eo
cs.so
37.78
41.211
45.15
43..40
45.18
41.10
41.04
42JII2
57.
47~
SI.$IO
40..57
ll2JlO
..-
44.82
4223
41.-
44.00
-43..OS
43A2
-.so
SI.20
4UO
54.55
47.elS
54.40
41.00
37.83
44.oa
38.72
47.81
41..30
48.80
41.78
44.40
k72
54.80
48.14
ll2.llO
54.44
48.83
3O.llO
."45.70
~
44..00
30.15
46.IIZ
44.20
54.18
4S..oI
48..00
-
• .25
:Ia.a3
44.85
-43.33
• .00
-45.74
4V'8
11.78
ssm
".70
se.se
43..42
57.1.
...
37..8Z
...2e
42,10
40..00
47.50
~
q:a
SI~I
4Uli
SlUO!
54.001
I
50.041
j
4U18i
:Ia.o1 i
42.20!
.,.ao!
45.731
--I
,
42.201
I
4U01
5I.S7
SS,04
41.80 11
S8.7I I
I!52.7S .
43.41
5U"
...eo
37.eo
• .as
43-"
--41.
38.25
_.sr
43JlO
4S.73115.,.
54.72
lN0T2: IB' COCN3 CQlIL~ lOPIWCe. LDW't'ClA'R.!~UII!DI'Clft pu'V!RISB) CQlIL N.eC'T1CN
· ... > '..R.SA COKING AND STEAM COAl CIFPRICES IN
'.. ........... : .
DESCRIPTION 1992 AVERAGE
PRICE
uss/
JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC TONNE
SEMI-COKING COAL PRICES AREIN US$/TONNEOF
- JAPAN (-&00% ASH) 53.ll1l 55.75 57.211 55.84 54.00 SO.2O 55.51 54.37 54.811 58.211 57.50 54.01 55.oe
- JAPAN (+&.00% ASH) 4Q.llIl 48.00 ~.211 5U5 ~.12 47.12 48.22 ~.13 ".81 48.47 47.1l3 47.88 48.12
- SOUTH KOREA se.711 57.1. 57.1. ~.81 52.15 52.83 .:J.eo 52.75
-BRAZL ~.OO 313.70 ~.50 «),07
-BELGIUM S3.88 53.84 504.25 53.80 52.47 53.53 54.05 53.S
-FRANCE SO.OO 57.00 54.72 54.04 55.82 55.30 1lO.!l5 Cl3.2lI 1lO.41 54.C3 5:Ul5 57.4ll
-GERMANY 55.llO .e.88 51.3ll
- UNITED IONC3OOM llD.21 54.34 llO.17 111.24
STEAMCOAL PRICES
-JAPAN 47.21 48.51 ce.88 ~.75 48,gQ ce,gQ ".18 ~.1l3 ~.Il3 £3.7V ~.08 48.37 48."
-HONGKONQ 3ll.1lO 3ll.01 311.27 38.73 38.10 37.40 37.05 35.C3 34.g1 38.53 38.00 379
-TAIWAN 45.33 47.27 48.05 42.70 48.57 ".80 48.S ~.21 ".117 ".82 43.01 42,g4 ".GO
- SOUTHKOREA 45..Q1 ce.31 ce." 47.12 ~.2O 47.18 ".47 48.13 43.eo ~.82
-AUS'TRIA C3.112 ll2.71l C3.~ Cl3.20 Cl3.71l SO-'lO 4ll.10 51;1.55
- BELGIUM 4l5.21 47.111 47.211 43.51 .e.511 _71 51.5Cl «l.53 40_ "'15 _Ill
-OENMAAK sr.ee 33.25 34.04 33.18
-FN.ANO 40.83 40.83
-FRAHCE 34.1llI 4O,ge 34.31
- -
471 3ll.1lO ....54 ....IM 3ll.llll
- ClERMAN't' 4I..110 47.00 47.313 ce.80 48.10 45.48 ~.27 ~.ll3 48.4Q 47.50 ".10 45." 48.52
-~CE 4lA5 41.12 37.80 3a.8O 34Q2 34.20 42.20 313.80 4UllS 32,g5 38m
- NETlERl»I)S 42.S 43.07 43.31 43.llIl 43.80 41.80 43.211 48.54 4ll.71 48.50 51.M 43.2ll 45.30
-SPAIN CS.Gl5 44.13 42.53 43.75 40.11 45.70 42.22 38.83 42.51 41.51 43.Cl5 42.ll3
- swrrzau.»C) 5L» 54.Gl5 47.24 S3.112 57.58 scee 54.Clll eo.78 oue 57.10 55.15 5U4
- UNrTED KINClCOU 5U7 50.52 54.00 48.71 4O.lll5 51.24 53.87 4Q,gQ 47.83 50.73 S3.27 SUS
NOT'E:~ COM. EXPORn TO FIUlNCE IS LOW Va..ATlU: NfTHRACrTE USED FOR P\.LVERlSED COM. INJECTION
